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Abstract

Accurate identification of historic and current land cover changes is vital for

monitoring and managing the environment. Earth Observation satellite archives

provide cost-e↵ective and consistently measured time series of data at a scale

appropriate for land managers. Current time series change detection approaches

require a data density not present in historic archives and can be computational

complex, limiting application to large-scale areas. In light of these challenges, the

‘map-to-image’ approach was developed, requiring only a base map and a

satellite image to identity change features (i.e. map-to-image change

detection).

The aim of the study was to assess and develop the ‘map-to-image’ change

detection technique as a component of a multi-class land cover monitoring

system for Wales. The approach assumes that within a base map class area the

pixel values (e.g. reflectance or backscatter) of the satellite image are

homogeneous, therefore any land cover change features will exhibit di↵erent

responses. Three methods to categorise these changes were developed using;

histogram distributions, probabilities from repeated random forest classifiers, and

outlier analysis. The approaches were applied to a time series of Landsat (5, 7,

and 8) and Sentinel 2 data covering Wales, UK acquired between 1990 and 2017.

They were initially tested and compared on coniferous forest change, performing

well when identifying clear-felling and producing accuracies of 89.4-94.1%. When

applied to a full land cover map change detection accuracies of 69.2 %-89.1%

were produced. Outlier and histogram distribution-based approaches

outperformed repeated random forest classifier probabilities in most cases.

The method performed well when detecting large-scale changes for spectrally

homogeneous classes. However, in cases where change vectors were spectrally
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similar limitations in accuracy were identified. The change map use case, and

likely land cover change drivers and types, must be considered when selecting a

change detection approach. The ‘map-to-image’ approach should be used when a

computationally e�cient, robust algorithm is needed to analyse large-scale high

magnitude changes in a time series of data where the time period between

capture dates varies greatly or data volume is low.
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Glossary

Atmospheric Correction The process of removing the e↵ects of the atmosphere

on reflectance values from the Earth’s surface acquired by satellite mounted

sensors. (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Atmospheric Noise Meaningless information caused by variation in reflectance

due to the composition of the atmosphere. (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Bayes Logic Bayes therom or Bayes logic includes information from a prior event

in the probability of an event occurring (Joyce 2019).

Binary Map A map consisting of two land cover classes. Typically this is one

class of interest and a broad class of everything else..

Change Detection The process of identifying where the surface of the Earth has

changed in a given period of time. Typically this is a change in land cover

between remote sensing images acquired on two separate dates. .

Change Vector Analysis A process which describes the change of an feature

between two dates in time as a vector in n-dimensional space. A vector can

have a magnitude (size or scale of change) and a direction (type of change)
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component. A threshold is applied to this vector to identify changed areas

(Malila 1980).

Cloud Cover A constraint of optical remote sensing data. Cloud cover refers to

the proportion of the reflectance of the radiation from the sun that has been

intercepted by cloud, meaning the Earth’s surface can not be observed. The

longer wavelength of radar data can ‘see through’ the cloud. (Lillesand et al.

2015).

Clustering The process of dividing a population of data points into groups so

that each point is more similar to the group or cluster it belongs to than the

rest of the population..

Confusion Matrix A table which describes the performance of a classifier

against a reference dataset. The reference data should represent reality or

the ground-truth. It displays the percentage of points which were classified

correctly and where the classification error, or confusion was. (Lillesand

et al. 2015, Congalton 2008).

Earth Observation The gathering of information about the nature of the

Earth’s surface using remote sensing technologies. Earth observation

monitors the status of the Earth’s surface and systems..

Extremely Randomised Trees A decision tree ensemble machine learning

classifier. It is very similar to the popular random forests classifier.

Extremely randomised trees has an extra layer of randomness in the

sampling of training data. The training data are sampled with

replacement, this has been show to reduce overfitting. (Geurts et al. 2006).
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False Colour Composite A remote sensing image where the reflectance

information displayed in red, green and blue colours was not collected from

red, green and blue sections of the electromagnetic spectrum.

False Positives When a object or pixel is identified as a change feature by the

change detection process but is not actually changed on the ground. It is

most often used in a land cover classification context.

Fuzzy Logic A mathematical concept which allows for certainty of set or class

ownership. It is an alternative to boolean logic that deals with ambiguity in

a dataset (Zadeh 1988).

Fuzzy-Rough Nearest Neighbour A supervised machine learning classifier

which assigns a data point a class based on the fuzzy-rough logic uppper

and lower approximations of the classes of K nearest neighbours (Jensen &

Cornelis 2011).

Fuzzy-Rough Set Applies fuzzy logic to the upper and lower approximations of

rough sets. Allows for ownership to the ‘core’ and ‘outer’ class observations

(Dubois & Prade 1990).

Geometric Registration Is the process of assigning an image coordinates based

on the area it covers on the ground (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Image Classification Image classification is the process of categorising all of

the pixels in a remotely sensed image into a set of labels, themes or classes.

Typically these are land cover themes. (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Image Objects Image objects or segments are groups of spatially connecting

pixels with similar values which have been segmented..
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Improved Change Vector Analysis A change vector analysis approach which

improves change threshold selection. Instead it uses a flexible double-window

search to determine the change threshold. It also includes more information

on the cosine of change vector (Chen et al. 2003).

Je↵ries Matusita Distance A commonly used separability criterion for

determining the separability of land cover class remote sensing data

(Kavzoglu & Mather 2000, Padma & Sanjeevi 2014).

K Means A clustering algorithm which is designed to sort observations into K

clusters. K is a user defined parameter which reflects the dimensionality

of the dataset. Each observation is assigned to the nearest cluster in n-

dimensional space (Macqueen 1967).

K Means ++ An algorithm to optimise the number of seeds for a clustering

algorithm. It is a development of a K Means classifier which assigns a class

based on the closest k cluster centres (Arthur & Vassilvitskii 2007).

K Nearest Neighbour An algorithm which assumes that data points which are

close to each other in space display similar characteristics, that similar things

are next to each other. Therefore, by examining a characteristics of a number

of neighbours information can be learnt about a point in question. (Fix &

Hodges 1989).

Land Cover A description of the physical material covering the earth’s surface.

It indicates the physical land type such as forest or open water (Lillesand

et al. 2015).
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Land Cover Classification A type of image classification. The image pixels

are categorised into classes which relate to land covers, for example forest or

water (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Land Use A description of how people are using the land. For example grass

might be used as a golf course or a football field (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Landsat A series of Earth-observing satellite missions jointly managed by NASA

and the U.S. Geological Survey. The programme has been running for over 20

years and both Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 are currently in orbit and collecting

data.

Machine Learning A system or algorithm which is able to automatically learn or

improve without explicit programming. Machine learning classification and

regression of image data are commonly used in remote sensing applications.

Mahalobis Distance A measure of the di↵erence between a point and a given

distribution of data. It is a multi-dimensional generalisation of number of

standard deviations a point is from the mean of dataset (McLachlan 1989).

Map-to-Image The process of combining ancillary produced thematic land cover

map data with remote sensing image data for change detection.

Minimum mapping unit The minimum area on the ground that an single type

land cover needs to cover before it is included in a map product. Minimum

mapping units reduce the e↵ects of noise in a classification product.

Mixed Pixels Occur when the pixel value represents information from several

di↵erent land cover surfaces within the pixel spatial area on the ground

surface (Lillesand et al. 2015).
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Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer A satellite mounted

remote image sensor built by Santa Barabra. It was first launched into

orbit in 1999 and has a long archive of earth observation image data.

Modified change vector analysis Reduces the impact of the threshold

selection on change vector analysis by outputting continuous change data

(Nackaerts et al. 2005).

Neural Networks A type of classifier which endeavour to recognise and

categorise relationships in data based on a process that is similar to the

network of neurons that form a human brain (Atkinson & Tatnall 1997).

Normalised Di↵erence Vegetation Index Quantifies the photosynthetic

activity of vegetation by measuring the di↵erence between the near

infra-red and red light (Lillesand et al. 2015) .

Optical Data In remote sensing optical data makes use reflectance information

in the the visible, near infra-red and short wave infra-red range of the

electromagnetic spectrum (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Orthorectification The process of correcting for the e↵ects of terrain and/or

sensor angle in remote sensing imagery. The end result is an image which

has a constant scale and features in georefenced ‘correct’ positions (Lillesand

et al. 2015).

Overfitting Occurs when a machine learning model fits too closely to one sample

of data, typically training data. Therefore, it may fail to accurately handle

other data.
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Parametric Assumes a normal distribution in the dataset.

Pixel Value A pixel is a tiny square of colour. A digital image is composed of a

grid of pixels. The data value associated with each pixel is called the pixel

value. The pixel value could represent any type of data, for example radar

or optical reflectance (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Post Classification Comparison A change detection process which identifies

change features based on land cover classifications. Any pixels or objects

assigned to a di↵erent land cover class at two di↵erent points are considered

to be land cover change (Swain 1976).

Principal Component Analysis A process by which the dimensionality of a

dataset is reduced. It is the process of transforming a large dataset with

many variables into a smaller dataset with reduced variables without losing

information of interest from the larger dataset (Jolli↵e & Cadmia 2016).

Python A high-level computing language which is commonly used in data science

processing.

Radar Data A type of remote sensing data. Radar scans the surface of the

Earth with microwave electromagnetic radiation. The radar sensor transmits

microwave pulses and receives backscatter from the Earth’s surface (Lillesand

et al. 2015).

Radiometric Correction The process of removing the e↵ects of noise and the

atmosphere on reflectance values from the Earth’s surface acquired by

satellite mounted sensors (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Random Forests A machine learning algorithm. It is a ensemble method, a large
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number of rough decisions trees are constructed from training data. Class

is assigned based on the most common result from these decision trees (Tin

Kam Ho 1998).

Reflectance The proportion of electromagnetic radiation which strikes a surface

that is reflected of it. It is a fraction of the incident electromagnetic radiation

(Lillesand et al. 2015).

Remote Sensing The process of acquiring information about an object without

coming into direct contact with the object (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Rough Set An approximation of of a set or class. It defines a pair of sets, a

upper and lower approximation of the original set. A rough set is a set of

observations or data points which lie between the upper and lower

approximations of a crisp or conventional set (Pawlak 1982).

Segmentation The process of grouping or partitioning an image into segments

of pixels with similar values. The image objects produced is to represent the

data of the image in a manner that is easier to analyse..

Sentinel The Sentinel programme is a series of satellites in the Copernicus

Programme launched by the European Space Agency. Sentinel-2 acquires

optical imagery from two twin satellites.

Shapiro-Wilks Test A statistical test for if a value comes from a normally

distributed dataset (Shapiro & Wilk 1965).

Simple Image Di↵erencing The process of identifying land cover change by

di↵erencing the pixel values of one corrected Earth Observation Image from

another acquired at a di↵erent time.
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Spatial Resolution The size of the smallest object that can be detected by the

sensor and displayed in the image. It is typically reported as a ground area

or linear dimension on the ground represented by a single pixel (Lillesand

et al. 2015).

Spectral Separability The separability of di↵erent land covers based on the

spectral signature produced. Land cover with similar spectral signatures

have a lower separability.

Spectral Signature The variation in reflectance from an object across di↵erent

electromagnetic wavelengths. Typically it is displayed in a plot and used in

land cover classification (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Spectral Unmixing The process of separating the signatures within a mixed

pixel to constituent spectra, called endmembers (Shi & Wang 2014).

Support Vector Machines A machine learning algorithm that constructs a

hyperplane in n-dimensional space around a class (Boser et al. 1992).

Tasseled Cap A transformation of the spectral information into indicators.

Indicators can provide information on vegetation greenness and

phenological stages (Kauth & Thomas 1976).

Temporal Resolution The time between data acquisitions. Typically in remote

sensing this is expressed as the number of days it takes a satellite to return

to the same location (Lillesand et al. 2015).

Thematic Data The extraction of pixel or object information into themes,

typically land cover classes.

Time Series A sequence of data points or images which were acquired in
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successive order through time at regular or irregular intervals.

Training Data A subset of dataset which is used to construct a machine learning

algorithm so it can make predictions on a wider dataset.

Vegetation Index A spectral transformation of at least two bands of

electromagnetic reflectance data to enhance the detection or measurement

some feature of vegetation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Land Cover Change and Earth

Observation

The landscape and surface of the Earth is dynamic and constantly changing due to

anthropogenic (human) or natural activities, for example, agricultural expansion,

storms, wildfires, socio-economic factors (e.g. migration) or urban growth (Borak

et al. 2000, Al-doski et al. 2013). The impacts, drivers, and long-term e↵ects of

these processes must be understood. The dynamic nature of the Earth results

in Land Cover Change (LCC). LCC is defined as the transformation of the land

or replacement of one land-cover type on the Earth’s surface (Meyer & Turner

1992). The Land Cover is the state of the land surface (e.g forest or cropland),

this is distinct from the Land Use, which refers to how humans use the land surface

(e.g. agriculture) (Lillesand et al. 2015). However, changes in land cover are often

the result of or result in, a change of land use. The two processes (land cover

1
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and land-use change) are interdependent and closely related. For example, socio-

economic pressures have led to widespread deforestation of the Amazon basin for

agriculture where the land cover has changed from forest to bare soil and the land

use has become agriculture (Smith et al. 1999, de Espindola et al. 2012, Marquardt

et al. 2019). This interconnected nature makes unpicking the true, often combined

causes of land cover change a complex task.

LCC is typically the result of individual or multiple related processes operating

at a range of scales both spatially and temporally (Foody 2002). These drivers of

change were described by Lambin & Ehrlich 1997 as falling into three categories;

biophysical, economic, or political. At a global scale, changes are cumulatively

transforming land cover at an accelerating pace (Houghton 1994, Hongquan et al.

2011, Cole et al. 2018). This pace is particularly evident in the tropics, where the

biophysical changes brought on by anthropogenic climate change are expanding

deserts and economic driven change has led to rainforest deforestation for

agriculture or palm oil plantations. (Houghton 1994, Lillesand et al. 2015).

These changes are occurring at all spatial scales, from global to regional, and the

relationship between global changes and regional changes must be understood. A

variety of LCC data at all scales is needed to facilitate management practices

and policymakers to address the drivers and e↵ects of LCC (Duveiller et al.

2020).

Within the UK the landscape is dynamic and LCC is largely driven by human

activity rather than natural phenomena (Thomson et al. 2007, Cole et al. 2018).

From the 1940s onwards, urban areas have expanded to cover more of the

landscape due to increasing population sizes. Agricultural land has been farmed

more intensively, driven by increasing food demands. This has impacted the land
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cover of the agricultural areas and those nearby, with a reduction in scrubby

vegetation and forest land cover. Since the UK joined the EU in 1973, political

pressures reduced intensive farming practices and financial initiatives have led to

a diversification of agricultural land cover. Semi-natural woodland has been used

for leisure and tourism, leading to changes in land cover due to paths and car

parks. The biophysical drivers of land cover in the UK are primarily flooding and

vegetation disease, for example, Ash dieback (Hymenoscyphus fraxineus). Wales

is a dynamic region (Lucas et al. 2011), with drivers of change very similar to

those a↵ecting the rest of the UK. Urban expansion due to population increases

has occurred over recent decades, particularly in southeast Wales and

agricultural practices have a large e↵ect on the landscape. Commercial timber

plantations result in dynamic changes in forest cover as harvesting and

replanting occur. Similarly, Wales is impacted by flooding and in recent years

significant land cover change has occurred due to the biophysical driver of larch

disease (Phytophthora ramorum Chadfield & Pautasso 2012). Timely and

accurate extent and change information on these phenomena are important for

national and regional management and planning practices.

Information on the types and drivers of change, at spatial scales from global to

regional, is vital for a variety of e↵ective monitoring, management, and policy

development and implementation practices (Change detection techniques 2009,

Lillesand et al. 2015). For example monitoring of forest change alone can relate

to deforestation (Kerr & Ostrovsky 2003), flooding (Apollonio et al. 2016,

Sterling et al. 2012, Wissmar et al. 2004, Yoon et al. 2003), carbon stock (Bagan

& Yamagata 2014, Fuchs et al. 2016, Sohl et al. 2012, Zhao et al. 2009, 2010,

2013) and natural disaster (Bourgeau-Chavez et al. 2002, Epting et al. 2005,
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Lupo et al. 2001, Wulder et al. 2009) responses and policy. It is equally

important that these data are of a high Temporal Resolution, accurate, and can

be produced in a timely manner (Jong et al. 2017, Mekasha et al. 2014). The

spatio-temporal patterns of land-use change can be documented using satellite

imagery and Earth Observation (EO) practices. EO satellites provide

cost-e↵ective, consistently measured, relatively high spatial and temporal

resolution data acquired at a scale appropriate to a range of management and

policy applications, such as those previously identified (Hester et al. 2010, Masek

et al. 2015, Tewkesbury et al. 2015). EO data allows researchers to study the

causes and results of land cover and land-use change in relation to natural and

anthropogenic e↵ects (Cardille & Foley 2003). Therefore, land cover and land use

Change Detection has been an important area of research in Remote Sensing

(RS) and EO analysis since the 1970s (Lo & Shipman 1990).

RS describes the science of obtaining information about an object, area,

phenomenon, etc. without coming into direct contact with the object (Lillesand

et al. 2015). Typically, this means recording the electromagnetic spectral

properties of the surface of an object. RS information collected from satellite

platforms provides a vast amount of data on the nature of the Earth’s surface

(Lillesand et al. 2015). RS satellite imagery, or EO data, is a powerful tool for

determining the reasons for and consequences of land use and land cover changes

(Cardille & Foley 2003, Lillesand et al. 2015). The increasing volume of satellite

data available since the 1990s represents an archive of data of changes in the

Earth’s surface. Furthermore, the digital format of the majority of this data

makes it easy to analyse over larger areas than field studies, with computer

image processing. Therefore, RS and EO are useful tools for land cover change
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detection, monitoring, and management. The process of detecting and analysing

land-cover change is commonly referred to as ‘change detection’ (Singh 1989b,

Coppin & Bauer 1996). Change detection has been defined as ‘the process of

identifying di↵erences in the state of an object or phenomenon by observing it in

di↵erent times’ (Singh 1989b).

RS techniques and EO data have been used to study the types of land cover

changes outlined. Researchers have studied many types of natural and

anthropogenic changes at regional, national and global scales. For example, the

crop rotation of agriculture (Macleod & Congalton 1998), urban expansion (Luo

et al. 2018) deforestation assessments (Smith et al. 1999, Kerr & Ostrovsky 2003,

de Espindola et al. 2012, Marquardt et al. 2019), and land degradation detection

(Metternicht et al. 2010, Yiran et al. 2012, Dubovyk 2017) A focus of RS research

has been delineating LCC on local and global scales by combining multi-temporal

data from di↵erent RS sources (e.g. satellite and aerial photography).

Prior to satellite RS data, surveys to assess land cover change were field-based,

expensive, and uncommon. Additionally, these surveys used methods of recording

and thematic classes, which are not directly comparable, making LCC di�cult to

characterise. RS techniques and EO data can be combined with this type of

ancillary data to provide change information. This involves combining mapped

data with a manual interpretation of recent EO data such as aerial photographs

or satellite imagery. Adding RS data represents a significant increase in e�ciency

over field-based change detection approaches, which are often expensive and have

a significant date lag between a change occurring on the ground and being

detected. The mapped data could take the form of an existing RS dataset, for

example combining Coordination of Information on the Environment (CORINE)
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Land Cover Classification map data with delineated change from satellite and

aerial photography (Thomson et al. 2007, Cole et al. 2018).

Change detection studies commonly combine two or more RS datasets acquired at

di↵erent dates to detect change. Change is detected by direct comparison of the

spectral data using a change detection algorithm or the di↵erencing of classified

data where the spectral responses have been grouped or classified representing

di↵erent land covers. These images need to be free of noise, phenological di↵erences

(e.g. trees are a di↵erent colour due to deciduous nature not due to change), and

illumination angle di↵erences (e.g. shadows) for change detection processes to work

e↵ectively (Du et al. 2002, Song et al. 2001, Wang & Xu 2010). These restrictions

could result in the time step between imagery being several years, causing a low

temporal resolution of change detection or the acquisition date being di↵erent in

parts of a study area, ‘blurring’ the temporal resolution, and possibly leading to

inconsistencies across the study region (Lindquist et al. 2008, Lück & van Niekerk

2016).

However, recent increases in data volume (reduced revisit periods) and

availability (more free and open data) has led to the development of approaches,

which use the dense Time Series and large numbers of images to track trends and

model breaks in a signal to identify land cover changes. These approaches are

potentially powerful early warning systems of land cover change or degradation

(Verbesselt et al. 2010). These dense time series approaches use an increased

data volume to reduce the e↵ect of noise and allow change identification at a

higher (sub-annual) temporal resolution. Dense time-series methods produce a

signal from the values of each pixel at each time step. Change features are

located by documenting di↵erences between this signal and a reference signal or
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model of expected values (Bontemps et al. 2012, 2008, DeVries et al. 2015, Eckert

et al. 2015, Schmidt et al. 2015, Verbesselt et al. 2012, Zhu & Woodcock 2012).

These metrics can be used to generate a land cover classification for each time

step (Zhu & Woodcock 2014). Studies using these approaches focus on present

monitoring or recent history. The fragmented nature of most RS archives means

it is unlikely that there is a su�cient volume of historical data to identify past

change using these approaches. Additionally, the high computation expense of

generating time series models typically limits the study area to less than

1000km2, although some dense time series approaches are viable over a larger

area. However, larger study areas are needed to detect global changes for

example producing baseline and subsequent forest cover change for initiatives like

Reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation (REDD++)

(Bontemps et al. 2008, Zhu & Woodcock 2012, Cai & Liu 2015, Hermosilla et al.

2015, Schultz et al. 2016, Hamunyela et al. 2016, Tang et al. 2019).

Going forwards in time it is likely that these approaches will become increasingly

important in modeling and monitoring land cover change and signals. However, it

is unlikely there is an adequate volume of historical data to establish past signals

and model historical changes to inform current management (Ju & Roy 2008).

Additionally, generating a time series model is computationally expensive and

could be di�cult at a continental or global scale. In light of these challenges

a di↵erent approach, better able to exploit the plethora of historic EO data to

generate accurate land cover and land cover change data products is needed. This

approach must (i) not have data volume requirements, (ii) able to handle noise

inherent in RS data, and (iii) computationally e�cient to be able to automatically

produce high temporal resolution land cover change data over large areas through
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history.

The ‘Map-to-Image’ change detection approach, applied by Thomas et al. 2018

to map mangrove forest extent, has the potential to fit these characteristics.

Similar to previous change detection work, which combines ancillary and RS

data, the ‘map-to-image’ change detection approach combines a base map and

EO satellite image data to detect change features (i.e. map-to-image change

detection). However, unlike these studies, the EO satellite image data are not

manually interpreted, instead, the spectral reflectance in the EO data are

analysed to locate likely change features. The satellite image data are subset

based on their spatial location within di↵erent mapped classes or regions, for

example in Thomas et al. 2018’s study, all the data mapped as mangrove regions

were extracted. In this subset, the distribution of the extracted mangrove values

is expected to be normal or Parametric, with any deviations being the result of

land cover changes between the mapped data and image acquisition date. This

‘parametric distribution map-to-image change detection’ approach assumes that

the majority of the values within a single class are close to the median, as the

land cover response is homogeneous, and that any values from change features

are far from the median towards the tails of a distribution. A threshold for

change features can be identified by iteratively removing the tails of a

distribution (moving from tails towards the median) until the distribution is

most normal based on the skew and kurtosis statistics of the extracted data’s

frequency histogram. The image data value at the iteration where the combined

lowest skew and kurtosis is reached is selected as the change threshold and

applied to threshold the image data into change/no change features. Thomas

et al. 2018 found the approach produced change detection accuracies in excess of
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80%, with confidence intervals at 99% likelihood, demonstrating that the method

can successfully detect changes in mangrove extent.

1.2 Rationale

The ‘parametric distribution map-to-image change detection’ approach has the

potential to meet all three of the criteria identified as gaps in current RS change

detection approaches. It is automatic, computationally e�cient, and has no data

volume requirements, it is theoretically equally applicable to a base map and a

single image as a base map and time series of image data. If applied on a per-class

basis, this approach could form part of a historic LCC detection and monitoring

system. The change detection output is a set of change and stable features, these

can be used to provide training regions for a Machine Learning classifier to identify

the updated land cover class of change features and produce a new map. The

updated classification could then form the map input into the next iteration (time

step) in a monitoring system (Figure 1.1).

However, research is needed to test the approach:

1. When applied to a time series of historic and current EO image data. In

particular, how the length and data volume of the time series may impact

accuracy.

2. In a temperate region and on land covers which are both dynamic and stable.

3. To remove the assumption that change class is homogeneous and has a

parametric distribution, by testing di↵erent analysis approaches for change

identification.
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Baseline Map

New Satellite 
Image

Identify 
Change 
Features

Classify 
Change 
Features

Create 
Baseline Map

The new map will be the baseline to compare the next image to…

Figure 1.1: Processing chain for map-to-image monitoring system

This approach could be adapted and applied to non-parametric land cover classes

to detect change in dynamic and stable land cover from a fragmented time series

with high accuracy. It represents a possible solution for generating an

automatically updating ‘living map’ of land cover classification. This system is

capable of outputting a series of maps and change date of land cover changes and

extents from both historical and current image data. Therefore, it is important

the potential of the method and each of the research areas identified above are

properly addressed and tested.

Wales, UK was selected as a study site to research the proposed monitoring

approach and test di↵erent analysis approaches to identify change. Wales was

selected for three reasons:

1. Welsh land cover is controlled by natural and anthropogenic drivers of

change. There are several dynamic classes (e.g. conifer forest plantations)

and some more stable land covers (e.g. agriculture extent and bracken).

This allows di↵erent types of change to be studied in a relatively small

area.

2. The Welsh EO image data archive covers a near 27 year period but is
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fragmented. As Cloud Cover in Wales is persistent, and historical imagery

has not always been stored, the length of time between images and the

volume of imagery within a given period is highly variable. This allows for

study of how change detection and map accuracy is impacted by di↵erent

data volumes and time steps.

3. The Landsat archive for Wales has already been downloaded and

atmospherically corrected, reducing the pre-processing required to test

changes to the approach

1.3 Aims and Objectives

The aim was to assess the ‘map-to-image’ change detection technique as a

component of a monitoring system for Wales, that utilises and generates a time

series of accurate multi-class land cover classification maps and change detection

statistics. To address this aim, di↵erent approaches for identifying likely change

features, which do not assume class distribution (unlike the ‘parametric

distribution map-to-image change detection’ approach) were developed. Analysis

and description of the approach limitations, assumptions, and inaccuracies was

also undertaken.

To achieve this aim the following objectives were laid out:

1. Determine if the ‘parametric distribution map-to-image’ change detection

approach (Thomas et al. 2018) can accurately detect land cover change in

another forest type in a temperate region (currently only tested on tropical

mangroves).
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2. Ascertain if the approach can be applied to a fragmented time-series of

imagery to accurately map land cover and classify change as part of a

monitoring system.

3. Develop a new way of identifying change features which removes the

assumption that change class has a parametric (normal) distribution,

without a significant loss in accuracy.

4. Determine if this approach can accurately detect multiple types of land

cover change at one time-step on a full land cover classification. Could this

approach be used to generate an automatically updating ‘living map’?

1.4 Thesis Structure

This thesis is divided into 9 chapters. The first introduces land cover change

detection EO data and the RS context and importance of the research. The aim

being to produce land cover and change maps for Wales as part of an automated

monitoring system. A literature review of the characteristics of a good

monitoring system and the strengths and weaknesses and potential developments

of current RS change detection approaches are presented in Chapter 2. This

chapter expands on the rationale presented in the introduction for selecting the

‘parametric distribution map-to-image’ change detection approach for

development. It also provides a wider context of RS change detection

approaches, practices, and accuracy assessments.

Wales, UK was selected as the study site due to the varied landscape of change

and challenging, fragmented EO data. Information on the primary land covers,
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key drivers of change, and the topographic and climatic features of Wales, UK

are presented in Chapter 3. The challenges and volumes of the time series of EO

data covering Wales is described in the next chapter. Chapter 4 also details the

fragmented nature of the 27-year time-series of EO data was used to address the

study objectives and the approaches used to pre-process this data before it was

used to test the objectives.

The next three chapters, Chapters 5 through 7, address the objectives outlined

in the previous section. The applicability of the ‘parametric distribution map-to-

image’ change detection approach to non-mangrove classes is tested on coniferous

forests in Wales, UK. The time series of imagery from 1990 until 2017, described in

Chapter 4, was used to classify coniferous change features, from a single 1990 base

map, as part of an automated monitoring system. The methods and results from

this are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 focuses on objective 3, removing the

data distribution assumption from analysis so it can be applied to a greater variety

of classes. A brief review of di↵erent statistical and classification approaches which

could be used to identify likely change features is presented. This is followed by

repeat analysis of these approaches on the same data as before to determine if

there is a significant di↵erence in accuracy. Objective 4 is addressed in Chapter

7, where the approaches developed in Chapter 6 were applied to a full land cover

classification to determine if multiple land cover changes can be detected in a single

map product and time-step.

In Chapter 8 the applicability and limitations of the approach are discussed.

This chapter returns to the characteristics of a good monitoring system and the

potential of other RS techniques outlined in Chapter 2, to describe where this

work sits in the plethora of RS change detection techniques. Method limitations
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and potential future developments and research which could address di�culties

encountered during the study are presented here. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes

the thesis by returning to the aims and objectives presented in the previous

section and presenting the key findings of the study as answers to the questions

presented. The accuracy, limitations, and applicability of the approaches

developed as part of the study are summarised.



Chapter 2

Land Cover Change Detection

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

Monitoring of land cover change is vitally important for understanding and

managing the impacts of environmental changes and anthropogenic activities

(Kerr & Ostrovsky 2003, Gillanders et al. 2008, Van Lier et al. 2011). These

changes can only be quantified by comparing data collected at di↵erent times

(Singh 1989a, Change detection techniques 2009). Automating the collection and

comparison process increases data volume and land cover monitoring potential.

EO satellites can provide cost-e↵ective data acquired at a high temporal

resolution (daily – annual depending on the system and cloud cover) and at a

meaningful scale for studying land cover dynamics (Hester et al. 2010, Hansen &

Loveland 2012, Tewkesbury et al. 2015). There is no universal approach for using

15
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EO data to detect land cover change, due to the large variety of data sources,

types (radar, Optical Data etc.) and change detection applications.

2.1.1 Literature Review Aim

As the project is focused on monitoring land cover change, change detection

techniques will be reviewed based on their ability to be integrated into an

automatic monitoring system. This system must be: i) able to handle data from

a variety of sources, ii) able to handle seasonal di↵erences to increase temporal

resolution, iii) able to generate useful change metrics from both historical and

current data, iv) e�cient so as not to require a large amount of time (compute or

operator) to identify change in each image v) accurately represent change

features on the ground without significant false positives (change identified when

not present) or false negatives (change not identified when present).

2.1.2 Literature Search Method

As no specific EO database exists, the review was performed using the Web of

Science database. Web of Science was selected as it is connected to numerous

smaller databases, including conference proceedings, for peer-reviewed literature.

The final search parameters (e.g., Land Cover AND Change Detection ANDMap*)

were developed using analytics, targeting the research fields: EO, RS, physical

geography, and the environment. To ensure any examples given were current and

up-to-date, the search for change detection approach examples were limited to

articles published since the year 2000. Review articles and papers documenting

any original approaches still in use published before 2000 were also used to provide
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a broad overview of the field. Supplementary searches were conducted where the

topic area was not covered by change detection articles (e.g. statistics on EO data

availability).

2.2 Approaches for Land Cover Change

Detection

Although no universal change detection approach exists typically change features

are identified using one of five approaches; i) Manual; changes are identified by

visual interpretation of the data. ii) Classified approaches; changes in classified

land cover areas in thematic (similar spectral signatures grouped within classes)

images building a matrix of land cover change. iii) Pixel Value (PV) approaches;

significant changes in PV from the same location. iv) Satellite image time series

methods; a PV signal is derived from a dense time series to identify changes. v)

Biophysical parameter approaches; transform the EO data into a representation

of a biophysical measure, comparing these measurements from di↵erent time

periods.

2.2.1 Manual Approaches

Manual approaches are unique from other change detection techniques as they do

not require a computing system for analysis beyond visualisation, instead change

features are located using visual interpretation techniques. An operator digitises

features they interpret to be a stable land cover or evidence of change, sometimes

with the assistance of air photo interpretation manuals. Manual digitisation of
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change areas typically produces change detection accuracies of over 80% (Fensham

& Fairfax 2003, Benfield et al. 2005). However, this is dependent on the ability

of the operator to recognise and delineate change features. For example, despite

delineating 90% of the burnt area after forest fires in Canada (1992 & 1996) and

Russia (1997) Bourgeau-Chavez et al. (2002) only identified 60% of individual burn

events, suggesting that only large-scale features were identified.

However, Benfield et al. (2005) used intimate knowledge of local land cover

characteristics in Panama to distinguish mangroves from other forest types,

which may have been confused if reliant on spectral di↵erences, with an overall

accuracy of 83%. Thomas et al. (2017) documented global changes in mangrove

extent between 1996 and 2010 based on contextual identification of change

signatures, such as straight edges forming aquaculture ponds. Additionally,

manual techniques may be the only viable approach when studying change over

long time periods using traditional OS maps and newer imagery.

In some situations, manual techniques may be the only viable change detection

approach. However, the high number of operator hours and lack of reproducibility

means that manual approaches are not well suited for automatic or high temporal

monitoring of change over large areas.

2.2.2 Classification Approaches

Identifying changes by comparing classified land cover types, Post Classification

Comparison (PCC) change detection is an intuitive and common method of

identifying land cover change (Swain 1976). PCC is typically used to monitor

landscape change dynamics from and to classes or a class of interest (Table 2.1),
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particularly deforestation and urbanisation (Renó et al. 2011, Gri�ths et al.

2012, Son et al. 2015, Souza-Filho et al. 2015). Image Classification is a

significant area of RS research and ample subject for a dedicated literature

review. (Phiri & Morgenroth 2017, Gavade & Rajpurohit 2019). However, the

majority of classification approaches use a set of labelled training data and

measure the similarity of the unlabelled pixels to each of the training classes.

The similarity or thresholds to split the data are determined by the classification

algorithm. Common classification algorithms including; Support Vector

Machines (SVM) (Boser et al. 1992) or a type of Random Forests (RF) classifier

(Breiman 2001). The inclusion of thematic land cover data produces land cover

dynamics data (from-to change matrix) and classifications which can provide

more information about the nature of change occurring (Coppin et al. 2004). For

example, Baumann et al. (2012) documented forest and agriculture dynamics in

eastern Europe (1985-2010) useful for historical documentation and future land

management practices.

PCC assumes that each land cover classification accurately represents the land

cover of the site both geometrically (shape, size, edge, and position of the

classified land cover) and thematically (classification of the land cover class;

Coppin et al. 2004, van Oort 2005, Change detection techniques 2009). A

significant source of error in PCC is that it is assumed that the classes are well

defined with little confusion, so any change between classification maps is the

result of true change on the ground, not di↵erences in the classifier at each time

step. Errors can be created by di↵erences in the classifier and imagery used at

each time step. As di↵erences between classifications are used to identify land

cover changes, any inaccuracies in the initial classifications are compounded in
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Table 2.1: Example studies using classification change detection techniques.
Information about and a reference for each of the studies is given in the table.
The location, length of time change was detected over, method variations and
accuracy statistics (these statistics are not comparable)
*BAY = Bayesian, PCC = post classification comparison, PCC+ = Post Classification Comparison hybrid, MRF = Markov Random

Fields Model.
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Quebec, Canada 2013-2014 93 78 BAY N 11 39,600 km2 Cardille & Fortin (2016)
West Russia 1985-2010 95 93 PCC N 12 - Baumann et al. (2012)

North Central USA 1980-2000 85 - PCC+ N - 417,385 km2 Bergen et al. (2005)
Bochum, Germany 1986-2011 82 - PCC N 4 145 km2 Henits et al. (2016)

Paraguay 1990-2001 91 90 MRF N 2 6,761 km2 Liu et al. (2008)
Itacaiúnas River watershed, Amazon 1984-2013 96 - PCC N 20 - Souza-Filho et al. (2015)

Rondonia, Amazon 1984-2000 - - PCC+ Y 6 - Frohn & Hao (2006)
Lower Amazon Floodplain 1970-2008 86 80 PCC+ N 16 600 km Renó et al. (2011)

Carpathian Mts 1987-2000 93 - PCC N 2 185 km2 Kozak et al. (2007)
Nile Delta 2001-2010 96 - PCC N 9 - Aide et al. (2013)

Rondônia, Amazon 1984-2002 - - PCC N 19 900 km2 De Barros Ferraz et al. (2005)
Chihuahua, Mexico 1999-2006 88 77 PCC N 2 8,405 km2 Aguirre-gutiérrez et al. (2012)

Klias Peninsula, Malaysia 1985-2013 92 97 PCC N 3 - Kamlun et al. (2016)
Beijing, China 2000-2005 - 88 CVAPS N 2 24 km2 Chen et al. (2011)

Italy 1996-1997 - - BAY N 2 - Castellana et al. (2004)
Xingi-Iriri watershed, Amazon 1997-2004 - 94 PCC+ Y 2 150,000 km2 Silva et al. (2008)

USA 1999-2004 93 90 PCC N 2 - Zhou et al. (2008)
Andes 1987-2001 - 78 PCC Y 2 2,141 km2 Kintz et al. (2006)
Italy 1996-1997 - 97 BAY+ N 2 - Castellana et al. (2007)

Guangzhou, China 1998-2003 89 - PCC N 4 21,388 km2 Fan (2008)
Atlanta, USA 2000-2010 90 - PCC N 6 - Liu & Yang (2015)

Chihuahua,Mexico 1999-2006 86 - PCC N 2 8,405 km2 Aguirre-gutiérrez et al. (2012)
Shanghai, China 1979-2009 - 75 PCC N 4 7,038 km2 Yin et al. (2011)

Megacities 1975-2010 74-93 - PCC+ N 114 - Taubenböck et al. (2012)
Greater Dhaka, Bangladesh 1975-2003 85-90 PCC N - - Dewan & Yamaguchi (2009)
Northwestern Coast, Egypt 1987-2001 91 - PCC N 2 3,750 km2 Shalab & Ryutaro (2007)

Minnesota, USA 1986-2002 90 80-90 PCC+ N 8 7,700 km2 Yuan et al. (2005)
Tema, Ghana 1990-2010 - - PCC N 3 366 km2 Mariwah et al. (2017)
Central USA 1977-2008 77-96 81 MRF N 4 7,038 km2 Liu & Cai (2012)

North Carolina, USA 2002-2005 89 - PCC+ Y 2 71 km2 Hester et al. (2010)
Candarli Bay, Turkey 1990-2005 - - PCC N 2 105 km2 Kesgin & Nurlu (2009)
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the change product. False positives (objects classified di↵erently when no change

has occurred) and false negatives (objects classified the same when change has

occurred) can be caused by this propagation of error (Singh 1989a). The product

accuracy, typically over 82% (Bergen et al. 2005, Kozak et al. 2007, Silva et al.

2008, Fan 2008, Hester et al. 2010, Renó et al. 2011, Baumann et al. 2012,

Souza-Filho et al. 2015, Liu & Yang 2015, Cardille & Fortin 2016), is restricted

by quality of the original classifications. Accuracy reporting should not focus on

the accuracy of these classifications, but on the change, features identified.

Although the classification accuracy is an important indicator of change feature

accuracy it is not the same or comparable with identifying the accuracy of the

change features directly.

Generating accurate land cover classifications requires operator hours. This

requirement restricts the feasible temporal resolution of the analysis. Studies

using PCC do not often perform analysis at a sub-annual or annual resolution

(Table 2.1; Bergen et al. 2005, Kozak et al. 2007, Silva et al. 2008, Kesgin &

Nurlu 2009, Fan 2008, Hester et al. 2010, Renó et al. 2011, Chen et al. 2011,

Baumann et al. 2012, Souza-Filho et al. 2015, Liu & Yang 2015, Cardille &

Fortin 2016, Mariwah et al. 2017). The large number of operator hours and

possible propagation of error through a time series are important limitations in

the application of PCC as part of an automated monitoring system.

Much PCC research focuses on reducing the propagation of error, the majority

of which manifests as ‘slivers’ of false change at the edges of land cover features.

‘Slivers’ are the result of pixels containing more than one land cover (mixed pixels)

or geometric misalignment (Serra et al. 2003). Multi-date segmentation reduces

the appearance of ‘slivers’ (Desclée et al. 2006, Duveiller et al. 2008). Propagation
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of error can also be reduced by introducing fuzzy logic to quantify class uncertainty

as a change feature where in both maps the class ownership is uncertain is likely

to be a false positive and can be removed (Hester et al. 2010).

Another approach to reducing error propagation is the use of multiple classifiers

with uncorrelated error to record change indicated in both images (Kittler et al.

1996, Bruzzone et al. 2004). Temporal correlation approaches, like Markov

Random Field Model or Bayes Logic, uses the temporal order of thematic classes

to assign a probability to detected change (Castellana et al. 2004, Liu & Zhou

2004, Benedek et al. 2015, Cardille & Fortin 2016). For example, applying Bayes

logic could result in changes from forest cover to urban being given greater

weight than a change from urban to forest. When Bruzzone et al. (2004)

compared PCC and Bayesian techniques a 3-4% increase in overall accuracy was

recorded when applying an Bayesian approach (Table 2.1).

Probability is also used to improve accuracy in Change Vector Analysis (CVA)

in Posterior Probability Space, an approach that compares classifications using

the probability of each pixel belonging to each land cover class. Change Vector

Analysis in Posterior Probability Space (CVAPS) requires the determination of a

supervised or unsupervised threshold of change in the posterior probability space

to identify likely change features (Chen et al. 2011). Chen et al. (2011) tested

CVAPS on two Landsat images from April 2000 and July 2005 of Shunyi District,

Beijing. CVAPS produced change data with an overall accuracy of 88-89%.

Many studies of PCC detection accuracy compare pixel or object-based analysis

(Zhou et al. 2008, Hussain et al. 2013, Lv et al. 2017). However, those which

compare di↵erent classification-based approaches indicate that these additions

(e.g. bayes logic) improve change detection accuracy (Bruzzone et al. 2004,
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Hester et al. 2010, Chen et al. 2011). However, statistical tests of the significance

of the improvement (e.g., McNemar’s test) are not often performed. It is unlikely

that improvements reported at 1-3% are significant. Therefore, in most cases,

PCC is su�cient, especially as more complex approaches require some

combination of increased training data or parameterisation, which can be

undesirable in an automated monitoring system.

The number and complexity of classes that can be accurately identified are

limited by their spectral separability, especially in multispectral imagery (Sesnie

et al. 2010, Fernandes et al. 2012). Therefore, changes in areas of individual

vegetation species, types of buildings, or defoliation due to disease cannot be

easily or likely accurately identified. Although homogeneity can help increase

separability, for example in commercial forest stands where age and species of

large blocks of forest are the same, the problem is often more complex.

Continuing the previous example, healthy conifer species may have a similar

spectral signature to unhealthy broadleaf trees (Xiao & McPherson 2005).

Therefore, it is often the case that defoliation, disease, changes to species-area,

and type of urban growth cannot be easily identified using PCC methods in the

majority of scenarios.

Independent analysis of Thematic Data provides several possible advantages over

PV data comparison when used in a monitoring system: (i) analysis is

independent of uncertainty introduced by errors in Atmospheric Correction

(Coppin et al. 2004); (ii) di↵erent sources of data (e.g., optical and radar)

acquired during di↵erent seasons can be introduced into the analysis, increasing

potential temporal resolution (Serra et al. 2003). If consideration is given to

ensure the classes have a 1:1 correspondence with each other, mixing datasets,
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sensors and seasonality can add valuable complexity and improve understanding

of land cover dynamics. However, the majority of studies acquire all data from

the same source and season. This is likely due to the number of operator hours

required to ensure correspondence (Serra et al. 2003) and generate classifications.

If PCC could be conducted without the high operator hour requirements of

current approaches it has many useful characteristics (e.g., reduced radiometric

requirements, ability to combine multiple sources and seasons) and outputs (e.g.,

from-to matrix, land cover classifications) for and automatic land cover

monitoring system.

2.2.3 Pixel Value Approaches

Another method of identifying land cover changes is by comparing the PV in

images acquired at di↵erent times. The PV could be Reflectance or radar

backscatter. Identification using PV assumes that the signature from an

unchanged land cover is constant through time (Du et al. 2002, Wang & Xu

2010). Therefore, a significant transformation in an object’s data, identified

using a threshold, is likely due to land cover change occurring between the two

image acquisition dates. PV are typically used to detect changes within a region

or land cover type of interest (e.g. defoliation or disease spread in vegetation;

Thomas et al. 2007, Dennison et al. 2009, Babst et al. 2010). This represents a

potential advantage over classification-based approaches. However, unpicking

true changes from seasonal or other conditional variation can be di�cult and

without thematic information, the nature of change is hard to determine.

By detecting change/no change features only, PV change detection accuracy
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Table 2.2: Example studies using changes in pixel numbers between dates to
characterise change features. Provides information on accuracy, type of data input,
the approeach used. Accuracies are not directly comparable.
* SID = Image di↵erencing, CVA = Change Vector Analysis, PCA = Principal Component Analysis, ICVA = Improved Change

Vector Analysis, MCVA = Modified Change Vector Analysis, CVA+ = Other Variation of Change Vector Analysis.

+ P = Pixel, O = Object.

# O = Optical, I = Indices, T = Transformed Data, R = Radar.
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Fennoscandia, Sweden 1986 & 1994 - SID P O 4 - Babst et al. (2010)
Interior Alaska 1999 – 2001 - SID P I 2 - Epting et al. (2005)

Beijing Region, China 2000 – 2008 78 ICVA P O 4 55,775 km2 Chunyang et al. (2013)
Lower Pearl River Valley, USA Apr – Aug 05 78 SID P I 2 - Wang & Xu (2010)
Lower Pearl River Valley, USA Apr – Aug 05 86 PCA P I 2 - Wang & Xu (2010)
Lower Pearl River Valley, USA Apr – Aug 05 80 CVA P I 2 - Wang & Xu (2010)

Basilicata, Italy 1984 – 2010 91 SID P I 2 - Mancino et al. (2014)
El Rawashda forest, Sudan 2003 – 2006 84 PCA P O 2 78,000 km2 Nori et al. (2009)
El Rawashda forest, Sudan 2003 – 2006 71 CVA P O 2 78,000 km2 Nori et al. (2009)

Italy 1995 – 1996 96 CVA P O 4 - Bovolo et al. (2012)
New England Tablelands, Australia 2007 – 2009 96 PCA P O 6 34,200 km2 Sinha & Kumar (2013)

New England and Savannah River Basin, USA 2001 – 2002 90 SID+ P O 68 370 km2 Xin et al. (2013)
Lake Garda, Italy Apr – May 94 96 SID+ P O 2 185 km2 Bruzzone & Serpico (1997)
Himalayas, India 2010 – 2011 70 CVA P O 2 - Singh & Talwar (2014)
Himalayas, India 2010 – 2011 86 ICVA P O 2 - Singh & Talwar (2014)
Himalayas, India 2010 – 2011 82 MCVA P O 2 - Singh & Talwar (2014)
Mississippi, USA 1972 – 2002 82 MCVA O I 8 4,939 km2 Wilkinson et al. (2008)
Mississippi, USA 1972 – 2002 77 MCVA P I 8 4,939 km2 Wilkinson et al. (2008)
Mississippi, USA 1972 – 2002 73 MCVA O T 8 4,939 km2 Wilkinson et al. (2008)
Mississippi, USA 1972 – 2002 72 SID P I 8 4,939 km2 Wilkinson et al. (2008)
Mississippi, USA 1972 – 2002 71 SID P T 8 4,939 km2 Wilkinson et al. (2008)
Mississippi, USA 1972 – 2002 70 SID O T 8 4,939 km2 Wilkinson et al. (2008)
Mississippi, USA 1972 – 2002 65 MCVA P T 8 4,939 km2 Wilkinson et al. (2008)
Mississippi, USA 1972 – 2002 63 SID O I 8 4,939 km2 Wilkinson et al. (2008)
Mississippi, USA 1984 – 1999 - MCVA P T 3 421 km2 Nackaerts et al. (2005)
Beijing, China 2010 – 2014 86 CVA+ P O 2 - Chen & Chen (2016)
Beijing, China 2012 – 2013 88 CVA+ P O 2 - Chen & Chen (2016)

Pearl River Delta, China 2013 – 2017 98 CVA P O 2 144 km2 Xu et al. (2018)
Yushu County, China 2015 – 2017 87 PCA P R 2 - Li et al. (2018)

North Rhine- Westphalia, Germany 2009 – 2010 95 CVA+ P O 2 8.25x4.25 km2 Thonfeld et al. (2016)
Beijing Region, China 2004 – 2007 90 CVA P T 2 - He et al. (2011)
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assessments are based on determining if change features identified are true

change or the result of noise. The assessments also determine if all change

features on the ground have been identified. As all change types have di↵erent

alterations in PV response, the accuracy figures from di↵erent change detection

studies are not typically comparable. PV research focuses on reducing noise

relative to change and determining the best threshold of di↵erence in PV

between images for identifying change features. There are two main areas of

research for improvement: i) manipulating pixel values to exaggerate the

di↵erences the land covers of interest and ii) developing new approaches to better

identify the threshold at which the di↵erences between the pixel values of the two

images most accurately indicates change.

Data transformation can be used to reduce false positives by reducing di↵erences

due to di↵erent sensors (Nackaerts et al. 2005, He et al. 2011). However it is

often used to exaggerate the di↵erences between healthy and unhealthy

vegetation. For example, the Tasseled Cap (TC) transformation (Kauth &

Thomas 1976) increase information by rotating the data axes to better represent

the di↵erences in vegetation greenness, brightness or wetness, which are related

to productivity (Healey et al. 2006, 2005, Masek et al. 2008, Zhu et al. 2012). A

Disturbance Index (DI), calculated using a linear, scaled transformation of the

three TC transformations, has more recently been developed to locate large area

forest disturbance. However, Vegetation Index (VI) are more commonly used to

maximise vegetation signal (Table 2.2). Short-wave Infrared (SWIR) and red

bands best represent vegetation disruption. Combining these bands in a simple

or normalised ratio (e.g., Normalised Di↵erence Vegetation Index (NDVI) or Soil

Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI)) is an established method of representing
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vegetation productivity (Table 2.2; Myneni et al. 1995). The di↵erence in

accuracy between change detected using VI and transformations is small,

Wilkinson et al. (2008) recorded a less than 2% disparity in his comparisons on

Landsat images covering a 4,939 square kilometers area of east-central

Mississippi. Additionally, VIs are simple to calculate and are available in

analysis-ready products (e.g. Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

(MODIS) and NDVI), both desirable qualities for a monitoring system (Epting

et al. 2005, Wilkinson et al. 2008, Wang & Xu 2010, Mancino et al. 2014).

There are numerous approaches for identifying land cover change using digital

values. The least complicated approach is Simple Image Di↵erencing (SID). SID

applies a user-generated threshold to an image populated with a calculation of

the ratio or di↵erences in values between two time steps. The threshold can be

generated manually or automatically using the di↵erence or ratio image’s

parametric histogram. The accuracy of SID is dependent on the success of noise

reduction pre-processing techniques (e.g. radiometric correction) and the

selection of the threshold at which change is identified (e.g. deforestation is

easier to detect than defoliation because the di↵erence in Spectral Signature is

much greater). The optimal parameters for change detection can vary between

image acquisitions, which is undesirable in an automated monitoring system as

product accuracy could not be assured. This might require the removal or

reprocessing of low accuracy time steps, decreasing potential temporal resolution

and system e�ciency.

The majority of the studies in Table 2.2 use some variation of CVA (Malila 1980).

Generally, CVA approaches identify change as a function of an object’s spectral

reflectance within the feature space and the vector which connects these features.
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The angle and length of the vector are described as direction and magnitude. A

threshold is applied to the direction and magnitude metrics to identify change

features. CVA research alters the input data (e.g., TC transformation (Rene &

Barbara 2008), RCVA (Thonfeld et al. 2016), expanding to n-dimensions (Warner

2005) or the threshold location process (e.g., training samples (Allen & Kupfer

2000), double-window flexible pace search (Chen et al. 2003, Sharma et al. 2013),

pixel kernel window (Varshney et al. 2012), spectral angle mapper (Osmar et al.

2011, Zhuang et al. 2016, Salih et al. 2017) and cross correlogram (Chunyang et al.

2013). The many variations of CVA are ample subject for a separate review (e.g.

Singh et al. 2014). Therefore, only the most commonly applied approaches are

discussed here (Table 2.2). Change detection comparison studies have found that

Improved Change Vector Analysis (ICVA) (Ho↵mann 1975) or Modified change

vector analysis (MCVA) (Nackaerts et al. 2005) can increase change detection

accuracies by 10% (Wilkinson et al. 2008, Singh & Talwar 2014). In particular,

MCVA has produced statistically significant increases in accuracy over CVA when

detecting forest change.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) can also be used to transform the image data

into a series of interrelated variables which retain as much variation as possible

from the original imagery. When PCA is applied to the combined images; areas

with high correlation are assumed to be unchanged and areas with low correlation

represents the changed areas (Deng et al. 2008). PCA often produces accuracies

of over 80% (Deng et al. 2008, Wang & Xu 2010, Sinha & Kumar 2013, Li et al.

2018). PCA approaches are relatively simple to implement and are included in

many industry-standard software packages, making them particularly useful for

quickly identifying the e↵ects of natural disasters (Li et al. 2018).
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These approaches all assume that any significant changes in the PV are the

result of land cover change (Du et al. 2002, Wang & Xu 2010). Therefore,

accuracy is limited by other possible causes of change, which can include: i)

changes in sensor calibration ii) noise and iii) any seasonal changes a land cover

may exhibit. False Positives created by seasonal changes limit the temporal

resolution of this range of techniques to annual in locations where the vegetation

exhibits a strong seasonal signal, representing a limitation to a monitoring

system using these techniques beyond equatorial regions. Additionally, the e↵ects

of sensor and Atmospheric Noise makes it di�cult to analyse to data from

di↵erent sensors, potentially limiting temporal resolution.

2.2.4 Satellite Image Time Series Approaches

Time-series approaches make use of increases in EO data and computer

processing power to produce a near-continuous signal of spectral data for a given

land cover through time. Deviations in pixel response, independent of those

produced by seasonal variation, indicate land cover change. The image

acquisition dates provide high temporal resolution change data, allowing

improved interpretation of the temporal variability of change features and

potentially the consistency of the change events. The ability to identify and track

change events at a sub-annual resolution is perfect for a monitoring system.

Currently dense time-series research focuses on identifying changes in vegetation

including; tracking infestation or disease (Eklundh et al. 2009, Hird et al. 2016,

Schroeder et al. 2017), deforestation (Bontemps et al. 2008, 2012, Huang & Friedl

2014, DeVries et al. 2015, Dutrieux et al. 2015, Verbesselt et al. 2010) and burn
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events (Huang & Friedl 2014, Eckert et al. 2015, Schroeder et al. 2017). The

literature identifies two broad approaches for identifying land cover change using

a dense time series: i) analysis of fit to a reference signal and ii) breaks or trends

in the time series. Both approaches report accuracies between 75% and 95%

(Table 2.3). This is a range of reported figures only and as di↵erent data and

changes are detected the figures are not comparable. Similar to PV approaches

accuracy is characterised as a reflection of if a change has occurred on the ground

however, in a trend-based time series approach there is an added dimension. The

trends reported should be observable on the ground and the magnitude of change

should be similar, a large-scale change such as a fire event in a forest should have

a greater magnitude of change than an infestation where trees in the forest are

diseased but still standing. The accuracy of change magnitude is not typically

characterised by studies as it is complex to quantify.

A reference signal is the signal produced by an unaltered land cover (e.g. a

sinusoidal curve with no annual variation in the sine and cosine from temperate

vegetation; Azzali & Menenti 2000, Huang & Friedl 2014). It can be synthesised,

observed, or an earlier subset of the same time series (Azzali & Menenti 2000,

Huang & Friedl 2014). Di↵erent reference signals can also be generated for

di↵erent types of land cover change (Huang & Friedl 2014), providing some

information of the change process occurring, a useful feature of a monitoring

system.

The distance or fit between the measured and referenced signal is used to identify

likely change features. Mahalobis Distance, linear regression and the shape of

actual and reference cross-correlogram (Bontemps et al. 2008, Wang et al. 2009,

Huang & Friedl 2014) have been used to identify change features with comparable
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Table 2.3: Examples of the accuracy, inclusion of seasonal variability, period and
type of change studied using time series change detection techniques.
* Trend = changes in a seasonal trend, DiMet = distance metrics; distance from reference data set, Fit = level of fit with reference

signal, Break = algorithm for identifying breaks in an established pattern.

+ O = Optical, I = indices, T = Transformed data.
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Southeastern Norway 2004 - 2005 Y Trend 82 I 16 day - Eklundh et al. (2009)
Abisko, Sweden 2000 – 2013 Y Trend 74 I 8 day - Olsson et al. (2016)

Mongolia 2001 – 2011 Y DiMet O 16 day 1200 km2 Eckert et al. (2015)
Savannah River Basin, USA 2001 – 2003 Y Fit 95 O 64 60 km2 Zhu et al. (2012)

Rodonia, razil 2001 – 2004 N DiMet 95 O daily 500,000 km2 Bontemps et al. (2008)
Kafa Biosphere Reserve, Ethiopia 1999 – 2012 Y Break 73 O monthly 165 km2 DeVries et al. (2015)

Santa Cruz, Bolivia 2000 – 2014 Y Break 87 O - 40x50 km Dutrieux et al. (2015)
Rondonia, Brazil 1984 – 2014 Y Break 95 O - 10,000 km2 Hamunyela et al. (2016)

Santa Cruz, Bolivia 1984 – 2014 Y Break 85 O - 10,000 km2 Hamunyela et al. (2016)
Queensland, Australia 1999 – 2011 Y Break 94 O 97 - Schmidt et al. (2015)

Dianchi Lake basin, China 1998 – 2000 Y DiMet 90 O - 306 km2 Wang et al. (2017)
Southern Africa 1981 – 1991 Y Trend - I 108 - Azzali & Menenti (2000)

Spain 1989 – 2002 Y Trend - I 10 day - Mart́ınez & Gilabert (2009)
Yinan River Forest, China 2001 – 2009 Y Trend - I 16 day - Kong et al. (2015)
Marovoay Watershed, Africa 2000 – 2007 Y Trend - I 16 day 32.8 km2 Jacquin et al. (2010)

Arctic 2000 – 2001 Y Trend - O - - Eastman et al. (2009)
southeastern Ohio, USA 2000 – 2012 Y DiMet - I 16 day 800 km2 Cai & Liu (2015)
southeastern Ohio, USA 2000 – 2012 Y DiMet - I 16 day 800 km2 Cai & Liu (2015)
Pacific Northwest, USA 1985 – 2007 Y Trend - T - - Kennedy et al. (2010)
Curragh mine, Australia 1989 – 2014 Y Trend 85 T 56 123 km2 Yang et al. (2018)
Saskatchewan, Canada 1984 – 2012 N Break 92 O 28 651,900km2 Hermosilla et al. (2015)

Australia 2000 – 2008 Y Break - O - - Verbesselt et al. (2013)
Palangka Raya, Kalimantan Province 2000 – 2012 Y Break - O 277 - Darmawan & Sofan (2012)

Paragominas, Brazil 2010 – 2013 Y Break 85 O 83 550 km2 Schultz et al. (2016)
Kafa, Ethiopia 2010 – 2013 Y Break 75 O 108 530 km2 Schultz et al. (2016)
Trabui, Vietnam 2010 – 2013 Y Break 89 O 114 510 km2 Schultz et al. (2016)

Vietnamese border, Cambodia 2000 – 2012 Y Break - O - - Grogan et al. (2016)
Rondônia, Brazil 2013 – 2015 Y Break 93 O - 185 km2 Tang et al. (2019)
Pará, Columbia 2013 – 2015 Y Break 93 O - 185 km2 Tang et al. (2019)

Australia 2000 – 2008 Y Break - O 184 - Verbesselt et al. (2010)
China 1999 – 2004 Y Break 87 O 194 185 km2 Zhu et al. (2016)
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accuracy of >95%. Zhu et al. (2012) developed the Continuous Monitoring of

Forest Disturbance Algorithm (CMFDA) which uses a magnitude approach to

generate predicted reference values, allowing for the removal of inter-annual change

e↵ects. CMFDA is applied to the time series using a multi-image approach, where

the di↵erences between the predicted and observed data must be greater than a

threshold in three subsequent images to be identified as change. CMFDA is an

accurate detector of forest disturbance with a spatial and temporal accuracy of

>94%.

Analysis of the data signal removes the need for the generation of complex

reference data. These dense time series approaches can be broadly split into; i)

spectral-frequency approaches and ii) statistical approaches. Spectral-frequency

approaches identify the dominant variations or trends within a time series (e.g

multi-resolution analysis-wavelet transform; Mart́ınez & Gilabert 2009 and

empirical mode decomposition; Kong et al. 2015). Statistical approaches attempt

to identify changes in land cover dynamics (e.g. gradual trends and sudden

shifts) during the time series. Statistical analysis techniques have been found to

be marginally more accurate (Abbes et al. 2018) and are of greater use when

analysing and monitoring land cover change. Statistical approaches include;

Seasonal Trend Loss (STL); Jacquin et al. 2010, seasonal trend analysis

(Eastman et al. 2009), sub-annual change detection (Cai & Liu 2015), and Breaks

for Additive Season and Trend (BFAST); Dutrieux et al. 2015, DeVries et al.

2015, Dutrieux et al. 2015, Hamunyela et al. 2016, Verbesselt et al. 2010).

Comparing the accuracy of di↵erent dense time series approaches is complex and

comprehensive studies are lacking (Abbes et al. 2018). However, where overall

accuracy data are reported, figures range between 80 and 95%. For example,
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studies using the BFAST algorithm, which has been largely applied to the

tropics, report accuracies of around 85-94% (DeVries et al. 2015, Dutrieux et al.

2015, Hamunyela et al. 2016). It has been suggested that BFAST could be easily

integrated into early warning systems to identify and monitor the spread of

continuous changes (Verbesselt et al. 2010). Additionally, the metrics produced

by BFAST can be used to generate a full land cover classification for each time

step (Zhu & Woodcock 2014, Olofsson et al. 2014, Zhu et al. 2016, Hamunyela

et al. 2016)

A major advantage of dense time-series change detection is the increased

temporal resolution. As noise is ephemeral and land cover change is persistent,

the impact of atmospheric and sensor noise on the accuracy of change detection

is reduced. Dense time series approaches account for several of the limitations of

digital value approaches and make use of the seasonal variation data. Using only

bi-temporal imagery does not allow for the characterisation of temporary

fluctuation and persistent change. Dense time series approaches facilitate the

study of complex trajectories of land cover change. Land cover changes like insect

infestation, disease, or illegal felling can be tracked in near-real time, enabling

mitigation and management practices, perfect for a monitoring system.

A significant volume of data are needed to build up an established land cover signal

either to produce a reference signal or to measure changes. The data for each pixel

or object must be temporally dense enough to produce a meaningful time series.

The e↵ects of the volume or gaps in this data on change detection accuracy have not

been widely studied. However, it seems unlikely that a meaningful identification

of a trend or break point can take place where data volume is limited to a few

or no observations in a year (Zhu & Woodcock 2012). In locations where present
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or historic data are limited or cloud cover is high lower data volumes may reduce

the applicability or accuracy of time series approaches. Cloud cover tends not

to restrict studies where composite annual images are required but can represent

an issue for some parts of the world (e.g., Northern Europe, Coastal Regions of

Central Africa) when studying seasonal variability (Lindquist et al. 2008).

Time-series approaches are computationally expensive. The expense of generating

and fitting time series models typically limits the study area to a single Landsat or

MODIS scene (Table 2.3). However, monitoring studies and management practices

(e.g. REDD++) routinely use baseline data at a national or regional level, limiting

the applicability of dense time-series approaches to a monitoring system.

2.2.5 Biophysical Approaches

An alternative method of detecting change features is to transform the remotely

sensed signal to a value that directly represents a biophysical parameter and

measure the change between these values through time. There are numerous

biophysical parameters that could be detected, but vegetation structure and soil

moisture changes are commonly measured (Table 2.4). The accuracy of these

studies can relate to the ability of any approaches to characterise true changes on

the ground and also the ability of the RS signal to accurately reflect the

biophysical parameter it is representing.

Radar Data RS has the capability to directly observe soil moisture on a global scale

(Njoku & Entekhabi 1996). Radar data are also una↵ected by cloud cover and

solar illumination, meaning soil moisture data can be collected at a high temporal

resolution anywhere in the world (Njoku & Entekhabi 1996). Global soil moisture
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Table 2.4: Examples of the accuracy, change detection method, data and type of
change studied using biophysical change detection techniques. The accuracy of
di↵erent studies is not directly comparable.
IMG = image, FD = field data, DS = dataset.
* Comp = Comparison, Trend = Trend analysis.
+ O = Optical, I = indices, R = Radar.
ˆ VHR = very high resolution, FD = field data, REF = reference data, IMG = satellite image, DS = Ancillary dataset
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Global 2000 - 2012 VHR REF Comp 99 O - Global Hansen et al. (2013)
Finland 2007 FD - - O 8 - Hadi et al. (2016)

Sundarbans Forest, Tropics 2000 - 2010 REF Trend O - - Ishtiaque et al. (2016)
Landsat path-47, row-27 scene, Mongolia 2000 - 2005 REF Trend 95 O 2 - Sexton et al. (2015)

Burkina Faso, Africa 2012 VHR FD - - O 2 100 km2 Karlson et al. (2015)
USA 2007 - 2008 VHR - - O - 9.834 million km2 Hansen et al. (2011)

West of Kahoma, Zambia 2000 VHR FD - - O 11 - Hansen et al. (2002)
Kasai-Occidental province, DRC 2000 - 2010 VHR REF Comp O 8881 2.345 million km2 Potapov et al. (2012)

Southeast, China 2004 IMG - - O - 2,988 km2 Bai et al. (2012)
Bangladesh 2000 - 2014 VHR REF Comp O - 147,570 km2 Potapov et al. (2017)

Tibetan Plateau, China 2002 - 2012 DS FD - - R - - Zeng et al. (2015)
Poyang Lake, China 2007 - 2008 IMG Comp 93 R - 4,000 km2 Dronova et al. (2015)
Loess Plateau, China 2003 - 2007 DS FD - - R - 640,000 km2 Feng et al. (2017)

Kruger National Park, South Africa 2015 - 2016 IMG FD - - R 69 50 km2 Urban et al. (2018)
Kruger National Park, South Africa 2015 - 2016 IMG FD - - O 44 50 km2 Urban et al. (2018)

data sets such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration soil moisture

product (NASA 2019), the Land Parameter Retrieval Model soil moisture product

(VUA-NASA 2019), and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency soil moisture

product (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency 2019) are available at accuracies

comparable to ground measurements (Zeng et al. 2015, Kim et al. 2015, Sun et al.

2016, Wu et al. 2016, Ullah et al. 2018). However, di↵erences in the soil moisture

algorithms mean care must be taken to ensure the algorithm used produces the

most accurate results for the study site (Kim et al. 2015).

Additionally, the accuracy of soil moisture estimation is limited to areas with

bare soil or low vegetation cover (Njoku & Entekhabi 1996, Dronova et al. 2015).

This restrains many soil moisture change studies to sites of known land cover

(e.g. global wetlands monitoring system; Jones et al. 2009). The other common
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use of soil moisture data are to study the e↵ects of a known land cover change

on soil moisture dynamics. For example, studying the e↵ects of; revegetation;

(Feng et al. 2017), management schemes (An et al. 2017, Ye et al. 2019) or natural

phenomenon (Urban et al. 2018, Sazib et al. 2018). The soil moisture data are used

to provide data for further analysis (e.g. for modeling of land surface evaporation;

Miralles et al. 2011, surface runo↵ prediction; Brocca et al. 2010 or modeling

drought likelihood Sazib et al. 2018) rather than directly detecting likely land

cover change features (e.g. ESA Climate Change Initiative; Hollmann et al. 2013).

This could bolster the e↵ectiveness and usefulness of a monitoring system for land

managers.

However, vegetation structure metrics are used to both identify and study changes

in vegetation cover, such as deforestation (Hansen et al. 2013, Potapov et al. 2012,

2017, Ishtiaque et al. 2016, Sexton et al. 2015) or defoliation (Ishtiaque et al. 2016).

There are numerous biophysical parameters commonly used to monitor changes

within areas of mapped forest (e.g. changes in above-ground biomass and carbon

sequestration) and their detection is ample subject for a separate review (Lutz &

Washington-Allen 2008). Therefore, only the canopy cover metrics, often used to

indicate changes in the extent of forest cover, are discussed here.

One approach to generate canopy cover metrics is using Spectral Unmixing

techniques to determine the percentage of vegetation cover in a pixel. Spectral

unmixing uses endmembers, examples of pure spectral signals, to produce an

estimate of the canopy cover within a pixel. The endmembers are sourced from

the field (field spectroscopy), a library, or a signature within the image (Somers

et al. 2011, Bai et al. 2012). These signatures need to be of high quality to

ensure that the linear or non-linear unmixing process produces accurate results.
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This process is time-consuming and the accuracy is limited by changes to the

spectral signature caused by seasonality and noise. Therefore, most studies using

spectral unmixing to produce vegetation cover percentages do so for only

one-time step and do not apply change detection techniques

An approach more commonly used in change detection studies (Table 2.4) is to

extrapolate a smaller dataset where the biophysical parameter of interest is known

over a larger area represented by EO data. The reference dataset could be sampled

in the field or RS data (e.g. operators identifying examples of 25%, 50%, 75%, and

100% canopy cover in high-resolution imagery). Regression (e.g. reduced major

axis or regression trees; Cohen et al. 2003) or classifiers are used to correlate the two

datasets. Hansen et al. (2013) used visual interpretation of very high-resolution

imagery, global MODIS percent tree cover data, and a bagged classification model

to identify forest extent change on a global scale at 30m resolution between 2000

and 2012. Results were disaggregated by reference percent tree cover stratum (e.g.

>50% crown cover to 0% crown cover) and by year producing trends, metrics,

and maps of change areas and forest cover (identified using trends in canopy cover

percentage).

The addition of biophysical datasets to EO data can provide unique change data

(e.g. Canopy cover can produce change data outside of forest stand areas and is

better for this type of forest cover; Potapov et al. 2017). However, these approaches

often require increased operator hours and the creation of a reference dataset (e.g.

a library of spectra or field data; Hansen et al. 2014). These expenses often limit

the change products to annual resolutions. Additionally, although possible, the

process of automating biophysical data generation is more complex and potentially

subject to the propagation of error (Sexton et al. 2015).
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2.2.6 Hybrid Approach

Biophysical data are sometimes used in conjunction with land cover classifications

and change datasets to study the e↵ects of change, but the land cover change

detection is performed using one of the previously described approaches. Di↵erent

data sources (e.g. classified map and satellite image) can be combined to produce

land cover change metrics.

The ‘map-to-image’ approach combines two di↵erent data sources; a thematic

map and a satellite image to identify change features (Thomas et al. 2018). The

approach uses a land cover classification as a ‘baseline’ to detect change from. It

assumes that the signal from any unchanged land cover regions should be

homogenous in nature. Therefore any deviance from this is likely the result of

land cover change. Distribution statistics can be used to apply a threshold and

separate likely change objects from the class whole. These regions can be

reclassified automatically generating a new land cover classification. However,

this subjects it to the same limitations as PN and classification approaches as it

is unable to look at the time series as a whole identify trends events, or any

changes within the land cover class.

2.3 Discussion

Change detection approaches should be selected based on the type of change being

studied, data availably, quality, and the desired change products. The ideal land

cover monitoring system would provide data on continuous (within land cover

changes) and discontinuous (change to land cover) changes and information on
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the drivers of the recorded changes.

2.3.1 Change Detection Accuracy Assessments

In all the change detection projects presented, three major steps were

undertaken: (1) image preprocessing (e.g. Radiometric Correction,

Orthorectification etc.) to ensure data compatibility; (2) selection of suitable

change detection technique for analysis; and (3) accuracy assessment. However,

sometimes the accuracy assessment is more of an afterthought than a focus of the

study, indeed some of the studies presented do not produce a specific change

detection accuracy figure (Congalton 1991). It is a key part of any monitoring

system that the changes detected are a meaningful representation of change on

the ground for users (e.g. land managers and policymakers). The accuracy of

classification of RS imagery into thematic classes (e.g. classes of land cover) is

commonly assessed using an error or Confusion Matrix (Congalton 1991). This is

an array of numbers that represents the proportion of samples correctly assigned

to the class they are on the ground. The ground data may be generated by field

surveys or comparison with higher resolution imagery. An error matrix illustrates

the accuracy of each class, demonstrating errors of commission (inclusion in a

class) and omission (exclusion from a class). An overall assessment of accuracy is

illustrated by the percentage of correctly classified samples. Although other

approaches include the total and expected class area in the accuracy (e.g. a low

accuracy class which covers a small area of the map will have less e↵ect than a

large area that is poorly classified), the error or confusion matrix remains the

most common way of illustrating RS product accuracies (Pontius & Millones

2011).
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There are two di↵erent matrices commonly reported in accuracy assessments of

change detection studies: (i) single date error matrices and (ii) binary change/no

change error matrices (van Oort 2007). Where RS data has been assigned a class

(e.g. a series of land cover classifications) a full error matrix is commonly

reported. In this case, the overall accuracy means the number of objects assigned

to the correct class, this does not assess the accuracy of the change detection

directly, but instead as a proxy of the single date classifications. If the objective

is to detect change with no land cover class information then a change/no change

matrix is often reported, where the overall accuracy is the percentage of

change/no change objects correctly classified. The change/no change matrix and

other derived statistics are very commonly used in change detection publications

and are useful for assessing the accuracy of characterising a particular transition.

Change/no change matrices directly assess the accuracy of the change class.

Accuracy percentages from single date error matrices and binary change/no

change matrices are not comparable. The change/no change matrix characterises

if a change has occurred on the ground, whereas the single date error matrices

supply change information as a function of the accuracy of a series of

classifications. Additionally, change detection accuracies can not be used to

compare the accuracy of methods between di↵erent studies, because they are

a↵ected by many things beyond the method. Change detection accuracy is also

a↵ected by: (i) Geometric Registration between the imagery, (ii) calibration,

normalisation or atmospheric correction of images, (iii) ground truth data quality

and availability, (iv) any transformation or classification scheme used, (v) the

scale of the change being detected, (vi) the analyst skill/experience and

familiarity with the study site. These would likely have a greater or as great
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e↵ect on accuracy as the change detection approach used. Therefore, only studies

where the same land cover change is detected using the same RS data and

analysts is comparable, these studies are not common.

A common limitation of change detection accuracy assessments is characterising

any omission, that is where change has occurred on the ground but has not been

detected by the change detection approach. As change is rarer than no change, the

no-change area is typically a larger area to sample and the chances of sampling

a change feature within it are very small. Producers accuracy or the presences

of false positives within the change class are much easier to identify. This just

relies on confirming if the change features are changed on the ground. Due to

this di�culty in characterising users accuracy or omission in a meaningful way,

change detection approaches which do not identify all change, will appear more

accurate statistically than those that over identify change features. This can be

counteracted with targeted sampling in known change areas, but this requires

knowledge of where change has occurred at a site, as such characterising omission

remains a limitation in change detection studies (Foody 2009).

The meaning of change detection accuracies and the nature of typical errors of

commission and omission needs to be properly communicated to map users.

Additionally, end-users and map use cases should be considered alongside

accuracy assessment. For example, commission error is preferable to omission in

a monitoring system which is being used to ‘flag’ potential locations of changes

for field surveys or targeted management, as needing to visually verify change is

preferable to missing change features. However, if calculating the total area of

changed land cover or the areas of from/to change classes, this commission error

would be undesirable. These are both common outputs and requirements of
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monitoring systems for practitioners and should be considered in change

detection method selection.

2.3.2 Comparison of Change Detection Approaches and

Outputs

Much of the research described within each change detection approach introduces

additional parameters, transformations, or hybrid data to improve accuracy.

However, due to the relatively small number of studies comparing very di↵erent

change detection approaches in the same landscape and change case, it is

impossible to determine if these methods improve accuracy and if that

improvement is statistically significant. It seems unlikely that these new

approaches always produce accuracy figures which represent a statistically

significant increase in overall accuracy or fall within the range of accuracy figures

generated using other approaches. Therefore, discussion of their potential to form

a monitoring system will largely take place in types (manual, classification, PN,

time-series, and biophysical approaches), as within these groups their advantages

and limitations to a monitoring system are broadly the same (Table 2.5).

Manual change detection approaches produce highly accurate results but lack

reproducibility and the high number of operator hours make them impractical for

long-term, high temporal resolution, or large area change detection monitoring

(Table 2.5). Although research has increased robustness, PV approaches remain

more sensitive to noise from illumination, atmospheric and seasonal variation

(Song et al. 2001, Du et al. 2002, Wang & Xu 2010) than other approaches

(Table 2.5). This limits the data volume, potential data sources, and temporal
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Table 2.5: Characterisation of the di↵erent approaches as part of a monitoring
system. The input requirements, typical uses, and monitoring system
characteristics for di↵erent types of change detection approaches are presented
*Con = Continuous Change; change without change in the land cover, Dis = Discontinuous Change; the land cover has changed
+Preprocessing = Only takes time to prepare algorithm, low = very few hours required, high = a high number of operator hours
and knowledge required.
- Noise which present in the dataset before significant false positives (low/medium/high).
Y = Yes and N = No when used anywhere in the table
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Manual Any form of site image Dis High High N Y Local
Classification Multispectral image/composite Dis High Mid N Y Country/Region

Digital Number Multispectral or radar image Con Dis Pre Low N N Country/Region
Time Series Series of spectral data Con Dis Pre Mid/High Y Y Local
Biophysical Multi/Hyperspectral, LiDAR, Field Con Dis High Mid N Y Country/Region

resolution of a monitoring system using these approaches. Finally, a substantial

volume of operator hours and knowledge is needed to produce change data from

classified maps, reducing the temporal resolution of classification approaches

(Table 2.5). The time step for these three approaches could be several years,

resulting in a low temporal resolution monitoring system or ‘blurring’ of each

time step due to image compositing (Lindquist et al. 2008, Lück & van Niekerk

2016). Most change detection studies do not give detail on the requirements of

end users of change detection data. For example, in use cases that require

from/to change information (e.g measuring changing landscape dynamics) to

characterise the landscape, the increased operator hours required for PCC

approaches are useful. However, approaches which utilise the existing wealth of

historic classifications to produce comparable statistics could reduce the

requirements for operator hours in classification generation (e.g. manual

verification from classifications). If only change objects are required then, PV

approaches reduce time and meet requirements. End user requirements must be
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considered in change detection method selection.

Satellite imagery time series approaches represent a viable option for near real-

time monitoring of land cover change (Table 2.5). These approaches are the most

practical method for making use of all the data in a dense and/or long time series

of imagery, requiring a limited number of operator hours per analysis. Current and

future increases in data volume mean these methods will likely be more important

in the near future. Dense time series approaches have been shown to identify many

types of vegetation cover change (Bontemps et al. 2008, 2012, Verbesselt et al. 2012,

Zhu et al. 2012, Eckert et al. 2015, Schmidt et al. 2015) and produce land cover

maps at each time step (Zhu & Woodcock 2014). They are potentially powerful

monitoring and early warning systems of land cover change (Verbesselt et al. 2010).

However, studies using dense time series approaches are typically limited to a single

or a few Landsat or MODIS scenes in area, due to the high compute power needed

to generate and fit a time series model. Increases in compute power or algorithm

e�ciency will be needed to apply these approaches at a higher Spatial Resolution

at a global or regional scale.

The temporal resolution of biophysical data are typically sub-annual due to the

expense of collecting field data or generating a dataset. However, unique

monitoring data and information about the e↵ects and process of change can be

provided using these approaches (An et al. 2017, Ye et al. 2019). For example,

Global Forest Watch (Hansen et al. 2013), launched in 2014, provides forest

canopy extent statistics to researchers, charities, and governments to assist

deforestation, fire, and illegal felling management practices.

The ideal monitoring system has the capacity to identify land cover change areas

and also provide information on the change process and any e↵ects on the
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environment with minimal delay. For example, land cover, reflectance, trend and

break data could be monitored using a dense time series approach and organised

and stored in events (e.g. clusters of objects which exhibited similar changes for

the same time period). Biophysical data could be manually generated or

collected and incorporated into the monitoring system at reasonable time

intervals (e.g. annually or seasonally). This data should influence the dense time

series system, so the system can increase accuracy. Consideration and research

would need to be given to the best way system (e.g. data cube; Hermosilla et al.

2015, 2018) to store, handle di↵ering spatial resolutions, query, and report (e.g.

the nominal date of a mixed map) on the data.

Research and monitoring systems such as those described will likely be integral to

land cover change monitoring practices and research in the years to come. However,

historical land cover change data are also important for informing management

practice and determining the magnitude of change events. The Landsat archive

contains a wealth of past change data, which may not be best analysed with dense

time-series approaches. In most locations, the data volume may be too small to

form a meaningful signal or trend at a reasonable temporal resolution.

2.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, there is no single change detection approach, which is a good fit for

all end users and use cases. Future monitoring systems are likely to make use of the

increased data availability and processing power to illustrate trends and patterns of

change to ‘flag’ likely change objects based on trajectories of image data. However,

in landscape change studies where from-to information is important classifications
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of RS data are required. Additionally, data density may not always be high enough

to apply these dense time-series approaches.

Therefore, a gap has been identified in RS change detection approaches for

monitoring systems. Although, the wealth of current and future data will allow

for dense time-series approaches to characterise trends and changes an approach

is needed which is better able to make use of the wealth of historic data and is

computationally e�cient to apply to large areas. This approach must be robust

to the e↵ects of noise and di↵erent sensors, allowing the use of all data present in

a fragmented historic time series including the ability to make use of non-cloud

pixels in a scene with partial cloud cover, to maximise change information.

Thereby, able to provide sub-annual resolution change data where the imagery is

available and not requiring interpolation or failing to identify change data where

there is a sustained period of no new data. The ‘parametric distribution

map-to-image’ approach fits a number of these characteristics, requiring only a

base map and a satellite image to detect change features and a lower number of

operator hours than PV approaches or PCC. However, current research is limited

and further work is needed to study performance in di↵erent locations and with

di↵erent types of land cover. Potential statistics for the identification of changed

regions should also be tested in addition to researching an approach that can be

used to generate change data for a full land cover classification through

time.



Chapter 3

Study Site

3.1 Introduction

Wales, United Kingdom (UK) was selected as a study site to research the

performance of the ‘parametric map-to-image change detection’ approach in a

new region and develop new approaches to identify change features. Wales is a

20,779 km2 (2,077,900 ha) nation (Figure 3.1) with a high diversity of landscapes

(Blackstock et al. 2007, Lucas et al. 2011). It is predominantly rural and

managed for various agricultural and forestry practices. The majority of the

urban centers are in the southeast (Figure 3.1). Wales is topographically

variable, with more than 20 distinct mountainous areas (e.g., the Berwyn

Mountains, Cambrian Mountains, Brecon Beacons, Black Mountains; Lucas et al.

2011). The majority of lowland areas are on the coast, to the east of the nation,

and in valleys within upland areas. The welsh landscape experiences both

natural and anthropogenic drivers of change typically representative of changes

47
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that occur at a national level in the UK.

Figure 3.1: Location of Wales in Great Britain. Spatial distribution of land cover
from subset of UK Land cover map 2015 (Rowland et al. 2017).

Wales was selected for the study because;

• Persistent cloud cover poses a significant challenge for EO-based monitoring

(Met O�ce 2016).

• The historic data volume is relatively small (Wulder et al. 2009).
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• The Welsh landscape is varied (e.g. topographically) and the vegetation

species (e.g. spruce and pine; Hyde 1977) are representative of other boreal

regions (Brandt et al. 2013, Swedish Wood 2019).

• Management practices create dynamic land covers.

3.2 Climate and Topography

Around three-quarters of the Welsh border is coastline meaning it is highly

sensitive to changes in circulation systems in the North Atlantic (Sibley et al.

2015). The climate of Wales is maritime, often wet, windy, and mild (Parry et al.

1996, Lucas et al. 2011). Wales experiences an average of 183 rain days a year

(Met O�ce 2016). The clearer part of the year is from April 27 until October 4,

totalling 5.3 months, with an average temperature of around 19.1�C in July

(Parry et al. 1996, Lucas et al. 2011). In the clearer months, the sky is clear,

mostly clear, or partly cloudy 56% of the time, and overcast or mostly cloudy

44% of the time (Met O�ce 2016, Diebel et al. 2019). In the cloudier months,

the sky is overcast or mostly cloudy 70% of the time (Diebel et al. 2019) and the

average temperatures are around 6.5� C in January (Lucas et al. 2011). However,

the weather varies with topography and distance from the coasts (Lucas et al.

2011). Average precipitation in the coastal regions and eastern lowlands is

between 600-1100 mm, however, the mountainous regions receive > 3000 mm

(Parry et al. 1996, Lucas et al. 2011).

The Welsh topography also leads to increased precipitation and cloud cover

through the ‘orographic e↵ect’. This occurs when air is forced upwards and cools
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due to increased elevation. The adiabatic cooling could lower the air to its dew

point causing the condensation of water vapour, forming a cloud, and eventually

precipitation. As the elevation or topography varies cloud cover is formed. (Roe

2005, Houze 2012) Although generally upland the Welsh topography consists of

three mountainous areas: the Brecon Beacons, the Cambrian Mountains, and

Snowdonia. The largest mountains are located in the northwest. Radar and rain

gauges have indicated the influence of topography in Wales on precipitation and

cloud cover due to the orographic e↵ect. Precipitation in mountainous areas is

around 700mm/year higher in mountainous areas compared to lowland areas

(Hill et al. 1981, Dore et al. 2006, Mayes 2014, MET O�ce 2015).

The climate and topography of Wales both lead to persistent cloud cover, which

represents a challenge for EO monitoring as it creates fragmented optical satellite

data and limits the number of observations per year.

3.3 The Welsh Landscape and Drivers of

Change

3.3.1 Vegetation Cover

3.3.1.1 Forestry

Forestry is a significant sector in the Welsh economy and large areas of Welsh

forests are plantations. Welsh forestry has been managed by multiple

organisations (Forestry Commission and Natural Resources Wales and several
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private individuals and companies) and strategies since 1990. As such,

comparable forest cover and species, data can be di�cult to obtain, especially for

pre-2000. Between 1998 and 2017 there was an increase of approximately 70km2

(7,000 ha), from 3000km2 (300 thousand ha) to 3070km2 (307 thousand ha) in

overall woodland cover across Wales (Forestry Commission 2002, 2017a).

Coniferous forest covers approximately 1510km2 (151 thousand ha) and is

located in mid and north Wales (Figure 3.2). Broadleaved stands are more

fragmented across Wales covering approximately 1560km2 (156 thousand ha;

Figure 3.2; Forestry Commission 2017a).

Welsh coniferous forest cover is dynamic due to forestry operations and disease.

The majority of coniferous forestry are plantations of Sitka Spruce (Picea

sitchensis) and European Larch (Larix decidua) in predominantly upland areas.

A sizeable proportion of Welsh coniferous forests are managed plantations

therefore, stands are regularly clear-felled and restocked (Welsh Assembly

Government 2009). Changes in coniferous forest areas are largely driven by

plantation practices and the economic requirements for wood and timber

products. Conifer trees in Wales are typically clear-felled at 40-60 years old

(Figure 3.3; Mason et al. 1999, Welsh Assembly Government 2009, Forestry

Commission 2017a). Between 2001 and 2017 there was a decrease in the total

coniferous woodland area of 170km2 (17 thousand ha) (Forestry Commission

2002, 2017a) The Phytophthora ramorum (P. ramorum) pathogen spread into

Wales is a biological driver, which led to a significant increase in the felling

operations of Welsh Larch, to reduce the spread (Drake & Jones 2017, Natural

Resources Wales 2017a, Wright 2017, Xu et al. 2009). P. ramorum was first

identified in 2011 (Natural Resources Wales 2017b) with 9 thousand ha of extra
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Figure 3.2: Forest cover in Wales from National Forest Inventory 2017 (Forestry
Commission 2017b)
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felling occurring after 2013 (Forestry Commission 2015, Natural Resources Wales

2017a). As of August 2017, approximately 33% of pre-infection Larch forest had

been felled across Wales with the majority (3,125 ha) destroyed in the South

Wales core disease zone (Wright 2017).

Figure 3.3: Area of conifer stands in each age group (Forestry Commission 2017a)
.

Welsh broadleaved and mixed forests are typically found in the lowlands (Lucas

et al. 2011). Broadleaved forests are generally not plantation forests or subject to

widespread disease (Forestry Commission 2002, Welsh Assembly Government

2009, Forestry Commission 2015, 2017a). As such there are fewer drivers of

change on this land cover and it is a more stable feature of the landscape.
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Broadleaved stands are not routinely felled at a particular age (Figure 3.4;

Forestry Commission 2017a), making the land cover more stable than coniferous

forest. A greater proportion of broadleaved stands are smaller than 2 ha

(Forestry Commission 2002), suggesting they form features such as hedgerows

and trees in urban spaces (Welsh Assembly Government 2009). Between 2001

and 2017 broadleaved forest area in Wales has increased by 19.5 thousand ha

(Forestry Commission 2002, 2017a).

Figure 3.4: Area of broadleaved stands in each age group (Forestry Commission
2017a)

.
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3.3.1.2 Upland Vegetation

Welsh uplands consist of heather moorland, bogs, scrub, and grassland much of

which is used for low-intensity agricultural practices (e.g. sheep grazing) (Job

& Taylor 1978). The vegetation is predominately scrub-like. The grasslands are

dominated by dominated by Molinia caerulea (purple moor grass), Nardus stricta

(Mat grass), Agrostis (Bent) and Festuca (Sheep’s fescue) plant species (Lucas

et al. 2011). Management practices maintain the current land cover and preventing

any potential overgrazing (RSPB et al. 2017). Inspection in Google Earth Pro

shows the land cover in these areas does not and would not be expected to change

significantly in twenty years and there are no large-scale drivers of land cover

change acting on the upland environment.

3.3.2 Anthropogenic Land Use

3.3.2.1 Agriculture

Agriculture is a significant proportion of Welsh land cover (Welsh Government

2017). Geospatial data of agricultural land cover change is not routinely

collected in Wales. The agriculture area data which is available is collected from

a random sample of farmers by the UK Department for Food and Agriculture

(DEFRA) and the Welsh Government annually (June Agricultural Survey).

Increased food requirements and political incentives have led to an increase in

agricultural areas in Wales. Government data estimates the total agricultural

area in Wales to have grown between 1998 and 2017 by 139,353 ha, from

1,438,481 to 1,577,834. As previously mentioned, some low-intensity agricultural
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practices (e.g. sheep farming) occur in the unforested upland areas. However,

agriculture dominates the lowland areas of Wales (e.g. grazing and arable crops;

Lucas et al. 2011). Grasslands are often improved through fertilisation for sheep

and cattle grazing, leaving fragmented areas of natural habitats in the lowlands

(e.g. natural grassland, marsh, and mires; Lucas et al. 2011).

Figure 3.5: Changes in recorded area of agricultural practices between 1989 and
2017 (Welsh Government 2017). Error bars illustrate ±2%.

.

3.3.3 Urban Cover

The largest urban centres in Wales are located in the southeast. There are smaller

significant urban centres in the north. Mid-Wales and the coastal areas are largely
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rural (Figure 3.6). Increases in population have driven an increase in urban areas

across Wales. The urban land cover class increases in area in Wales in the UK

land cover maps (LCM; Centre for Ecology and Hydrology 1995, Fuller et al. 2002,

Morton et al. 2011, Rowland et al. 2017). A significant increase is recorded between

2007 and 2015 (Figure 3.7). Area change was not quantified as the maps were

made using di↵erent processes and any change area figure would likely contain

false positives. The UK LCM and inspection in Google Earth Pro suggest an

increase in the area of pre-existing urban centres between 1990 and 2017.

3.4 Summary

In summary, changes in Wales are largely driven by anthropogenic factors in

particular economic changes and population growth. Anthropogenic pressures

have led to increases in the area of agricultural and urban landscapes. The

coniferous forest class is particularly dynamic due to the routine felling and

replanting of trees. Additionally, a significant biological driver of change, larch

disease, has led to widespread increases in felling. The climate and topography in

Wales present significant challenges for EO monitoring; the climate leads to

persistent cloud cover and reduces data volume and the varied topography

complicates atmospheric correction and creates shadows, which may be confused

for change features.
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Figure 3.6: Location of Urban land cover in Wales (Morton et al. 2011).
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Figure 3.7: Area covered by urban and suburban classes in Wales in the UK land
cover map 1990, 2000, 2007 and 2015 (Centre for Ecology and Hydrology 1995,
Fuller et al. 2002, Morton et al. 2011, Rowland et al. 2017).
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Data Sources and

Preprocessing

4.1 Introduction

Wales was selected as a study site due to the availability of the Landsat archive for

Wales, an analysis-ready data set of data from 1990 to 2017. This reduced the pre-

processing requirements of the study. The time series of EO image data used to

detect LCC and develop the ‘parametric map-to-image change detection approach’

are described in this chapter. The atmospheric correction and data volume are

presented in addition to image segmentation. Change analysis was conducted at an

object level (clusters of similar pixels) on a mixed dataset of Landsat and Sentinel

2 data.

60
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4.2 Time Series Data Set

4.2.1 Data Source and Preprocessing

The Landsat archive (TM, ETM+, and OLI; Paths 219-220 and Rows 23-34) for

Wales and Sentinel 2 MSI (Tiles: 30UVE, 30UVD, 30UVC, 30UWC, 30UWD,

30UUC, 30UUD, and 30UUE) optical data was utilised for the period between

1989 and 2017. The archive is atmospherically and topographically corrected (6S

algorithm) (Shepherd & Dymond 2003) and cloud masked (Fmask; Zhu &

Woodcock (2012)) using the ARCSI software version 3.1.6 (Bunting et al.

2018).

The Sentinel-2 image data were downloaded from Google Earth Engine and pre-

processed as part of this study. For compatibility with the Landsat imagery,

the Sentinel-2 imagery was to 30m pixel resolution. Image bands were subset to

blue (0.45-0.52µm), green (0.52-0.60µm), red (0.63-0.69µm), near-infrared (0.77-

0.90µm), and the two short wave infrared bands (1.55-1.75µm and 2.09-2.35µm).

The imagery was also atmospherically and topographically corrected using the

(6S algorithm; Shepherd & Dymond (2003)) and cloud masked (Fmask; Zhu &

Woodcock 2012) using the ARCSI software version 3.1.6 (Bunting et al. 2018).

Both Landsat and Sentinel 2 images with less than 500 km2 (approx. 750 x

750 pixel area) of the continuous terrestrial area were removed. Data were also

reviewed to remove imagery where the cloud masking contained significant errors

of omission. Imagery captured between November and March often contained large

amounts of cloud cover and topographic shadowing from low illuminations angles

and was removed from the analysis.
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4.2.2 Data Set

The final time series of image data contained 178 images acquired between 1990

and 2017. Each pixel in the study area was viewed at least once during this

period. On average each pixel was acquired 48 times with a maximum of 79

images (Figure 4.1). No images met the selection criteria in 1993, 2003, and

2012. Data volume reduced between 2012 and 2015, at the end of Landsat TM’s

life span and after the 2003 failure of the Landsat ETM+ scan-line corrector

(SLC). The Landsat ETM+ SLC failure caused an estimated loss of 22% of each

scene (Scaramuzza et al. 2004), which resulted in many of the scenes containing

insu�cient terrestrial data to be included in the data set. Data volume increases

significantly after the launch of Landsat 8, Sentinel 2A and Sentinel 2B (2013,

2015 and 2016; Figure 4.2).

4.2.3 Software

Unless otherwise stated analysis was undertaken using the Remote Sensing and

GIS software library (RSGISLib; Bunting et al. 2014) and the KEA file format

(Bunting & Gillingham 2013) using the Python scripting language as outlined by

Clewley et al. (2014). The scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al. 2011) was used for

all machine learning algorithms.

4.2.4 Segmentation

Image analysis, classification, and interpretation can be aided by the use of

segmentation techniques (Shepherd et al. 2019). All change detection in the
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Figure 4.1: Number of times each pixel was viewed and not covered by cloud in
the time series.
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Figure 4.2: Data source and the number of images per year in the time series
dataset.
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study was performed on Image Objects (groups of pixels containing similar

values). Pre-processed images underwent segmentation before change detection

analysis. To maintain the regions from the baseline map, a union between the

clump edges and the map region boundaries was also performed. Separate

segments were produced for each image, to ensure that changes were reflected in

the image objects (e.g. felling of part of a forested area resulted in a separate

object).

Object-based analysis was deemed to be more appropriate than pixel-based

analysis for identifying change features. Utilising objects reduces the e↵ects of

noise in the calculation of statistics from the map regions and the change

detection. Pixel analysis in change detection is susceptible to producing false

positives of change, due to class variability and noise. This is termed the ‘salt

and pepper’ e↵ect and is widely discussed in classification and change detection

literature (e.g. Chen et al. 2012, Hussain et al. 2013, Radke et al. 2005,

Tewkesbury et al. 2015).

There are a large number of approaches for segmenting remotely-sensed imagery

(Fu & Mui 1981, Pal & Pal 1993, Chang et al. 2001, Dey et al. 2010).

Segmentation approaches can be broadly split into top-down or bottom-up

approaches. Top-down approaches progressively break up an image into smaller

regions, whereas bottom-up methods start with an individual pixel and grow a

region until a criterion is met. eCognition contains a popular bottom-up

approach, multi-resolution segmentation. In the multi-resolution segmentation

algorithm, each pixel is considered to be a single object and merged with the

nearest most similar object based on a homogeneity criterion. This process

continues until the user-defined homogeneity criterion threshold is reached.
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eCognition is commonly used with RS data and could be considered to be the

‘gold’ standard of segmentation techniques and is often part of comparison

studies. However, eCognition is a licensed software package and a license was not

available so free and open software options were explored instead.

There are numerous methods for grouping similar pixels to form objects for

example, region growing, histogram shift thresholding, clustering, and numeral

networks (Tilton 1998, Soille 2008, Tasdemir 2011, Zhao et al. 2011, Ghamisi

2011). The Felzenswalb algorithm, which produces a segmentation of multi-band

images using spanning tree-based clustering, was also considered as it is popular

in image processing (Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher 2004). Felzenszwalb segments

objects based on Euclidean distances in colour space, however, the number and

size of segments are not directly controlled. Therefore, segment size can vary

greatly depending on contrast (Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher 2004).

The Sheppard segmentation approach was selected as it is scalable to a large area

or data stack, is designed for a 30m per pixel resolution RS imagery, and has

parameters that can be consistently used across a range of data sources and

types. Additionally, it has been applied on a large scale and to a time series

dataset (Shepherd et al. 2019). The algorithm uses a K Means clustering

approach, generating seeds where pixels are associated with a cluster centre. The

approach has two parameters the number of seeds (K) and the minimum object

size. Clumps are iteratively eliminated, joining the most similar nearby cluster

(defined with euclidean distance), if they are below the minimum pixel size.

When optimal parameters are selected the algorithm is comparable to other

segmentation techniques such as eCognition (Shepherd et al. 2019).

The minimum object size is a Minimum mapping unit, objects which are smaller
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than this parameter will be merged with their most spectrally similar neighbour.

The ability to set the minimum mapping unit is useful in change detection as it

allows small change features to be identified. Change features are typically small,

therefore, this value needs to be large enough that objects are not merged with

neighbours. The K controls the number of cluster centres, if the number is too

small features that are close in the feature space will be merged and the image will

be under-segmented. If it is too large then the image will be over-segmented.

Assessing the accuracy of a Segmentation approach is highly complicated and the

subject of many reviews. In the absence of a series of best-edge datasets to

validate the segmentation algorithm against, visual inspection was used to assess

the parameters. There are no specific rules when setting parameters for the

Sheppard segmentation approach. Therefore as suggested in Shepherd et al.

2019, the parameter selection was determined based on visual inspection of the

number, size, and spectral variability of segmented produced using di↵erent

parameters. For vegetation studies, a value of 60 seeds has been consistently

used across a range of studies (Dymond et al. 2012, Lucas et al. 2014). To

compare segmentation parameters, a sensitivity analysis of di↵erent cluster

numbers and minimum object sizes was performed on a subset of the data

(Table 4.1). The results were visually inspected to determine the parameters

used in the study (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). As change features are often small, the

minimum number of pixels in each object is needed to capture this variation

without introducing noise. For the image segmentation, the number of clusters

was set to 80 and the minimum number of pixels 50 (Figures 4.3 and 4.4).

The main limitation of object-based analysis are ‘sliver’ objects produced by

inconsistent edges in segmentation (Chen et al. 2012, McDermid et al. 2008,
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Table 4.1: Segmentation parameters tested in sensitivity analysis
Number of Clusters Min Object Size

125 10
90 25
80 50
70 75
60 100
50 125
40 150
20 200

Figure 4.3: Comparison of di↵erent segmentation parameters. A = Landsat 5
image with NIR, SWIR1 and Red band combination, B = 125 clusters and min
pixel size of 10, C = 80 clusters and min pixel size of 50, D = 60 clusters and min
pixel size of 100, E = 40 clusters and mim pixel size of 150, F = 20 clusters and
min pixel size of 200.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of di↵erent segmentation parameters. A = Landsat 5
image with NIR, SWIR1 and Red band combination, B = 125 clusters and min
pixel size of 10, C = 80 clusters and min pixel size of 50, D = 60 clusters and min
pixel size of 100, E = 40 clusters and mim pixel size of 150, F = 20 clusters and
min pixel size of 200.
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Tewkesbury et al. 2015). These objects can result in false positives of change and

impact overall change detection product accuracy. Small objects and ‘slivers’

were produced after the image segmentation by the union with the map region

edges. The e↵ects can be minimised by removing smaller change objects (e.g.

Boldt et al. 2012). However, this represents a systematic reduction in the scale of

change analysis and information loss. Therefore the e↵ects of noise must be

weighed against the loss of information when using this approach. To reduce the

e↵ects of ‘slivers’ a minimum mapping unit for change features of 9 pixels (8,100

km2 or approximately 1ha) was introduced after visual inspection of true and

false change.



Chapter 5

Parametric Map-to-Image

Change Detection in a Temperate

Coniferous Forest as part of a

Time Series

5.1 Introduction

A change detection approach is needed which is e�cient, robust to noise, and

able to handle dense and/or sparse long time series of data. The ‘parametric

distribution map-to-image change detection approach’ meets many of these

criteria. However, the approach remains untested beyond temperate regions and

on forest types other than mangroves. Furthermore, it has not been applied as

part of an automated monitoring system. Therefore, the accuracy and nature of

71
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change detected by the approach as part of a monitoring system in a temperate

region must be ascertained. Additionally, results from this study can form a

baseline for comparison with any subsequent method developments.

Land cover change in a single class (binary map) was analysed in Wales between

1990 and 2017, using the dataset described in Chapter 4. Coniferous forest was

selected as the change class as it is spectrally homogeneous, with a parametric

distribution. Spectrally homogenous meaning that it does not vary very much

in colour, darkness, or productivity; there is not a large variation in the spectral

signature of di↵erent coniferous forest cover pixels compared to other land cover

classes such as urban. Forestry is a significant economic sector in Wales resulting in

sizeable managed coniferous forest plantations and stands that are regularly clear-

felled and restocked (Welsh Assembly Government 2009). These felling practices

mean that land cover change will have occurred in the study period and that there

are high magnitude change features that should be detected by the method within

the data set. A proportion of Welsh coniferous forest is Larch which is deciduous

and subject to disease after 2011. The seasonal abscission of larch and potential

infection during the time series can provide further information on the type of

changes that are identified using this approach.

Coniferous forest gain and loss between 1990 and 2017 was mapped using a

automated monitoring version of the ‘parametric distribution map-to-image

approach’. Coniferous forest cover was selected for analysis because it is

homogeneous, dynamic, and clear-felling creates very definite events on which to

test a change detection method.
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5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Parametric Distribution Map-to-Image

Approach

The approach assumes that within a single class, defined by the input thematic

map, the PV response (e.g. reflectance or backscatter) is homogeneous and that

any subsequent change will manifest itself as a change in PV value response. In

this case, we have assumed that homogeneous features should produce a normally

distributed histogram. Therefore, any change can be identified by a shift away

from this normal distribution, quantified by a change in the skewness and kurtosis

of a features histogram (Thomas et al. 2018). A histogram is generated where the

bin size is determined by Freedman-Diaconis rule (Freedman & Diaconis 1981).

Iterative thresholds are placed on the histogram to identify outlier change pixels,

by producing an optimal distribution close to normal using the skew and kurtosis

(Figure 5.1). Applied on a per-class basis, this produces a set of change and stable

features, where the stable features can be used to provide training regions for a

classifier (e.g. RF) to be trained and classify the identified change features to

allocate to a class. The updated classification then forms the map input into the

next iteration (time step) in a monitoring system (Figure 5.2). In doing so, not

only are change pixels identified and mapped but an updated land cover map is

produced, together with subsequent change-to thematic information. Therefore,

any change features must exhibit new spectral responses which are beyond the

range of values produced in a normal distribution of the class.
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the di↵erences in the region of interest
(ROI) histogram when change features are introduced. Top is a parametric
histogram produced before the change and the bottom indicates the e↵ect of change
features. The bottom histogram also illustrates the iterative thresholding used to
identify when a parametric distribution is reached and likely change features have
been identified.
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Figure 5.2: Processing chain for each time step that forms the basis of the
approach. Inputs are shown on the left, likely change features are identified in
the centre and the output is a updated coniferous forest cover map.

5.2.2 1989 Base Classification

A composite of 13 Landsat TM images from Summer (April-September) 1989

were used to generate a single Landsat scene from which a baseline

forest/non-forest map was classified. 88% of the composite’s terrestrial area was

from images acquired on July 4th 1989. The remaining 12% was selected based

on proximity to this date and image noise. Training Data was identified

manually, informed by the 1km resolution Land Cover Map of Great Britain 1990

(LCM1990; Centre for Ecology and Hydrology 1995). SVM and Extremely

Randomised Trees (ERT) (Geurts et al. 2006) classifiers were compared, ERT

being proven to handle noisy data (Gislason et al. 2006, Rodriguez-Galiano et al.

2012) and SVM established as good binary classifier (Huang et al. 2002). ERT is

a version of an RF classifier which samples training data without replacement,

meaning trees will not be grown from the same sample twice. Alternatively, RF

samples with replacement, meaning that the same training sample can be used

multiple times in classifier training. The classifiers were compared using the same
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training data with parameters optimised using a grid search, and an accuracy

assessment of 10,000 stratified random points (5,000 in the Forest class and 5,000

in the other class). The ERT classification significantly outperformed SVM

(Table 5.1). A z-score test indicated that there was a significant di↵erence in the

accuracy scores for the two classification approaches (z-score = 25.4, p <0.05;

Congalton 2008). To reduce the e↵ects of noise and classification error a

minimum mapping unit of 9 pixels (0.81 ha) was imposed due to the minimum

number of pixels in each segmented object. In the final baseline classification, the

optimal number of estimators and the max features parameters were determined

to be 50 and 2 respectively using a grid search. The other class contains

marginally more error than the forest class (Table 5.2).

Table 5.1: Comparison of di↵erent machine learning classification approaches for
1989 base classification generation. The accuracy of random forests and support
vector machine classifiers on 1989 composite classification is presented.

Classifier Overall Accuracy (%) Kappa
Support Vector Machines 80.7 0.62
Extra Random Forests 98.8 0.98

5.2.3 Change Analysis

The green, red, Near Infrared (NIR), SWIR and NDVI are known to relate to

forest productivity (Myneni et al. 1995). A sensitivity analysis was performed to

Table 5.2: 1989 Base Classification Confusion Matrix percentages. Would expect
50% in forest and urban due to stratified sampling.

Other Forest Users (%)
Other 50 0.5 99
Forest 0.5 49 99

Producers(%)) 99 99 99
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determine the band(s) or index best able to identify change features from each

time step’s image data. The volume of true change features identified using each

band and NDVI was tested using 18,000 points across a 20-image subset with 300

stratified random points over 3 classes: stable forest, stable other, and forest loss

(the change features). SWIR and NDVI identified the most true change features

with the least false positives of change (Figure 5.3). This version of the

map-to-image approach assumes a parametric distribution, therefore, the

distribution of the NDVI and SWIR data for coniferous forests were tested using

a histogram, Quantile Quantile (QQ) plots and the Shapiro-Wilks Test (Keskin

2006, Mendes & Pala 2003, Razali & Wah 2011, Shapiro & Wilk 1965).

Reflectance data were extracted from 4,000 random points within forested area.

The P-Values returned (NDVI: 0.93, SWIR1: 0.95) both indicate that the data

are parametrically distributed. The QQ plots suggest that the data, especially

NDVI, measurements are tailed (Figure 5.4), but not su�ciently to discount the

use of a parametric distribution. Therefore, change features were identified using

SWIR1 (upper quartile) and NDVI (lower quartile) measurements.

As the input classification is a binary forest and non-forest map a specific case needs

to be considered. The non-forest (‘Other’) class contains a variety of land covers

and therefore does not have a specific spectral signature, making it non-parametric.

An optimised RF classifier was used to identify forest directly from the ‘Other’

class. The maximum number of features and the number of estimator parameters

were optimised using a grid search. Training data for the classifier was randomly

sampled from the regions known to be forest (i.e., following the application of

the map-to-image approach to the forest class). The ‘Other’ training data were

randomly sampled from across the whole image, to capture the in-class variability.
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Figure 5.3: Sensitivity of di↵erent bands and index to forest cover loss. The mean
and range of the 20 accuracy assessments for each band are shown. Mean kappa
is shown in red.
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Figure 5.4: Quantile-quantile (QQ) plots for coniferous forest NDVI and SWIR1
bands.

The number of training samples per class was balanced at 20% of the total number

of forest objects. If the forest region was > 1000 objects ( > 200 training objects,

occurred in 32 images) the volume was deemed insu�cient to perform a regrowth

classification. For these scenes, only forest loss was mapped.

The significant variation in signatures in the ‘Other’ class, could cause confusion

with the forest regrowth class. Given the 27 year period of the analysis and

typical 40+ year rotation of forest in Wales it is unlikely that a region of the

forest was planted and harvested within the 27 year period. Therefore, regrowth

classification was constrained to areas that were defined as a forest at the start

(1989 baseline classification) and end (National Forest Inventory 2017; Forestry

Commission 2017b) of the time series.

To reduce misclassification due to noise (e.g. geometric errors, image striping,
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unmasked cloud) only persistent change features were committed to the

classification. A sensitivity analysis was performed to identify the number of

consecutive images change features needed to be identified in before being

classified as true change in the map. The accuracy of change being committed

after one, two, and three consecutive images was tested on a 20-image random

subset. 80,000 points were tested in total, 1,000 stratified random points (4,000

per image) over four classes: stable forest, stable other, forest loss (negative

change), and forest gain (positive change). Two consecutive identifications of

forest cover change provided the most accurate result and was used in the time

series analysis (Table 5.3).

Table 5.3: Sensitivity analysis for number of images recorded as a change features
before change was committed.

Number of Consecutive Images Overall Accuracy (%)
1 89.2
2 94.1
3 91.7

5.2.4 Accuracy Assessment

Accuracy assessments were performed on 20% of all output classifications (35

images). To ensure that the accuracy assessment was carried out over the range

of the study period, 1 image in every 5 images was selected randomly. In total

70,000 points were tested. Within each image, 2,000 stratified random points

were generated within the subset of the study area which was updated by that

image for four classes (500 points per class): stable forest, stable other, forest

loss, and forest gain. As the ‘stable other’ category covered such a large area the

500 random points were selected from within a 200m bu↵er of ‘stable forest’
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areas to ensure that su�cient points are placed within an area where change and

error within the forest classification are likely to occur (Congalton 2008).

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Coniferous Forest Extent Change Across Wales

(1990-2017)

178 classifications of Welsh coniferous forest extent were generated over the period

1990-2017. Figure 5.5 gives an illustrative example of forest cover changes for a

location in South Wales throughout the time series. Coniferous forest cover in

Wales was dynamic with a mean annual loss of 2,343 ha and a gain of 963 ha

(Figure 5.6). Therefore, the algorithm documented an average loss in forest area

of 1,380 ha per year (Figure 5.6). 117,600 ha are recorded as forested in the final

classification from 2016.

5.3.2 P. Ramorum Felling Identification and

Comparison

P. ramorum infection of Larch in 2013 had a significant impact on Welsh felling

practices. Change was not identified when trees were infected with P. ramorum

only when subsequent felling occurred. Infection is largely concentrated in the

2015 core disease zone (Core Disease Zone (CDZ)) and 2017 expansion in South

Wales (Figure 5.7).As of August 2017, 3,125 ha of larch has been felled in the

CDZ (Wright 2017) where the map-to-image approach has identified 3,621.7 ha
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Figure 5.5: Classified forest, loss and regrowth classes from the histogram approach
for a dynamic area in South Wales alongside the corresponding NIR, SWIR1,
SWIR2 composite for six example dates in the time series.
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Figure 5.6: Area of loss, gain and net forest cover change identified using the
histogram based approach per year.
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of conifer loss. The 503.3 ha di↵erence is likely due to the map-to-image figure

including normal felling practices in addition to P. ramorum.

The majority of infections in the 2015 CDZ occurred between 2013 and 2015.

However, reduced data volumes between 2012 and 2014 and the time series not

including reflectance data for the entire CDZ in 2015 resulted in the majority of

felling in the 2015 CDZ being identified in 2016. The felling in the 2017 expansion

occurred during an increase in available imagery. Although the 2015 data likely

contains some felling which occurred in the three years previously, the increase in

coniferous loss area in 2016 likely relates to the increase of P. ramorum.

The spread of P. ramorum in the UK National Forest Inventory (NFI) and

high-resolution optical data (Google Earth) was compared with the output

classifications in a 12 km2 area at Bwlch Nant Yr Arian (near Aberystwyth)

between 2013 and 2016 (Figure 5.8). Spatially, the felling areas are similar to the

reported infections and felling record (Figure 5.8). Temporally, the majority of

the felling was identified within the same year (Figure 5.8) as reporting. The

solid black and red boxes in Figure 14 indicate locations where the NFI and

map-to-image felling dates di↵er by several years. The black box shows an area

that appears to have been felled in 2011, before the P. ramorum was identified at

Bwlch Nant Yr Arian and was not presented as forest within the baseline

classification. The red box indicates a location, which appears to have been felled

in 2015 but was not identified as felling within the NFI. This illustrates that the

map-to-image approach can accurately identify felled areas and with the correct

spatial and temporal pattern.
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Figure 5.7: Forest loss in the 2015 core disease zone and the 2017 core disease
zone (CDZ) expansion area (while the CDZ includes the 2015 area analysis was
carried out on the expansion area separately). Approximate forest object count of
P. ramorum infection derived from Wright (2017). The mean shown is the mean
coniferous forest loss for each area over the 10 years previous to the initial infection
(2000-2009).
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Figure 5.8: Felling activities at Bwlch Nant Yr Arian near Aberystwyth after P.
ramorum was identified in 2013. A) NFI forest felling records from 2014 to 2015.
B) map-to-image outputs of felling from 2014 – 2017. Black inset shows Red, NIR,
SWIR1 composite from 2011 and region recorded as felled in 2015 NFI, Red inset
shows Red, NIR, SWIR1 composite from 2015 and region not recorded as felled in
the NFI.
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5.3.3 Accuracy

Overall accuracy, calculated by summing the values from the 35 image confusion

matrices, was 93.6% (±0.031 at a 99% confidence interval) with a kappa of 0.915.

The mean overall agreement was 0.956 (Figure 5.9). The overall accuracy,

quantity (total area of each land cover in the classification) and allocation

(locations classified as each class) disagreement ranges increase with time.

However, there is no significant loss of accuracy through the time series. The

quantity disagreement is consistently lower when compared to the allocation

disagreement suggesting that the overall area assigned to each class is correct

and there is broadly equal miss-classification between the two classes. The user’s

and producer’s accuracies of the forest ‘gain’ and ‘loss’ classes suggest that this is

due to a slight under-identification of change features. Although accuracy is not

as high as the forest loss change identification, the regrowth reclassification was

largely over 80% accurate.

Table 5.4: Full confusion matrix for the histogram map-to-image land cover
classification accuracy assessment percentages. Would expect 25% of points in
each class due to stratified sampling

Stable Forest Stable Other Forest Loss Forest Gain Users (%)
Stable Forest 23 0 2 0 93
Stable Other 0 24 1 1 0 94
Forest Loss 1 0 24 1 94
Forest Gain 0 0 2 22 93
Producers (%) 96 99 84 84 94

As coniferous forest is typically felled at 40-60 years old and is replanted, the

class of a pixel should change once (due to felling) but may change twice (felling

and regrowth to mature forest) during the study period (27 years). Pixels which

change class more than twice are likely to be false positives. Nearly half (47%) of
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Figure 5.9: Accuracy metrics from across the time series. A) boxplot showing
di↵erences between the 35 images overall agreement. B) Overall agreement across
the time series. C) Quantity disagreement across the time series. D) Allocation
disagreement across the time series
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forested locations (areas identified as forest at any point in the time series)

changed class between 1990 and 2017 (5.10). 76.4% of changed pixels were

altered once and 19.4% twice, the remaining 4.2% are likely false positives.

Typically these are Mixed Pixels or registration errors located on the edge of

objects (Figure 5.10).

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Comparison with existing datasets

The European land cover map (Land Cover Map (LCM)) series, using the

coordination of information on the environment (CORINE) land cover

classification, provides land cover data from across the study period (Land

Monitoring Service 2021). LCM products have been produced for 1990, 2000,

2007, 2015, and 2017. However, as each map product is produced using di↵erent

classification techniques and data resolutions, the products are not directly

comparable for mapping land cover change and should not be used in PCC

change detection analysis. Although the centre for ecology and hydrology has

produced a change dataset using comparable approaches for the period 1990 to

2015, this only measures change in a woodland class rather than coniferous

forest. The di↵erent coniferous forest areas for di↵erent dates are given in Table

5.5. There is a di↵erence in the areas of around 300km2 but it is not possible to

determine if the di↵erences are due to error compared with ground change from

the ‘parametric distribution map-to-image approach’ or di↵erences in mapping

technique, or coarser spatial resolution (all the LCM before 2017 were produced
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Figure 5.10: Number of times a pixel changed land cover throughout the time
series. A) Number of times the pixel changed during the time series, where 1 =
Only forest loss or regrowth, 2 = Forest loss then regrowth or forest regrowth then
loss, 3 = A higher number of class changes than expected. B) Represents a change
of land cover class on six occasions over the study period.
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at a 1km per pixel resolution). The di↵erences may be due to mixed pixels,

where part of the 1km2 area is conifer, leading to di↵erent areas.

Table 5.5: Coniferous forest area produced by the European land cover map series
and the parametric distribution map-to-image approach. As the land cover map is
a nominal date the output product from the end of the same year was used in area
calculations. The di↵erences in area between the land cover maps should not be
used to infer change areas, as the maps were produced using di↵erent approaches
and are not directly comparable. The mapping scale was also di↵erent for the land
cover maps produced before 2017.
Classification Type 1990 2000 2007 2015 2017
CORINE Land Cover Map Series 76 km2 1274km2 1378km2 1443km2 1488km2

Map-to-Image approach 1209km2 1038km2 1033km2 1075km2 1085km2

Although sporadic forest surveys and inventories have been conducted across

Great Britain since 1924, the NFI, which started in 2009, is a rolling programme

monitoring woodland and trees within Great Britain, providing data on the size,

distribution and composition, and area of forests through time (Forest Research

2021). This was proceeded by the National Inventory of Woodlands and Trees,

which produced a spatial dataset of tree cover at a forest type level in 2001. This

is the earliest publicly available data set of coniferous forest cover in Wales,

mapped at a comparable spatial resolution. Using these datasets coniferous

forest area loss between 2001 and 2017 was measured at approximately 170 km2.

The approach presented here recorded 166 km2 of loss over the same period. The

2016 NFI documents 1030km2 of coniferous forest with the mapped outputs from

the same time estimating 1087km2. This di↵erence may be due to the slight

under classification of forest regrowth indicated by forest gain accuracy statistics.

Additionally, the NFI includes a ‘Young Trees’ class which may not yet be

considered coniferous forest cover in the approach and has a larger minimum

mapping unit of 0.5 hectares.
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5.4.2 Applicability to other Locations, Land Cover Classes

and Data Sources

Changes in coniferous forest extent were accurately identified in the map

products. To be classified as a change feature, the type of change needed to be of

a large magnitude, such as felling events that exhibited a change in spectral

response beyond the range of the parametric distribution. As change features

were located as deviation from the peak of a parametric histogram the

magnitude and consistency of any changes in spectral response are not

considered. Smaller magnitude changes due to seasonal variation or infection and

disease were not identified however, this does not represent and change in land

cover. The approach assumes that the spectral response of a class is homogenous

and the area of change within the class is small relative to the class extent.

Assumptions that were true to reality here. The method outlined in this study

would be directly applicable to regions of similar biome, with the same species,

topography, and cloud cover such as; Northern Europe, Scandinavia, Siberia,

North America, and New Zealand (Beland et al. 2017, Brandt et al. 2013,

Swedish Wood 2019).

A key strength of the approach is that EO datasets are not directly compared.

Therefore, di↵erent data sources can be used to increase the temporal resolution.

The present example includes two sources of optical satellite imagery, but equally

the approach could incorporate information from radar systems (e.g. Thomas et al.

2018). Deviations in textural rather than spectral response could also be included.

The incorporation and study of radar data should be considered for futures studies

where appropriate.
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Based on visual comparison with the Welsh tree species subcompartment

database, there does not appear to be any di↵erence in the accuracy of felling

identification in evergreen and deciduous species. This comparison was limited to

a visual inspection as the database has a nominal date of 2018, after the end of

the study period and the polygon boundaries do not always correspond well with

ground cover (NRW 2021). The approach only appears to identify high

magnitude changes, such as felling, therefore defoliation is not significant enough

of any change to be identified. Where the assumptions hold, this methodology

can be applied to other classes and data modalities such as mapping mangroves

change using ALOS PALSAR data (Thomas et al. 2018) and rotating agriculture

associated with savanna woodlands in Tanzania (Mabaso et al. 2016). The

parametric distribution assumption may hold for other land covers (e.g. water)

but is not universal (e.g. urban and grassland). Further research is required

before it could be accurately applied to a full land cover classification.

5.4.3 Impacts of Assumptions and Limitations on

Coniferous Forest Change Detection

There are three assumptions in the developed approach; (i) the class has a

parametric distribution (ii) the area of change is small and (iii) change features

are spectrally di↵erent from other land covers. These assumptions were true to

reality in this example. The most significant errors were due to mixed pixels

displaying characteristics of coniferous forest and other land covers.

Using a parametric distribution to identify likely change features resulted in a

slight under-identification of coniferous forest cover loss. It fails to identify the
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few change features which may fall within the normal distribution. In this case

these were typically vegetated but not coniferous forest, removing the parametric

assumption could help combat this.

All EO approaches change is identified by image acquisition date not by when it

occurred on the ground. When data availability is limited (due to cloud cover,

on-demand Landsat collections, and other issues related to image acquisition), the

di↵erence between when forest extent change occurred on the ground and when

an image of the change is captured could be a number of years. This results in

‘spikes’ of comparatively high change figures after periods of lower data volumes

(e.g. 1994 and 2016).

5.5 Conclusion

Change in coniferous forest cover can be accurately identified by detecting a

deviation in feature spectral statistics away from a normal distribution. The

approach was applied to coniferous forest cover change in Wales, UK between

1990 and 2017, using Landsat and Sentinel 2 imagery. The forest cover products

had an overall accuracy 0.915 with a close agreement with Great Britain forest

inventories. Accurate forest cover maps can be automatically produced at a

sub-annual temporal resolution without the need for a dense time series of image

data and with reduced dependence on radiometric normalisation.

This study has determined that the ‘parametric distribution map-to-image’ change

detection approach (Thomas et al. 2018) can accurately detect land cover change

in another forest type in a temperate region. Furthermore, the approach has been
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applied to a fragmented time series of imagery to accurately map coniferous forest

cover change. The next step is further research to ascertain if the parametric

assumption can be removed and determine if this approach represents a tractable

solution for generating a ‘living map’ of land cover data that is scalable to a large

geographical area and time span.



Chapter 6

Removing Parametric

Assumption For Coniferous

Forest Change Detection

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapter illustrated that the ‘parametric distribution map-to-image

approach’ can be applied to detect large magnitude changes in coniferous forest

cover in temperate regions as part of an automated monitoring system. However,

to apply this approach to more classes research is needed to determine if similar

results can be produced from statistical analysis for change features which does not

assume data distribution. The approach of combining map regions to subset image

data assumes that (i) the area of change within a land cover class is small and (ii)

that change features are spectrally distinct. Identifying a change threshold using

96
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the skew and kurtosis of a parametric histogram introduces the assumption of a

normal distribution. However, not all land cover classes follow this assumption,

as they are typically made up of several surfaces with discrete spectral signatures

(e.g. urban). Therefore, the approach must be developed before it could be applied

to a full land cover map. An alternative approach for identifying likely change

objects is required. Using the change and accuracy statistics from the previous

chapter as a baseline for the current state of the approach, alternative methods

for identifying change features were studied. Any alternative approaches need

to be automatic, unsupervised, applicable to di↵erent sensors, and ideally make

use of all appropriate data, as more information can be gained by using multiple

inputs rather than a single band or index. Additionally, these approaches need

to produce results of comparable or improved accuracy to those in the previous

chapter. Consideration must also be given to any implications or limitations of

these new approaches.

As new versions of analysis for identifying change features are introduced in this

chapter for readability and brevity, the developed change detection approaches

will be referred to based on the statistic used to identify change features.

Therefore, the‘parametric distribution map-to-image approach’ will be referred to

as the histogram approach in this chapter.

6.1.1 Data Clustering and Outlier Detection

Within the data subset from the map region, any potential change features are

likely to be spectrally di↵erent from the unchanged regions. Outliers are data

points that are considerably dissimilar to the remainder of the dataset.
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Identifying outliers (e.g. financial fraud detection) is a significant area of

statistical research (Bansal et al. 2016, Zimek & Filzmoser 2018, Niu et al. 2011,

Chauhan & Shukla 2015, Wang et al. 2019) which could be used to identify likely

change features. The spectral data from the new image, the data of which would

be used to identity outliers, is multi-dimensional with an unknown distribution.

Of the numerous outlier detection approaches, depth-based outlier detection

algorithms may be appropriate to use to identify change features as they are

typically used on multi-dimensional datasets of an unknown distribution

(Johnson et al. 1998, Ramaswamy et al. 2000, Mandhare & Idate 2017).

Depth-based approaches could be used to find the outliers or likely change

features in the image data (Figure 6.1). Clustering algorithms (e.g. KNN) are

used to calculate distances to other points in the dataset. Assuming the data are

homogenous in each dimension, outliers will be the points at the greatest

distance from the cluster centre. These distance-based algorithms are widely

used due to their e↵ectiveness and simplicity (Huang et al. 2017). These

algorithms can also identify outliers independent of detailed knowledge, typically

this is with a hard threshold (e.g. percentage of data most likely to be outliers;

Ramaswamy et al. 2000, Mandhare & Idate 2017). An algorithm of this type

could be used, with a hard threshold, to identify potential change objects from

each class region using all available spectral information (Figure 6.1).

6.1.2 Probability of Class Ownership

Change features could be located by identifying objects which have a low

probability of belonging to their previous class based on new image data.
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Figure 6.1: Graphical representation of outlier detection for identifying potential
change objects. The centre of the cluster (inliers) being most certain to belong
to the previously mapped class and teh edges (outliers) being potential change
features.
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Fuzzy-rough logic is used in classification problems to generate quantitive

descriptors of class membership, events are ranked into classes by degrees of

approximations (similarity to known/observable group parameters).

Fuzzy-rough classifications define a boundary for each class, inside which

certainty is quantified using fuzzy relations and upper and lower approximations.

Fuzzy Logic allows ‘degrees of truth’ or ‘degrees of membership’ as opposed to

boolean logic, ‘true’ or ‘false’ only (Zadeh 1988). Rough Set theory is an

approach to quantifying uncertain knowledge using upper and lower

approximations to define groups. If completely indistinguishable from the

members of a class an element belongs to the lower approximation, if there is an

intersection in only some attributes the element is part of the upper

approximation (Figure 6.2). Put another way, a fuzzy set means that the

elements are not determined (Figure 6.3), they change by the observer and a

rough set means the boundary of the set and some elements are not determined

and they change by the observer. A rough set could be thought of as a rough

edge to a set of elements whereas fuzzy logic is the inclusion of each element in a

set by degrees.

A Fuzzy-Rough Set is a generalised rough-set, calculated by fuzzyfying (calculating

degrees of membership) the upper and lower approximations (Dubois & Prade

1990, Radzikowska & Kerre 2002, Yao 1997, Cock et al. 2004, Jensen & Shen 2009,

De Cock et al. 2007). Fuzzy-rough sets result in a ‘core’ of observations determined

to be more certain to belong to a class, which is surrounded by other observations

which show some similar characteristics. The certainty of each object in remaining

within the previous class could be used to identify likely change features, as the

spectral di↵erences in change objects would result in reduced certainty values for
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Figure 6.2: Graphical representation of a rough set. The circle is the boundary of
a class or concept. The light shading represents the lower approximation, where
objects are equivalent if they are included in the class. The dark shading represents
the upper approximation, where objects only intersect with the class.
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Figure 6.3: Graphical representation of fuzzy logic. The x axis represents di↵erent
observable characteristics of a set, the y axis represents the ownership in the class,
the plotted line represents the changes in ownership at di↵erent characteristics. In
the centre there is a core of observations with maximum ownership.
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belonging to the previously mapped class.

Zhao & Hryniewicki (2018) have demonstrated how machine learning classifiers

can be used to determine outliers in a dataset. They used a semi-supervised

ensemble algorithm, Extreme Gradient Boosting Outlier Detection (Extreme

Gradient Boosting Outlier Detection (XGBOD)), to accurately detect outliers in

practical datasets such as mammography and cardio images, speech and satellite

data (Zhao & Hryniewicki 2018). XGBOD uses multiple unsupervised machine

learning algorithms to extract information from the dataset, which is fed into a

supervised classifier. Building on this work, machine learning probability metrics

could be used to identify likely change features. Working on the assumption that

change is spectrally distinct, change features should exhibit a low probability of

class ownership in their previously mapped class. The probability metrics

generated from an unsupervised machine learning technique could be fed into an

improved supervised classifier to identify likely change features from the image

data.

In summary, change features could be directly classified onto the image or

probability of class ownership used to separate change features.

6.2 New Likely Change Feature Identification

Methods

Three di↵erent approaches for identifying likely change features, which do not

assume the distribution of the land cover class were identified. For brevity and ease

of understanding these alternative approaches will be referred to by the statistical
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process used to identify change. The previous approach, which used a histogram

and parametric distribution, will be called histogram change detection. These

approaches all combine map and image data to identify change features:

1. Using outlier statistics to identify likely change features based on the

assumption that change features are rare and statically di↵erent from their

previous mapped class. This approach will be called outlier change

detection

2. Fuzzy-rough logic to calculate class ownership. Change features should

exhibit lower ownership to their previous mapped class this can be used to

identify likely change features. This approach will be called fuzzy-rough

logic change detection

3. Repeated sampling and performing random forest classification of training

data to assign a probability of class ownership. Assuming that change

features are spectrally distinct they will have a low probability of belonging

to the class in which they were previously mapped. This approach will be

called repeated RF classifier change detection.

The accuracy of these approaches for detecting change features automatically in

a time series was assessed by applying the approaches to the same time series

of satellite imagery used in the previous chapter. The same binary classification

of coniferous forest and other classification for 1989 was also used as a starting

map to identify changes in coniferous forest extent. The process of combining the

map and image data and reclassifying likely change features using an optimised RF

classifier remains unchanged from the previous chapter, therefore the methodology

is not repeated here. However, the histogram statistics for change detection were
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Figure 6.4: Processing chain applied to each time step in the time series in the
previous chapter. The section of the processing chain identifying likely change
features using a histogram distribution is in the red box. This section will be
replaced by the three new approaches being tested. The rest of the processing
chain combining map and image data and classifying likely change features will
remain unchanged in each approach.

replaced with the three new statistical approaches (Figure 6.4), the changes to

the processing chain and parameters selected for each of the three approaches are

detailed in the following sections.

6.2.1 Outlier Change Detection Algorithm

An outlier detection algorithm was used to detect likely change features from the

spectral data from the coniferous forest area. The outlying data with the largest

euclidean distance from an unsupervised K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) cluster

centre was identified as likely change features (Figure 6.5). The majority of the

features are assumed to be unchanged. Therefore, they should form a cluster, the

objects furthest from these clusters are the most likely to have changed land

cover. Ramaswamy et al. (2000)’s KNN proximity-based algorithm in the Python

Outlier Detection (PyOD) module was used to identify these outliers. The
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Figure 6.5: Outlier change detection processing at each time step in the time series.
The red box illustrates the steps which were changed from the previous chapter.
Clustering is now used to identify change features. Samples on the edges of clusters
are more likely to be change features. The core of the cluster is sampled for training
data to reclassify the outliers. The rest of the processing chain combining map and
image data and classifying likely change features is unchanged from the approach
in the last chapter.

outlier detection algorithm returns a binary outlier or non-outlier result based on

a percentage threshold (i.e. the 10% of data furthest from a KNN cluster centre).

The percentage threshold parameter was determined using a sensitivity

analysis.

6.2.1.1 Outlier Threshold Sensitivity Analysis

The outliers in Ramaswamy et al. (2000)’s algorithm are identified using user-

defined percentage of the whole dataset (i.e. 10% of this dataset are likely to be

outliers so identify the 10% of the data points furthest away from KNN cluster

centres in the euclidean distance and n-dimensions). The user-defined percentage

parameter has a large impact on the data identified as outliers. In this case, a

small percentage would result in an under-identification of change features and

too large a percentage could introduce many false positives of change.
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Therefore, to identify a percentage threshold that related well with likely change

features in coniferous forests a sensitivity analysis of di↵erent percentages of the

map regions as outliers was performed on a subset of 20 images. Thresholds of

between 10 and 50% of the mapped regions were tested in 10% increments and

an accuracy assessment was performed. One thousand five hundred sample points

were stratified across three classes (five hundred points per class); stable forest,

stable other, and loss. The accuracy fell from the base classification accuracy

of 98% especially at 10 and 50% thresholds. The 20% threshold produced the

highest accuracy coniferous forest loss change detection on the 20 image subset

(Table 6.1). Therefore a 20% outlier threshold was used to analyse the whole time

series dataset.

Table 6.1: Percentage of change features which where correctly identified (neither
a false positive or negative) using di↵erent Outlier Thresholds on 20 image subset

Threshold (%) Accuracy (%)
10 95.98
20 97.98
30 97.8
40 96.85
50 94.15

6.2.2 Fuzzy Rough Logic Change Detection

Fuzzy-rough logic statistics were used instead of the data distribution to identify

likely changes in coniferous forest cover in Wales (Figure 6.6). A Fuzzy-Rough

Nearest Neighbour (FRNN) algorithm was selected because KNN is widely used in

image processing and has proven that nearest neighbours can be used to identify

meaningful clusters of similar spectral data in satellite imagery. In the FRNN

algorithm data are assigned a similarity score to the sample’s KNN in a training
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data set. If the K nearest neighbours are more di↵erent, it indicates the sample

is on the edge of the training cluster and more likely to be a change feature. The

number of K was set at 5. This was determined using sensitivity analysis of K

between 2 and 10 on a 10 image subset and clean training data generated using a

histogram threshold of the coniferous forest and other classes. Table 6.2 illustrates

the results of an accuracy assessment of 2000 points (200 points per image) on the

stable forest and forest loss areas (100 points per class). Similarity metrics, based

on the di↵erences between each sample and its 5 nearest neighbours were used

to help separate true features and noise. A threshold of 0.5 was applied to the

similarity metric, as this would mean at least one of the samples nearest neighbours

was not from the coniferous forest class. This threshold was selected based on the

similarity metrics produced by objects correctly classified change features using

the histogram change detection approach in the previous chapter.

Table 6.2: ercentage of change features which where correctly identified (neither
a false positive or negative) using di↵erent Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbour K
Values on 10 image subset

K Nearest Neighbours Accuracy (%)
2 92.3
3 93.7
4 95.6
5 96.8
6 94.1
7 94.3
8 92.4
9 91.2
10 93.4
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Figure 6.6: Fuzzy-rough logic change detection processing at each time step in
the time series. The red box illustrates the steps which were changed from the
previous chapter. Fuzzy rough nearest neighbour similarity metrics based on a
sample’s closeness to the core of the distribution are used to identify likely change
features. Samples on the edge of the dataset are more likely to be change features,
these are sampled by applying a threshold the similarity metric. The samples
which are not likely to have changed are sampled for training data to reclassify
the outliers. The rest of the processing chain combining map and image data
and classifying likely change features is unchanged from the approach in the last
chapter.
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6.2.3 Repeated RF classifier change detection

Class ownership probabilities from a machine learning classifier were used to

identify likely change features, based on the assumption that change features

would exhibit a smaller ownership probability in their mapped class than the

unchanged data (Figure 6.7). As the quality of training data can not be assured

because the map regions contain errors and some change features any machine

learning classifier used needs to be resistant to noise in training data. The ERT

classifier was selected due to RF’s ‘natural’ tendency to reduce the e↵ects of

noise in training (Breiman 2001) and Overfitting. The RF algorithm grows

hundreds or thousands of classification trees from individual random subsets of

the training data, which are combined to produce a final classification. As the

noise is a small part of the whole training data set it is less likely to be part of

the random subsets. Additionally, the ensemble voting reduces the impact of any

selected noise on the final classification. RF type classifiers are resilient to up to

10% noise in training and as much as 30% can be accounted for (Agjee et al.

2018).

An unsupervised K Means ++ classification was performed on the ‘Other’ class

to ensure that the full variety of spectral responses in the class was represented in

the training data. A sensitivity analysis determined the parameters in Table 6.3

were best able to reliably capture variability in the ‘Other’ class.

Twenty percent of the forest objects and an equal number of objects from the

‘Other’ class were sampled to train the RF classifiers. The bagging performed by

RF classifiers can result in the same sample being selected to grow multiple trees.

It is possible for the change features (noise) to be repeatedly selected to generate
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Figure 6.7: Repeated RF classifier change detection processing at each time step
in the time series. The red box illustrates the steps which were changed from the
previous chapter. Training data are sampled from the map regions and fed into
an optimised machine learning classifier. If a sample is no longer displaying the
characteristics of its mapped class the probability of belonging to this class will be
low. To reduce the impact of any changed features on the training data multiple
ML classifiers are trained and the probability of class ownership is averaged. The
samples with a low probability of ownership in their mapped class are likely change
features. These features are classified using a further random forest classifier as in
the previous chapter. The rest of the processing chain combining map and image
data are also unchanged from the approach in the last chapter

Table 6.3: K Means Parameters selected by sensitivity analysis of di↵erent
parameters for sampling the range of values in the ‘Other’ class.

Parameter Value
Batch Size 100

Maximum Iterations 400
Maximum with no Improvement 10

Number of Clusters 4
Number of Intialisations 3
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the random forest, or that the majority of the forest features in the training dataset

are examples of change. To ensure this did not occur the training data was split

50 times and used to train 50 RF classifiers optimised using a grid search. The

probability of class ownership for each class was stored and a mean probability was

calculated for each object. the 50 classifier limit was determined based on the point

at which the changes in the mean probability of class ownership for each object

remained similar despite further and further classifiers trained(Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.8: Di↵erences in mean probability by the number of iterations of extra
random trees classifiers generated. The average variance in the mean probability
of class ownership is on the y axis and the number of classifiers trained is on the
x-axis. After around 50 classifiers the reduction in average variance is reduced
and does not decrease further suggesting there is little point in performing further
classifications.
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A threshold was then applied to the mean probability values to determine the likely

change features based on the probability of previous class ownership. Following

the assumption that change is a small part of the whole, the majority of the data

should exhibit a similar probability of class ownership. Values lower than this are

more likely to be change features. Accuracy of a threshold at µ � 2SD and the

highest frequency histogram ‘bin’ was compared on a subset of 10 images. Using

the value of the highest frequency ‘bin’ as a threshold produced training data

which led to higher accuracy figures (Table 6.4) therefore, this was used in the

analysis.

Table 6.4: Accuracy of di↵erent thresholds on probability scores for selecting likely
change features from whole class area on subset of imagery.

Threshold Accuracy(%)
µ� 2SD 93.4

Highest Frequency 95.3

The objects with a high probability of belonging to the coniferous forest or other

class were then used to train a final optomised extra random trees classifier to

reclassify the likely change objects and update the previous map. The new

classification was used to define training data and identify likely change features

at the next time step (Figure 6.7).

6.2.4 Accuracy Assessment

An accuracy assessment was performed on the same 20% of all output

classifications (35 images) as in the previous chapter, to allow for comparison. A

total of 70,000 points were tested. Within each image 2,000 stratified random

points were generated within the area updated with new image data across the
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same four classes as in the previous chapter (500 points per class); stable forest,

stable other, forest loss, and forest gain. The ‘stable other’ category was sampled

in a 200m bu↵er of the ‘stable forest’ areas to ensure su�cient points were placed

in the area where errors in the change detection were likely to have occurred

(Congalton 2008).

This method of accuracy assessments provides statistics on the accuracy of large-

scale land cover change detection in addition to the accuracy of the Binary Map

products produced. The stable and gain/loss classes of each class can provide

information on any over or under classification of change and the overall confusion

matrix provides information on map product accuracy.

The accuracy assessment is limited by the availability of reference data for the

study period. The ground truth for the points was tested against Google Earth

imagery and the time series dataset. Ideally there reference data would be based

upon a higher resolution dataset than the map products were generated from or

field samples but this data was not available for the study period. Ideally, change

features recorded at the end of the time series would be verified in the field, but

this was not possible due to resource constraints. However, if this study was to be

repeated ground reference data collection would be recommended. As the changes

are large-scale land cover changes such as felling these should be identifiable from

the imagery alone.

It is important to note that the accuracy assessment can not characterise the

percentage of all change objects which have been identified. It is simple to

characterise false positives or commission error as this can be sampled within the

change features (the forest gain and forest loss classes) but any omission is much

more di�cult to identify. As a small part of the whole stable class, it is unlikely
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that omission error will be randomly sampled, even after biassing sampling

towards likely omission areas. By its nature omission is di�cult to identify as its

location is unknown. Without a dataset of all change features to compare data to

omission will be unrepresented in any sampling and the final accuracy. The

change detection accuracies are likely lower than those calculated due to omission

features.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Fuzzy Rough Logic Change Detection

The fuzzy rough logic change detection vastly over-identified forest loss

throughout the time series. The coniferous forest extent produced by fuzzy rough

logic change detection was 42% lower than the histogram generated extent on

average (as no ground truth data are available for the whole study period and

the histogram approach was accurate it is used for comparison here). It is highly

unlikely the ground truth figures vary as wildly from those produced using

histograms as the fuzzy rough logic change detection data suggests. A full

accuracy assessment was not performed on the fuzzy rough logic change

detection products because the change detection was incorrect in the majority of

cases (Figures 6.10 and 6.11).

This over-identification of forest loss was due to the definition of training data

in the coniferous forest and other classes. It stems from a lack of definition in

the other class. The similarity metric used to reduce error and identify possible

change features from the coniferous forest data removes samples where at least one
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neighbour was not classified as coniferous forest in the base map. In cases where

classes exhibit defined clusters, this would result in the removal of the data on the

edge of the cluster, most likely to belong to change features (i.e. the removal of

the data on the edge of the coniferous forest cluster or any outliers of the cluster).

However, as the majority of the other class is also vegetation, it overlaps with

the coniferous forest cluster in the feature space (Figure 6.9). Additionally, the

20% of other data sampled as training may contain little or no examples of bare

ground.

In this situation, large amounts of coniferous forest data are identified as

potential change features, causing the training data for the coniferous forest class

to become unrepresentative. This results in unchanged areas of coniferous forest

appearing closer to the vegetation in the other class than the coniferous forest

training and subsequently being identified and classified as a change feature

(Figure 6.9). Without clean, well-defined training data the threshold identified

did not accurately reflect forest change (Figures 6.10 and 6.11), consequently,

analysis using fuzzy rough logic change detection was terminated. Potentially,

training data quality could be improved by introducing expert rules or an

unsupervised clustering of the other class to ensure variety (see repeated RF

change detection), but these approaches are not explored here.
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6.3.2 Outlier Change Detection

Coniferous forest extent change in Wales was mapped between 1990 and 2017 in

146 binary classification products. The mean annual loss was 17.35 km2 and the

mean annual gain was 15.12km2. Therefore, the algorithm documented an average

loss in forest area of 2.15km2 per year.

Overall accuracy, calculated by summing the values from the 35 image confusion

matrices, was 91.6% (±0.6 at a 99% confidence interval) with a kappa of 0.888

(Table 6.5). The mean overall agreement was 0.99 (Figure 6.12) and the Z-Score

61.69, significant to a P-Value of < .00001. There is a slight increase in the range

of the quantity and allocation disagreement values with time. However, there is

no significant fall in accuracy through the time series. The commission error in

the forest gain class suggests an over-classification of regrowth combined with a

slight under-identification of loss features was the primary source of error.

Table 6.5: Full confusion matrix for outlier change detection coniferous forest
extent change accuracy assessment percentages. Forest in the table refers to
coniferous forest only. Would expect 25% of points in each class due to stratified
sampling

Forest Forest loss Other Forest Gain Users (%)
Forest 23 0 2 5 76
Forest Loss 1 23 0 0 95
Other 0 0 25 0 99
Forest Gain 0 0 0 21 99
Producers (%) 95 100 91 80 91

The majority of the change area should change once or twice during the study

period. Areas which exhibit a greater number of changes are likely to be false

positives. The over classification of regrowth and subsequent re-identification
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Figure 6.10: Di↵erences in forest loss regions between histogram (map-to-
image) change detection loss and fuzzy-rough logic(FRNN) change detection loss,
similarity metrics threshold for three forested areas in mid and south Wales in
2015. Imagery is a FCC of red = NIR, Green = SWIR1 and Blue = SWIR2.
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Figure 6.11: Di↵erences in forest loss regions between histogram (map-to-
image) change detection loss and fuzzy-rough logic(FRNN) change detection loss,
similarity metrics threshold for three forested areas in mid and south Wales in
2016. Imagery is a FCC of red = NIR, Green = SWIR1 and Blue = SWIR2.
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Figure 6.12: Area based accuracy metrics from outlier change detection. A)
boxplot showing the range of the overall agreement. B) Quantity disagrement.
C) Allocation disagrement. D) Overall agreement through the time series.
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caused some false positives of change. 41.7% of change pixels were altered once

and 32% twice. The remaining 25% are likely false positives on at least one

occasion, due to non-forest areas being classified as regrowth and subsequently

re-identified as forest loss.

6.3.3 Repeated Random Forest Classification Change

Detection

The mean overall accuracy was 89.4% with an overall agreement of 0.973 (± 0.0023

at the 99% confidence interval) and a kappa of 0.878. All but one of the individual

image accuracies were over 80%. Although there is no statistically significant trend

the range in the overall agreement and quantity error increases through the time

series (Figure 6.13). The consistently lower allocation disagreement suggests that

the locations classified are correct but the quantity or area of class is in error.

The range of user’s accuracies and the high producer’s accuracies for the ‘forest

loss’ class suggest a slight over-classification of change features. The regrowth

classifications were similar to the histogram approach (Chapter 4), however as

that version used a random forest classifier this is to be expected.

Table 6.6: Full confusion matrix for repeated RF change detection coniferous forest
extent change accuracy assessment. Forest in the table refers to coniferous forest
only.

Forest Forest loss Other Forest Gain Users (%)
Forest 24 4 1 0 82
Forest Loss 3 17 1 0 84
Other 0 0 25 0 99
Forest Gain 0 0 2 23 93
Producers (%) 89 80 89 99 89
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Figure 6.13: Area based accuracy metrics from repeated RF classifier change
detection. A) boxplot showing the range of the overall agreement. B) Quantity
disagrement. C) Allocation disagrement. D) Overall agreement through the time
series.
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Most objects change between 1 and 3 times during the time series but a proportion

of the data exhibits possible false positives of change. Mixed pixels and those on

the edges of objects are handled di↵erently by the segmentation at di↵erent points

and therefore can be classified di↵erently changing classes 11-20 times during the

time series. These false positives are removed from the analysis by manually setting

the class for one-pixel objects which change classes more than three times. There

is also an increase in the false positives of change due to no longer using a hard

threshold. Some borderline objects change class due to the nature of the training

data in each image or the spectral response of most of the forests present in the

images. This also highlights a di�culty in determining the true class of these

objects for accuracy assessment.

6.4 Discussion and Comparison Change

Detection Approaches

Of the methods tested only the Histogram, Outlier detection and repeated RF

classifiers change detection approaches produced a meaningful result, therefore

only these approaches will be discussed here. The objective of this chapter is to

assess if the new approaches which do not assume class distribution can be used

to automatically identify change features in a time series with similar accuracies

as the histogram approach in the previous chapter. Therefore, comparison and

discussion will be focused on determining if this was achieved.

Accuracy statistics indicate changes in coniferous cover were accurately mapped

using mean probabilities from repeated RF classifiers, KNN outlier detection,
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and the parametric distribution of a histogram (Table 6.7). The overall accuracy

figures do not significantly di↵er using any of the three approaches, however,

repeated RF did consistently produce lower accuracies than outlier change

detection or the histogram change detection approaches. Although the overall

accuracy of the histogram approach was not improved upon, the di↵erent

approaches successfully identified change features without assuming data

distribution and without a significant di↵erence in overall accuracy.

Table 6.7: Di↵erences in key accuracy statistics between the Histogram, Repeated
RF and Outlier approaches for detecting change features.

Accuracy Metric Histogram Outlier Random Forest
Overall Accuracy (%) 93.6 91.6 89.4

Kappa 0.915 0.888 0.878
Mean Agreement 0.957 0.98 0.967

Mean Allocation Disagreement 0.001 0.005 0.008
Mean Quantity Disagreement 0.012 0.015 0.025

Z Score 791.78 62.06 60.78
Z Score P Value < .00001 < .00001 < .00001

Despite the overall accuracies being similar, there were some consistent

di↵erences in the change features identified using each method. The repeated RF

change detection products contained the smallest total coniferous forest extent,

the outlier change detection estimating the largest forest areas, and the

histogram approach between the other two. The 2016 NFI documents 1030km2

of coniferous forest with the Histogram approach estimating 1087km2. In the

final classification of 2016, forest area estimated by outlier change detection and

Repeated RF classifiers was 1142km2 and 993km2respectively (<10% di↵erence

from the histogram approach). These patterns can also be seen in the classified

coniferous forest areas in Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16. Additionally, all change

detection approaches had di�culty assigning a class to mixed pixels. The mix of
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spectral signatures universally resulted in these pixels being classified di↵erently

at di↵erent times, creating false positives of change.

The area of change identified each year followed a broadly similar pattern for each

approach, all exhibited an increase in the volume of change recorded after the

launch of Sentinel 2 (Figure 6.17). Where the same features were identified they

were recorded as change objects in the same images (Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16).

Although there is some variation in the total area, all the approaches indicate

an overall loss of coniferous forest area, in line with available NFI and Forestry

Commission statistics. The NFI documents approximately 170 km2 of coniferous

forest loss between 2001 and 2017. The histogram change detection approach

recorded 166 km2, the outlier change detection approach recorded 159 km2, and

the repeated RF classifiers documented 198 km2 of coniferous forest loss.

The drivers for these land cover changes were discussed in the previous chapter,

in recent years larch disease infection has lead to large areas being felled. Before

this changes in coniferous forest area were typically due to commercial felling. The

outlier change detection and histogram change detection approaches are closer in

total area and coniferous forest loss and gain areas. However, these approaches are

more similar as they both select data to be removed from the map area as likely

change features as opposed to identifying the features least likely to have changed

from the whole dataset.
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This di↵erence in approach led to large areas of forest loss being recorded by

repeated RF classifier change detection in the first few years compared to the

other techniques (Figure 6.17). After the year 2000, the changes in the total area

become more similar. This is also reflected in a lower forest loss class accuracy

in the repeated RF classifier change detection accuracy metrics (Table 6.6) and

the higher quantity disagreement value (Table 6.7) . The locations which only

repeated RF classifier change detection identified as change features were often

areas of mixed coniferous forest where some of the spectral signatures di↵ered

slightly from the coniferous forest (Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16). The features

had not changed on the ground but recorded a lower probability of coniferous

forest class ownership and subsequently were considered likely change features

by repeated RF classifiers change detection approach. However, these features

were not su�ciently di↵erent to be in the outlying 20% of data or outside of the

parametric peak of a histogram. After the majority of these features were removed

from the mapped coniferous forest area over the first few years of the time series,

the changes in total coniferous forest area each year are reduced (until the increase

in data with the launch of Sentinel 2).

This could represent a limitation of repeated RF change detection; in classes that

are not well defined low-class ownership probabilities could lead to false positives

of change. This limits applicability to accurately detect the type of change which

are easily confused. For example, in a case where class ownership probabilities are

around 50/50 between two classes, it becomes impossible to determine change or

land cover from the spectral data alone and the approach can no longer be applied.

The features may not have changed in spectral signature but they could plausibly

belong to either class according to the classifier. Additionally, the repeated RF
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classifiers change detection approach can only be applied to images where there is

su�cient training data available to repeatedly sample for the classifier.

However, it also illustrates that repeated RF classifier change detection is

potentially able to identify small-scale changes, unlike the histogram or outlier

change detection approach. Large scale changes have a specific date of change

(e.g. fire event changing forest cover to bare ground) unlike gradual changes,(e.g.

a remixing of coniferous forest into the mixed coniferous and deciduous forest).

Therefore, the point at which reclassification of small-scale changes occurs is

unknown. This change is labelled when it becomes spectrally distinct from the

land cover. Further research is needed to determine when the change point is and

if this type of change can be measured accurately, as these types of objects could

change class due to the types of training data in each image or di↵erences in the

spectral responses of objects in one image. Additionally, over classification of

change features, commission error or false positives are easier to characterise in

an accuracy assessment. Omission error in the other approaches may be larger

than the accuracy figures would suggest.

The histogram approach slightly under-identifies change features, as it fails to

identify changes in land cover where the spectral response remains within the

‘normal’ peak. The outlier change detection approach also slightly under-identifies

change features due to the 20% threshold. Both are unable to identify change

when areas remain vegetated but are no longer coniferous forest (e.g. changes in

forest make up to mixed coniferous or degradation). Repeated RF classifier change

detection approach can detect these types of changes whereas the other approaches

require a greater magnitude of change.

The outlier change detection approach identified change accurately but requires
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knowledge of the approximate percentage of change. The outlier change detection

algorithm adds to the assumption that change is a small part of the whole by

assuming it is always less than a given percentage. While the assumption was true

to reality in this example, in highly dynamic locations or when the time between

image capture dates varies, it is possible that the change percentage could also vary.

An average of 96.4% of the data selected as likely change features in each image was

classified as change features. This suggests that the threshold has a large e↵ect on

the map classification product (Figure 6.18). However, thresholds between 10 and

40% did not have a significant e↵ect on the overall accuracy figure in the sensitivity

analysis. Therefore, it is possible that applying a threshold according to the most

dynamic change may be adequate. Further research is needed to determine the

e↵ect of threshold selection on di↵erent land covers and change dynamics.

There are two assumptions in all of the approaches; (i) change is small and (ii)

change features are spectrally di↵erent from the previous land cover. These

assumptions were again true to reality in this example. A key strength of the

map-to-image approach is that EO datasets are not directly compared. Therefore

di↵erent data sources can be used to increase the temporal resolution, this

example includes two sources of optical satellite imagery. Potentially these

approaches could also be applied to radar data, as could the histogram approach.

Both approaches could likely be applied to large-scale areas with similar cloud

cover and illumination and boreal coniferous forest (e.g. Scandinavia; Beland

et al. 2017, Brandt et al. 2013, Swedish Wood 2019).
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Figure 6.18: NIR and SWIR1 feature space plots of the objects selected as possible
change features and those classified as change features. Outlier change detection is
in more dimensions than illustrated here. Data and the number of objects selected
in images from 1995, 2005 and 2015 is shown.
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6.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, this chapter has presented two further statistical approaches for

identifying likely change features which produce similar accuracies to the original

histogram statistic. As there is no significant di↵erence in the accuracy of each

approach, change detection approach choice should be based on the limitations

and caveats of each approach (Table 6.8). The histogram approach was the most

accurate, computationally e�cient, and required the least parametrisation,

therefore it should be used in situations where the parametric assumption is met

and large-scale changes have taken place. However, when it is uncertain that the

parametric assumption can be met an alternative statistic should be employed.

As the outlier change detection approach assumes a constant approximate

percentage of change in the mapped class, in situations where the percentage

change is not highly dynamic and can be estimated outlier detection should be

used. As the most computationally expensive approach, but making the least

assumptions of class distribution or the nature of change if these assumptions

can not be met then repeated RF classifiers should be used instead.
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Table 6.8: Comparison of computational and parameter requirements of the
three approaches for change detection explored in this and the previous chapter;
histogram change detection, outlier change detection, and repeated RF classifiers
change detection. The limitations of each approach are presented in the final
column. These requirements and limitations must be considered before an
approach is selected.

Change Detection
Approach

Computational
Requirements

Parameter
Tuning

Limitations and
Assumptions

Histogram Low None

Assumes a parametric
distribution in class values.

High magnitude
land cover change only

Outlier Low High

Assumes change area
is less than a threshold.

Not applicable to
highly dynamic areas

Repeated RF Classifiers High None
Assumes spectrally
distinct change

.



Chapter 7

Change Detection Approaches

tested on Full Land Cover Map

7.1 Introduction

Statistics on land use are required by governments, policymakers, and other

analysts (Kerr & Ostrovsky 2003, Gillanders et al. 2008, Van Lier et al. 2011).

The land is a unique environmental resource that delineates the space in which

economic activities and environmental processes take place and within which

environmental resources and economic assets are located. Changes in this land

cover could have economic impacts or help measure the e↵ects of management

policies. In Wales changes in land cover may occur as a result of forestry

management policies, agricultural practices, or conservation incentives (Lucas

et al. 2011).

The approaches developed in the previous chapter could potentially

137
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automatically detect multiple types of land cover change at each time step on a

full land cover classification. To test this land cover change between 1990 and

2006 (79 images) were analysed using the outlier change detection and repeated

RF classifier change detection approaches. The period between 1990 and 2006

was selected for analysis as classification information (Updated Phase 1 Map;

accuracy >80%; Lucas et al. 2011) already existed with a nominal date of 2006,

significantly reducing the processing needed to generate a base

classification.

Additionally, this period represents historic change with a lower data volume, a

situation where the developed approaches are well suited, as it is expected that

dense time series approaches such as Zhu & Woodcock (2012) would be applied

to make use of all the available data when mapping current change. However,

the approaches are untested when applied to multiple classes in a full land cover

map. The time series was stepped through in reverse chronological order as this

does not break the assumptions of the method that change is small and spectrally

distinct.

The histogram change detection approach was not used as the parametric

distribution assumption could not be met by all classes, in particular, the urban

land cover classes. The outlier and repeated RF change detection approaches

assumptions that change is a small area and should be spectrally distinct are

likely to be met in this case. The e↵ects of the approach limitations on product

accuracy will be tested.
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7.2 Methods

7.2.1 Generation of 2007 Base Classification

The Updated Phase 1 Habitat Survey for Wales (Lucas et al. 2011; nominal date

2006), a national map of semi-natural habitats, was used to produce a base land

cover classification for the change detection process. The original Phase 1 map

was based on two sets of field surveys; the upland survey completed in 1989 and

the lowland survey completed in 1997, conducted using field data and aerial

photography. The updated Phase 1 map was generated using this field data and

RS data (Lucas et al. 2011) The classification system and rule values were

developed using expert knowledge of vegetation distribution, characteristics of

the plant and vegetation communities, spectral information from the EO data,

topographical data, and land cover context (adjacency and enclosure with other

land covers; Lucas et al. 2011). This rule-based classifier was applied to Wales to

16 separate biogeographical areas and mosaicked to form a national classification

product. For most of the high-level Phase 1 habitats the accuracy was over 70%

with the homogeneous habitats such as forestry and improved grassland over

85% (Lucas et al. 2011).

It is important that the base map produced is an accurate representation of the

land cover class as erroneous statistics from an inaccurate classification will

propagate through the change detection. Both approaches assume that the land

covers are spectrally distinct. Therefore, spectrally similar Phase 1 habitat

classes were aggregated into broader classes to ensure reliable change detection

(Figure 7.1). A total of 17 potential classes were identified from the Phase 1
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codes; Broadleaved, Mixed Forest, Coniferous, Bracken, Heath, Bare Ground,

Scrub, Fen, Herb/Fern, Mire, Swamp, Semi-Improved Grassland, Flush, Urban,

Water, Agricultural and Intertidal.

To ensure su�cient area of each class was available for change detection with lower

resolution Landsat and Sentinel 2 data, the class regions were rasterised to 30m

per pixel resolution. Classes that were highly clustered in one location only or had

an area >135km2 were aggregated. The Fen, Herb/Fern, Mire, and Swamp classes

formed the Unimproved Grassland class, Bracken and Upland Vegetation formed

the Bracken class and Mixed Forest and Broadleaved formed the Broadleaved class

(Figure 7.1).

The developed approaches all assume that change objects and the classification

classes are spectrally distinct, therefore class Spectral Separability was tested.

Representative regions of the classes on the 2nd row of Figure 7.1 were used to

produce spectral separability plots and metrics (e.g. Table 7.2). The euclidean

and Je↵ries Matusita Distance (JM) distance of samples from each class were used

to indicate the separability and likelihood of a classifier being able to accurately

label the classes.
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JM distance was selected as it is popular in remote sensing to determine the

spectral separability of classes in n-dimensional space (Kavzoglu & Mather 2000,

Padma & Sanjeevi 2014). It is used due to a tendency to over-emphasise low

separability values, making less separable classes more obvious to the user

(Kavzoglu & Mather 2000, Padma & Sanjeevi 2014). However, JM distance

assumes the class data has a parametric distribution, which can not be

guaranteed for all classes in this instance. Although, JM distance may be

applicable to data with a loosely normal distribution (Padma & Sanjeevi 2014)

the euclidean distance between class samples was also calculated, as euclidean

distance does not assume distribution. The n-dimensional space of both

approaches allows for sample distance in all five bands (Blue, Green, Red, NIR,

SWIR1, SWIR2) to be accounted for in the same calculation.

Spectral data from 10 Landsat 5 and Landsat 7 images were sampled (image

dates: 01-08-1990, 06-06-1993, 01-09-1993, 28-06-1995, 14-06-1996, 14-05-2000,

11-09-2002, 07-08-2004, 23-06-2005, 28-07-2006). Ten manually selected

representative samples were selected for each class in each of these images, a

total of 100 samples per class and 1300 samples across all classes and images

were used in the calculation. For each image, the spectral data of the 10 sample

points were used to calculate euclidean and JM distances between the classes.

The distance values from each of the ten images were averaged to produce the

values in Table 7.2 and 7.1.

Classes with a euclidean distance of <100 or a JM distance of <1000 were

aggregated (Table 7.2, 7.1 and Figure 7.1; Congalton 2008). The Unimproved

Grassland, Semi-Improved Grassland, and Flush classes became the Grassland

class and Bracken, Scrub and Heath areas were joined to form the Less
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Productive Vegetation class. An exception was made for Urban and Bare

Ground as Urban growth is a statistic useful to land managers and removing the

Urban class may limit the usefulness of the final map and change products.

This class selection should ensure the remaining classes are su�ciently spectrally

distinct to meet the method assumption that change features exhibit a significant

change in spectral signature. This limits the methods change detection, as it can

not identify any changes which occur within each class. The approach can not be

used to detect small-scale changes in habitat within a single land cover classification

as they are not spectrally distinct, for example, changes between bracken and scrub

are not detected. However, they could be detected in binary maps of the class of

interest and a secondary ‘other’ class. There is a balance between meeting the

assumptions of the approach and making the number of classes useful for land

managers, the justifications for removing some types of changes between classes

are given in Table 7.3.

Table 7.1: Class Je↵ries Matusita Distance Values.
* U Grassland = Unimproved Grassland, SI Grassland = Semi-Improved Grassland

Broadleaf Coniferous Scrub Bare
Ground

U
Grassland*

SI
Grassland*

Bracken Heath Urban Water Flush

Broadleaf 0 1241 1122 1392 1266 1204 1202 1313 1397 1414 1250
Coniferous 1241 0 1329 1404 1393 1397 1403 1375 1412 1414 1406
Scrub 1122 1329 0 1378 1139 814 897 1143 1395 1414 1125
Bare Ground 1392 1404 1378 0 1321 1386 1407 1301 1090 1407 1357
U Grassland* 1266 1393 1139 1321 0 973 1233 972 1382 1412 836
SI Grassland* 1204 1397 814 1386 973 0 1304 1117 1402 1414 998
Bracken 1202 1403 897 1407 1233 1304 0 931 1411 1414 1253
Heath 1313 1375 1143 1301 972 1117 931 0 1387 1414 968
Urban 1397 1412 1395 1090 1382 1402 1411 1387 0 1414 1385
Water 1414 1414 1414 1407 1412 1414 1414 1414 1414 0 1414
Flush 1250 1406 1125 1357 836 998 1253 968 1985 1414 0

Expert rules were included to reduce the chances of error. The land cover classes

and changes in Table 7.3 were removed from analysis due to a high likelihood of

confusion, breaking method assumptions, or were deemed highly unlikely to be

true change.

The change detection relies on the accuracy of the original map regions. The
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Table 7.2: Class Euclidean Distance Values.
* U Grassland = Unimproved Grassland, SI Grassland = Semi-Improved Grassland

Broadleaf Conifer Scrub Bare
Ground

U
Grassland*

SI
Grassland*

Bracken Heath Urban Water Flush

Broadleaf 0 145 106 218 108 116 189 112 191 373 106
Coniferous 145 0 204 221 225 254 332 146 174 239 217
Scrub 106 204 0 227 69 55 140 116 213 426 75
Bare Ground 218 221 227 0 179 235 354 127 50 310 167
U Grassland* 108 225 69 179 0 57 178 95 179 422 14
SI Grassland* 116 254 55 235 57 0 121 143 232 467 69
Bracken 189 332 140 354 178 121 0 55 346 562 189
Heath 112 146 116 127 95 143 55 0 108 330 85
Urban 191 174 213 50 179 232 346 108 0 273 165
Water 373 239 426 310 422 467 562 330 273 0 411
Flush 106 217 75 167 14 69 189 85 165 411 0

Table 7.3: Reasons for some classes or land cover changes being removed from
analysis. From and to changes are given progressing forward in time.

Change Features Reason

Agriculture Breaks assumption that any change in spectral response is
only due to land cover change.

Intertidal Breaks assumption that any change in spectral response is
only due to land cover change.

Urban to Bare Ground Euclidean distance between classes suggests
a high likelihood of confusion and false positives of change.

Bare Ground to Urban Euclidean distance between classes suggests
a high likelihood of confusion and false positives of change.

Urban to Conifer Forest Highly unlikely that urban area would be removed and replaced
with an established forest in the time span between image image acquisitions.

Urban to Broadleaved Forest Highly unlikely that urban area would be removed and replaced
with an established forest in the time span between image acquisitions.

Water to/from Conifer Forest Highly unlikely for a water body to be removed and replaced
with a established forest in the time span between image acquisitions.

Water to/from Broadleaved Forest Highly unlikely for a water body to be removed and replaced
with a established forest in the time span between image acquisitions.
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Updated Phase 1 Map is >85% accurate, however, class area accuracy was

improved by using change detection to identify the potential error. Erroneous

objects typically have a di↵erent spectral signature to the rest of the class area,

therefore they behave as change features. Applying the outlier change detection

approach to the Updated Phase 1 Map and image data from 2007 identified some

errors and increased the accuracy of the base classification. Additionally, it

allowed for the identification of any change areas between the 2003 - 2006

Updated Phase 1 image acquisition dates and the base classification date,

ensuring the accuracy and completeness of any change regions from this

period.

A composite of 3 Landsat TM images from early (April-May) 2007 was used to

provide a baseline for the change detection, 92% of the composites terrestrial

area was from images acquired on April 5th, 2007. Using data from Spring is

not ideal, but was unavoidable due to cloud cover. Error could be introduced

by vegetation that exhibits seasonal variations in reflectance (e.g. broadleaved

trees). These land cover types may change spectral signature between the image

acquisition dates (e.g. broadleaved trees in leaf and without leaves). This may

be a source of error in the 8% of the image area from di↵erent acquisition date.

Representative training data were identified using the mean probability metrics of

100 RF classifiers (Chapter 5). The half of data most certain to belong to each

class was sampled for training data. This was balanced at 4000 samples in each

class and fed into an extremely randomised trees classifier optimised using a grid

search of the number of estimators and the max features to consider when looking

to split the classes. The optimal parameters of 250 trees and 8 max features were

used to produce the final 2007 Base Classification.
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Table 7.4: 2007 Base Classification Accuracy Metrics.
Metric Accuracy

Overall Accuracy 95.6%
Kappa 0.951

Overall Agreement 0.948
Quantity Disagreement 0.0329
Allocation Disagreement 0.019

Z Score 277.86

Table 7.5: 2007 Base Classification Accuracy Assessment Confusion Matrix
percentages. Would expect each class to have 10% of points due to class number
and stratified sampling.

Broadleaved Less Productive Veg Coniferous Grassland Bare Ground Water Urban Intertidal Agriculture Users (%)
Broadleaved 10 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 90
Less Productive Veg 0 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 93
Coniferous 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 98
Grassland 0 1 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 94
Bare Ground 0 1 0 0 9 0 1 0 0 80
Water 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 99
Urban 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 94
Intertidal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 99
Agriculture 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 11 96
Producers (%) 99 82 99 84 84 100 90 100 100 94

The 2007 Base Classification accuracy was tested using available Landsat 5TM

and Landsat 7 imagery from 2005-2007 and Google Earth Pro. A total of 4500

points, 500 from each of the nine classes were randomly sampled for the accuracy

assessment. The overall accuracy was 95.6% with error mostly associated with

quantity (Table 7.4). All classes exhibited producer and users accuracies of >=

85%. Error was associated with confusion between the Broadleaved and Grassland

classes, commission errors of Bare Ground in Urban areas, and Less Productive

Vegetation in Bare Ground areas (Table 7.5).

7.2.2 Change Detection

The repeated RF classifiers and outlier change detection approaches were applied

to multiple classes (Figure 7.2). Likely change features were identified from each
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land cover independently in turn. The likely change features identified in each

class were then reclassified using an extremely random trees classifier optimised

with a grid search. The training data for this classifier was sampled using the

histogram of the range of values in the stable regions and balanced at 20% of the

total stable objects from the smallest class area. To reduce misclassification due

to noise only persistent features present in two consecutive images were classified

as change features (Figure 7.2).

7.2.2.1 Repeated Random Forests change detection analysis and

parameters

The processing and parameters used in the previous chapter were adapted to

identify changes in the seven classes analysed. To generate the class ownership

probabilities, training data was balanced at 20% of the total number of objects

from the smallest class. If a class region was <1000 objects, or <200 training

objects, the volume of data was deemed insu�cient for change detection, this

occurred to the Water class in 12 images.

Fifty di↵erent sets of training data were extracted and used to train 50 optimised

extremely randomised trees classifiers. The number of estimators and the max

features parameters were determined separately using a grid search for each

classification. The number of classifiers used to produce the mean class

ownership probability was determined using a sensitivity analysis. The e↵ect of

the number of classifiers on the variation in the mean probabilities of each class

was tested on five randomly selected images (20-08-1991, 06-06-1993, 27-04-1997,

02-05-2005, 21-09-2006; Figure 7.3). For all image classes, the reduction in

variation after 50 classifiers have been trained represents an insignificant
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Land Cover Map
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Figure 7.2: Processing chain adapted to run across multiple land covers. The red
box indicates the step where the di↵erent analysis techniques were implemented.
The left column illustrates the repeated RF classifier approach and the right the
outlier change detection approach.
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improvement. Therefore, the probabilities of 50 RF classifiers were used to

calculate the mean probability of class ownership for each potential change

object.

Figure 7.3: Selection of number of repeats to train for repeated RF classifiers.
The X axis illustrates the average variation in mean probability of each object
with each number of iterations of extremely randomised trees classifiers trained.
Variation data shown is from Landsat 5 image dated 21-09-2006. At around 50
iterations of the classifier the variability does not reduce further.

The process of thresholding the mean probability values to identify likely change

objects is the same as in the previous chapter. The highest frequency probability

value was used to threshold change features. This process was repeated on subsets

of mean probability of class ownership data for each change class (Figure 7.2).
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7.2.2.2 Outlier Change Detection Analysis and Parameters

The processing and parameters in the previous chapter were adapted for several

land cover classes. Ramaswamy et al. (2000)’s PyOD module was used on the

data from each class region to identify outliers. The KNN and distance metric

parameters were unchanged from the previous chapter as the outlier identification

problem is the same. To prevent potential overfitting of a threshold to a specific

image or class, the 20% threshold identified in the previous chapter was applied to

all land covers. Coniferous forest is one of the most dynamic land covers in Wales

and it is highly unlikely that another of the analysed land covers would exhibit

a greater percentage of true change. Additionally, the sensitivity analysis in the

previous chapter indicates that changes in the outlier threshold of <30% does not

have a significant impact on change detection accuracy.

7.2.3 Accuracy Assessment

The accuracy assessment was performed on 20% of all output classifications (16

images). To ensure that the accuracy was measured across the range of the study

period, 1 in every 5 images was selected randomly. Due to the complexities of

designing a sampling strategy for 25 possible land cover changes (which do not

occur in every image) and the stable areas of the seven classes a two-stage accuracy

assessment was undertaken (Congalton 2008).

The accuracy of the classification products was analysed using a traditional

accuracy assessment. In total 28,000 points were sampled across the 16 images,

1,750 per image and 250 points per class. As the change features are likely to
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occupy a small section of the whole map area, it may be possible to produce

accurate classifications even if the majority of the change features identified were

incorrectly classified (Congalton 2008). Therefore, assuming that any omission is

likely to be near identified change features, 75% (188 points) of the points

sampled in each of the seven change classes (Broadleaved, Coniferous, Scrub,

Bare Ground, Grassland, Urban, and Water) were selected from within the

change objects and in a 400m bu↵er around them. The remaining 25% (62

points) were sampled from the whole class area. Although this sampling is biased

towards potential areas of omission, change is typically such a small area of the

whole, it is still likely omission error will be in the accuracy statistics.

To analyse the accuracy of the change detection and reclassification a further 5,600

points were sampled from the 16 images. In each image, 350 points were randomly

selected stratified between the ‘loss’ area of each of the seven change classes. The

sample for each class was limited to 50 points due to the small areas of these

features. The change detection accuracy was obtained by collapsing this into a

binary ‘change/no change matrix’ and assessing the percentage of true and false

change features (Congalton 2008).

As in the previous chapters, high resolution or field sampled reference data to

test accuracy point samples ground truth or ‘real’ class was not available for the

study period. This is a challenge of verifying the accuracy for map products of

15+ years ago. As in the previous chapters, accuracy was measured against

Google Earth imagery and the time series dataset. This is not ideal and can

make verifying the ground truth class of some points di�cult. Where the points

class was very uncertain it was removed from the analysis and replaced with a

newly sampled point. However, this form of reference data are not desirable and
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further study should recalculate accuracy with a higher quality reference dataset

if one is available. These limitations make the true accuracy figures impossible to

characterise but the results provided by the assessment will be indicative,

particularly of large-scale changes which are easily recognisable in the image

data.

7.3 Results

Over the period 1990-2007, 79 classifications of Welsh land cover were generated

using repeated RF classification and outlier detection. The outlier change

detection approach performed better than the repeated RF classification

approach (Table 7.6, Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5). In the accuracy of the maps

produced using the repeated RF classification approach there is a very slight

trend (r = 0.54) of decreasing overall accuracy and agreement away from the

base classification. In comparison there isn’t a trend in the accuracies produced

using outlier change detection, this suggests that likely change features were

better identified using the outlier change detection approach. Of the objects

identified as change features by the repeated RF classification approach 44%

were false positives, identified as change when no change had occurred on the

ground, compared to 20% of outlier change detection objects (Table 7.7 and

Table 7.8).

The accuracy of the reclassification of likely change features indicates some class

confusion for both approaches. The outlier change detection approach was slightly

more accurate than the repeated RF classifiers change detection, reclassifying 70%

of true change objects correctly compared to 65% in the repeated RF classifier
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Table 7.6: Di↵erences in key accuracy statistics between the Outlier and Random
Forest approaches for detecting change features.

Accuracy Metric Outlier RRF
Overall Accuracy (%) 89 83

Kappa 0.85 0.81
Mean Agreement 0.85 0.77

Mean Allocation Disagreement 0.08 0.06
Mean Quantity Disagreement 0.07 0.15

Z Score 18.26 34.5
Z Score P Value < .00001 < .00001

Average Change Reclassification Accuracy (%) 70 67
False Positives (%) 10.9 30.8

Table 7.7: Repeated RF classifiers change detection change/no change error
matrix.

Change No Change
Change 27.96 % 0.03 %
No Change 22.04 % 49.07 %

Table 7.8: Outlier change detection change/no change error matrix.
Change No Change

Change 44.5% 9.87 %
No Change 5.5 % 40.13 %
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Figure 7.4: Accuracy statistics from repeated random forests classifiers on full land
cover classification. A= box plot of overall agreement, B = Quantity disagreement
(desirable to be near 0), C = Allocation disagreement (desirable to be near 0) and
D = overall agreement (desirable to be near 1).
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Figure 7.5: Accuracy statistics from Outlier based change detection on full land
cover classification. A= box plot of overall agreement, B = Quantity disagreement
(desirable to be near 0), C = Allocation disagreement (desirable to be near 0) and
D = overall agreement (desirable to be near 1).
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maps (Table 7.9 and Table 7.10). The overall confusion matrix for the mapped

areas also suggest some confusion between vegetation classes in the maps produced

by both approaches (Table 7.11 and Table 7.12).

Table 7.9: Confusion matrix for Outlier Detection change detection classification
accuracy. As the number of points sampled in each of the classes is not stratified
a percentage would be misleading, therefore the total number of points sampled
as having changed to each class is shown. Users and producers accuracy are given
as percentages.

Broadleaved Less Productive Veg Coniferous Grassland Bare Ground Urban Water Users (%)
Broadleaved 1498 120 230 0 0 0 0 81
Less Productivity Veg 240 456 22 34 44 27 0 55
Coniferous 130 32 1783 0 22 0 0 91
Grassland 298 12 55 29 9 13 0 6
Bare Ground 23 0 21 4 376 0 0 44
Urban 0 0 0 0 0 120 0 100
Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 100
Producers (%) 68 74 84 43 83 75 100 70

Table 7.10: Repeated RF classifier change detection classification of change regions
confusion matrix. As the number of points sampled in each of the classes is not
stratified a percentage would be misleading, therefore the total number of points
sampled as having changed to each class is shown. Users and producers accuracy
are given as percentages.

Broadleaved Coniferous Less Productive Veg Bare Ground Grassland Urban Water Users (%)
Broadleaved 1389 182 224 56 202 0 0 67
Coniferous 182 954 0 518 56 112 0 52
Less Productive Veg 51 0 521 0 0 0 0 90
Bare Ground 28 14 0 331 0 0 0 88
Grassland 67 98 73 42 328 14 0 52
Urban 14 0 0 0 0 123 0 89
Water 0 12 0 4 0 2 3 14
Producers (%) 80 75 63 34 55 49 100 65

The number of false positives of change produced using the repeater RF

classification change detection approach has led to large areas of change at each

time step. Most land cover in Wales is stable, however, in total an area of

5,075km2, nearly a quarter of the study area was recorded to have changed land

cover during the 16 year study period. The change areas produced by the outlier

change detection approach were smaller at each time step and in total, a more

reasonable 1933km2 area was recorded to change land cover class at some point
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Table 7.11: Confusion matrix for Repeated RF land cover classification accuracy
assessment percentages. Would expect each class to have 14% of points due to
class number and stratified sampling.

Broadleaved Less Productive Veg and Heath Coniferous Grassland Bare Ground Urban Water Users (%)
Broadleaved 12 1 0 2 0 0 0 85
Less Productive Veg 0 12 0 2 0 0 0 86
Coniferous 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 98
Grassland 0 1 0 14 0 0 0 96
Bare Ground 0 1 0 0 13 0 0 94
Urban 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 98
Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 100
Producers (%) 99 88 99 77 99 99 100 93

Table 7.12: Confusion matrix for Outlier Detection change detection classification
accuracy percentages. Would expect each class to have 14% of points due to class
number and stratified sampling.

Broadleaved Less Productive Veg Coniferous Grassland Bare Ground Urban Water Users (%)
Broadleaved 13 0 0 1 0 0 0 94
Less Productive Veg 0 13 0 1 1 0 0 88
Coniferous 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 98
Grassland 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 98
Bare Ground 0 2 0 0 12 0 0 85
Urban 0 0 0 0 1 14 0 96
Water 0 0 10 0 0 0 14 99
Producers (%) 99 85 98 89 89 99 100 94

during the 16 year study period. Once the objects have changed classes, whether

true change or a false positive, they mostly remain stable within the new land

cover class in both approaches. For repeated RF classifiers, of the total change

area, 86% of pixels changed only once, and for the outlier change detection

approach 84% of pixels changed land cover once. In the maps produced by the

repeated RF classifier approach, a further 12% changed class twice during the 16

year study period. The remaining 2% changed up to six times. The outlier

change detection approach maps were similar, with 12% changed classes twice

and the remaining 4% changed class up to nine times. Therefore, for both

approaches, only a small proportion of the change features changed to an

unreasonable number of classes. The majority of these features were mixed pixel

‘slivers’ on the edges of land cover as in previous chapters.

The incorrect classification of changes by repeated RF classifiers change detection
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lead to errors of quantity in the classifications, the percentage of the total map

area taken up each class is too great or too small. Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7

gives an illustrative example of land cover change throughout the time series. The

largest trend is a movement from Broadleaved to the Less Productive Veg and

Grassland classes. However, in the change classification confusion matrix and the

overall matrix (Tables 7.10 and 7.11) there were errors of commission and omission

associated with the Broadleaved, Grassland and Less Productive Veg classes. This

combined with the low change detection accuracy and the large change areas in

classes that should are managed and should be stable, suggests this is due to

confusion in the change detection rather than a trend. Areas of Urban, Coniferous

and Water remain stable during the 16 year study period (Table 7.13), water in

particular was accurately classified (Tables 7.10 and 7.11).

By contrast, the outlier change detection approach had evenly distributed

classification error between quantity and allocation throughout the data series.

Suggesting that any error in the change detection was consistent and not

increasing with each time step. The greatest source of error in the reclassification

accuracy assessment was in the Grassland class which exhibited an even spread of

errors of omission and commission with the Broadleaved and Less Productive Veg

classes. The Urban area decreases by an average of 5km2 per year, this is unlikely

to have occurred and is probably due to mixed pixel Urban and vegetation pixels

being identified as an outlier and subsequently classified as vegetation.
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There were also some errors of commission between the Less Productive Vegetation

and Bare Ground classes. However, as the error reduces further away from the

base classification the large change area is due to correcting error in the base

classification (Figure 7.8). Classification errors, like change objects, will exhibit

a di↵erent spectral signature to the rest of the class objects. Identification and

change of these objects lead to classification error being reduced with each time

step.

Figure 7.8: Changes in Omission and Commission (Producers and Users) accuracy
with time steps away from the Base Classification
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7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Repeated Random Forest Classifiers Sources of

Error

Repeated RF performed significantly worse than detecting outliers. Repeated RF

classifiers exhibited a lower change detection and reclassification accuracy and

much larger areas changed land cover than OD (Table 7.6). The threshold to

identify likely change objects was not accurate in this case.

The likely change features were identified as objects with a mean probability of

class ownership greater than the highest frequency mean probability value from

the RF classifiers. The assumption being that the majority of the data are

unchanged land cover and therefore should exhibit a similar mean probability of

class ownership. This assumption held when studying change between

well-defined and very spectrally distinct classes in the previous chapter.

However, in the full land cover classification, there were several vegetation classes

with more similar spectral signatures than the binary classes in Chapter 5. This

resulted in reduced mean probabilities of class ownership.

In this case, the histograms produced for the vegetation classes (Low Prod Veg,

Grassland, Broadleaved) and the Bare Ground class often had a small or no peak

in the frequency of probability values (Figure 7.9). This led to variable and very

large or small percentages of objects being identified as likely change features. For

example, in one of the early images in the data series (LS5TM acquired 21-09-

2006) around 50% of the objects from the Broadleaved, Bare Ground and Lower
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Productivity Veg classes were identified as possible change features. Whereas from

the Grassland Class only 12% of objects, with class ownership probabilities just

larger than 0, were selected.

Figure 7.9: Illustration of histograms of mean probability values produced
from Repeated RF for the Broadleaved (30-05-1997), Bare Ground (17-05-1998),
Grassland (1996-08-17)and Low Productivity Vegetation (09-09-1996) Classes.
The red line is the threshold mean probability value.

When a large percentage of potential change features is identified, most of it

represents unchanged class data and the training data for the class is not

representative. In the previous chapter, the outlier change detection threshold

sensitivity analysis indicated that <60% of the original mapped area as training

data for each class led to a decrease in accuracy. In this case, False Positives
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were caused due to some features appearing closer to the training of another

class than its own. For example, in Figure 7.10, 92% of the Grassland area was

used to train the final classifier compared to just 39% of the Low Prod Veg. The

majority of the likely change objects from the Low Prod Veg class are not change

features, but they may now appear closer to the Grassland training than the

restricted Low Prod Veg training data. Thereby causing a large area to change

class at this time step.
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However, the variation in threshold also causes this data to remain in the

incorrect class (Figure 7.11). The false positives form part of the training data

repeatedly sampled at the next time step and the map-to-image approach

assumption that any change or error in the class area is small no longer holds.

This creates a new distribution of mean probability values, in which the incorrect

area may have a greater mean class ownership probability than the most

common value, especially given the shape of some histograms. Therefore, error

often remains committed to its new class. This type of error is exhibited in the

Grassland, Bare Ground, Broadleaved, and Low Prod Veg classes and causes the

overall error and quantity disagreement to increase with each time step away

from the 2007 base classification.
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The inclusion of the hard threshold when using outlier change detection to

indicate potential change features stopped this from occurring. The threshold

limits potential change features to 20% of the whole land cover area. Therefore, a

set amount of data are removed from the potential training data and class

variability is maintained. In situations where classes are spectrally similar the

threshold can help limit any error. For example, the accuracy assessment from

both approaches indicates confusion between the Grassland, Broadleaved forest

and Low Productivity Veg Classes. However, the change areas are 2̃00km2 bigger

when using repeated RF classifiers. The di↵erence in quantity disagreement

between the two approaches (Table 7.6) illustrates that these changes are in

error. In this situation, the hard threshold maintains accuracy by limiting

potential change using expert knowledge. However, it is important to note that

setting the hard threshold requires expert knowledge or sensitivity analysis of the

most dynamic class. If the threshold is set too low, false negatives of change

would impact accuracy in both potential change features and through error in

the training data.

Identifying change features using outlier change detection was significantly more

accurate and faster to process. Although there was not a significant di↵erence

in overall classification accuracy, due to the e↵ect of stable features, the change

detection and change areas indicate that outlier change detection is a more accurate

approach. Therefore, further discussion of error sources and the usefulness of the

approach for policymakers will focus on the outlier change detection approach

only.
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7.4.2 Outlier Detection Approach Limitations and

Assumptions

The two assumptions of the approach; (i) that change is small and (ii) that change

features are spectrally distinct from the previous land cover, were true to reality for

most classes in this example. The approach also assumes the base classification is

mostly accurate. If error is added into the base classification at each time step this

can propagate through the products. If enough error is introduced that the class

statistics are no longer representative of the class features omission and commission

of change features occurs. This error typically occurred in vegetation land covers

where changes between them are more likely to be on a ‘continuum’ of change,

for example, change from grassland to tree cover will be gradual and not have a

sudden large-scale change event.

This occurred in some areas of coniferous forest which were felled and classified

as grassland or bare ground in the 2007 base classification. The change from bare

ground to grassland is typically gradual and was not always picked up by the

outlier change detection approach. This error propagated through the

classifications and in time led to the grassland class areas exhibiting more ‘bare

ground’ characteristics. This also led to a reduction in changes to coniferous

forest class as the grassland class exhibits some similar spectral characteristics.

By the furthest point from the original base classification in the time series there

can be enough objects of this type to cause the Conifer spectral signal to no

longer appear as an outlier in the Bare Ground or grassland class, leading to

errors of omission Figure 7.12). This omission is rare and occurs mostly when the

change detection area is small due to cloud cover across most of the image and
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the remaining areas happen to contain larger areas of propagated error. This

type of error is typically corrected at the next time step where the error is a

smaller feature in the dataset.

Figure 7.12: FCC of two example locations where Bare Ground did not change to
Coniferous forest at the correct time step. This was caused by errors introduced
to the base classification which had propagated through time and compounded by
a small change identification area caused by high cloud cover in the images. This
led to unrepresentative training data for classification of likely change features and
these change features being omitted from the final classification. These examples
were rare in the whole dataset. The colour bands are blue = SWIR2, green =
SWIR1 and red = NIR.

Detection of these types of changes was also limited by similar classes. Despite a

JM score of over 1000 Bare Ground and Urban classes had a Euclidean distance

of only 50. Therefore, due to the high likelihood of false positives changes

between these classes were not allowed. However, classification confusion between

classes with similar spectral signatures is a common problem in multispectral

data. This confusion led to reduced change feature classification accuracies in

vegetation classes. This type of confusion appears as small features in a larger
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contiguous area classified as a di↵erent vegetation class (Figure 7.13). Including

other ancillary datasets or information about neighbouring objects classes could

help combat this but would limit the applicability of the approach to times where

the secondary data are available.

Figure 7.13: FCC and classification of two example locations where Low
Productivity Veg, Broadleaved, Coniferous and Grassland classification was
confused due to error in likely change features detection and spectral similarity
in the final classification. The bands are blue =SWIR2, green = SWIR1 and red
= NIR.

The assumptions were not broken by stepping through the time series in the reverse

chronological order, allowing for the base classification to be generated at a point

in time where there was higher resolution and quality data available for training

data. Therefore, the base classification generation is not limited by available data

and imagery at the start of the study period.
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7.4.3 Usefulness of Map Product for Land Managers and

Policy Makers

Numerous characteristics make a useful map product, as such not all use cases

are considered here only broad indicators of usefulness to land managers. At the

broadest level, it needs to be accurate, and the sources and subsequent

manifestation of any error need to be known. The temporal and spatial

resolution should be appropriate and the class information needs to be at an

adequate level. Additionally, the data should be accessible and ideally queryable,

especially in the time series. This approach produces land cover data at the

highest temporal resolution possible in a fragmented archive. The class

information is limited by the spectral separability of the class information, this

means that only broad-scale changes in land cover can be characterised, habitat

level changes which would be within each class can not be identified. The data

could be manipulated to make it queryable in a time stack or data cube

structure, so the history of a pixel or object could be easily viewable by land

managers.

The 30m per pixel spatial resolution of the map products limits the use to national

or regional studies. The temporal resolution is much higher than other datasets

in this period. However, as most of the classifications exhibit only very small

di↵erences, it may be more appropriate to use maps of the majority class from a

three-year period around a date (i.e. map for 1993 contains majority classes from

classifications from 1992, 1993, and 1994). This would increase data accessibility

and limit data redundancy, especially as in its current form the data are not

qureyable or the history of land cover change of an object easily accessible. The
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higher resolution data could also be used for any projects which require sub-annual

data resolution (e.g. seasonal variation).

The outlier change detection approach produces an overall change detection

accuracy of 89.1% and can be considered accurate. Additionally, the sources of

change detection and classification omission, and commission error are known.

Before use, the causes of such errors and class confusion should be considered. It

may be that the map products are not reliable in monitoring all features and

should not be considered for some studies. Caution should also be employed

when extracting land cover trend information at a high temporal resolution.

Reducing the temporal resolution reduces the e↵ects of the errors and provides

more accurate trend information which could be useful to monitor the planting of

Broadleaved trees due to government initiatives.

The more data within the map information of a product the more studies it may

apply to. If the class number was reduced to 4 (vegetated, forested,

non-vegetated, and water) the accuracy would be increased but the usefulness of

the map would be reduced. The number of classes mapped here is low compared

to other land cover maps generated manually from composites of image data, like

the Updated Phase 1 map. This product does not include separate classes for

di↵erent types of semi-natural vegetation, limiting the usefulness in measuring

changes for example tracking growth or loss specifically related to Bracken or

Heath management. Changes in semi-natural environments are important for

Government agencies in Wales and limit the usefulness of the product.

However, in products like the Updated Phase 1 map a series of complex rules

were developed and applied to imagery, if the same number of classes were

included in the change detection process it is unlikely that they would have been
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classified accurately. The outlier change detection approach had di�culty

classifying some classes with larger separability than these, suggesting any

change detection of this number of classes in one product would be inaccurate.

The classes could be included with a rule base that only allowed change from or

to classes of su�cient spectral separability. However, the errors of omission in

identifying gradual changes suggest that, if included the accuracies of these

semi-natural vegetation classes would be compromised. It would likely be more

useful to produce binary products studying changes in these specific classes.

The approach appears to work best when examining large-scale land cover changes

in binary classification. All approaches were most accurate when identifying high

magnitude changes in ‘loss’ areas from a single class. This would suggest that the

approach works best and should be used when monitoring for features like felling

or flooding. It is di�cult to label and find a single ‘change date’ for more gradual

changes, such as scrub to tree and as such pixel history information monitoring

changes in productivity for example may be more appropriate.

7.5 Conclusions

The dominant land cover changes across Wales between 1990 and 2006 were

found to be changes between Grassland, Forest, and Bare Ground and in the

types of forest. The threshold for identifying likely change features using

repeated RF was not accurate when used on multiple land covers and led to very

large areas being falsely recorded as change. The outlier change detection

approach was accurate in identifying and reclassifying change features. However,

there are errors of omission associated with detecting gradual changes and some
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errors of commission due to spectral separability and class confusion of the

multi-spectral data. Errors of commission were predominantly associated with

the Grassland and Low Productivity Vegetation Classes. The error in the Low

Productivity Veg and Bare Ground Classes was reduced with distance from the

base classification, suggesting error was removed with likely change features from

the classes.

The map products provide a series of land cover classifications at a higher

resolution than other land cover data during this period allowing for historic land

cover change trends to be generated. The errors in the product and the number

of classes that can be analysed limit applicability in some cases. Separability and

accuracy of the series of land cover classifications suggests that binary maps may

perform better in these circumstances. The land cover classifications contain

data that is useful to land managers and policymakers but caution must be

employed when studying types of change with known error.
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Discussion

Previous approaches have combined ancillary mapped land cover data with more

recently acquired image data for change detection (Thomson et al. 2007, Cole

et al. 2018). The histogram, outlier, and repeated RF classifier change detection

approaches presented here build on the map-to-image change detection work of

Thomas et al. 2018. The approaches have been shown to accurately identify binary

change/no change data, in the same way as PCC and PV approaches. It has

also been used, in the same manner as, PCC approaches, to produce a full land

cover map and matrix of change data with passable accuracy. The approaches are

automated and can be applied to a time series of image data, with reduced operator

hours to PCC approaches, and can be applied to di↵erent sensors. Although the

study area is smaller than some of PCC and PV examples in Chapter 2, the

approaches are scalable to a larger area, if a suitable base classification can be

located or generated.

The approaches presented here have been shown to be highly applicable where

176
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change features and land cover dynamics need to be identified at a sub-annual

frequency (at each image time step), but where the data are of an insu�cient

density to meaningfully model likely change processes on each pixel or object.

The approach is also computationally e�cient and robust to the e↵ects of noise

and di↵erent sensors. The general approach has also been shown to perform well

when the image density is increased, it may be more suitable than dense time series

approaches when studying change in large study areas (e.g. national or continental

scale).

The underlying assumptions that change is small and spectrally distinct were true

to reality in the majority of cases here. However, the di↵erent approaches used

to identify likely change features also have unique limitations or assumptions,

which must be considered before being used. Using the skew and kurtosis of the

histogram works on the assumption that the underlying histogram is parametric.

Using a percentage threshold-based outlier change detection approach assumes

that all of the change features are included within this percentage. This is similar

to several PV approaches (Malila 1980, Ho↵mann 1975, Nackaerts et al. 2005,

Wilkinson et al. 2008, Singh & Talwar 2014). It is important to consider that

the percentage of outliers, which includes all change features, is not the same as

the percentage of change from the whole. Breaking either of these parameters or

assumptions is a severe limitation on potential accuracy. Repeated RF classifiers

do not introduce assumptions but recorded false positives of change where objects

were mixed signals or changed large amounts of the area changed class depending

on the training data size.
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8.1 Limitations and Assumptions

The underlying assumptions of the method; (i) change is small and (ii) change

features are spectrally distinct from the previous land cover, were true to reality

in the vast majority of the cases here. They are also likely to hold if detecting

change features in similar locations, land, and cloud cover situations. The accuracy

was also una↵ected by the use of multiple satellite sensors and the chronological

order the imagery was analysed.

The assumption that land covers are spectrally distinct limits the type of change

features that can be analysed. Each statistical method for identifying likely

change features is limited to spectrally distinct classes. The e↵ect of this

limitation is increased when analysing a full land cover map. Several classes were

removed from the full land cover map change analysis because they had a high

likelihood of confusion. For example, Semi-Improved and Unimproved Grassland

were combined to form a Grassland class, because a meaningful classification of

the two classes was unlikely. In these situations, it is impossible to determine

true change features from spectral data alone and the approach can not be

applied. An approach that stores pixel histories may be better able to identify

these change features as they look for a di↵erence from the previous instead and

the previous may be the same just very similar to multiple land covers (Tuxen

et al. 2008, Huang et al. 2009, Bontemps et al. 2008).

All of the change detection approaches presented have limited applicability when

detecting change which is easily confused. This is also a limitation for PCC analysis

(Bergen et al. 2005, Kozak et al. 2007, Silva et al. 2008, Fan 2008, Hester et al.
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2010, Renó et al. 2011, Baumann et al. 2012, Souza-Filho et al. 2015, Liu & Yang

2015, Cardille & Fortin 2016). When working with classified data the overall

accuracy is limited by any incorrect class labels, therefore the classification needs

to be accurate (Congalton 2008, Lillesand et al. 2015). If the probability of class

ownership for a given object is even across multiple classes then the classifier

cannot determine class from the spectral data alone and the approach can not be

applied. This confusion can also be caused by mixed pixels, these objects display

the characteristics of multiple land covers (Congalton 2008, Lillesand et al. 2015).

As such they caused confusion for each of the statistical approaches and were

classified di↵erently several times.

Additionally, unlike PCC there is not an operator carefully defining each set of

training for each map (Bergen et al. 2005, Kozak et al. 2007, Silva et al. 2008,

Fan 2008, Congalton 2008, Hester et al. 2010, Renó et al. 2011, Baumann et al.

2012, Souza-Filho et al. 2015, Liu & Yang 2015, Lillesand et al. 2015, Cardille

& Fortin 2016) Therefore, it is even more important the classes are well defined

and separable. Defining classes is a balance between the usefulness of the map

and change detection and the likelihood of false positives due to confused classes.

For example, despite having low euclidean distance both Bare Ground and Urban

classes were included in the 2007 base classification because urban growth is a

desirable metric. Here the confusion was handled by not allowing change between

the two classes. Although this introduces some potential for errors of omission the

false positives of change could be much greater if the change was allowed.

Using classified data and combining di↵erent data sources means that EO

datasets are not directly compared. This allows di↵erent data sources to be used

with minimal atmospheric correction. In the examples presented here, 4 di↵erent
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optical satellite sensors are used. Potentially, all of the change detection

approaches presented here could also be applied to radar data increasing the

data volume further and reducing the e↵ect of cloud cover (Guo et al. 2017, Lv

et al. 2018). All EO approaches exhibit a ‘lag’ between when change occurs on

the ground and when it is captured in satellite imagery. When data availability is

limited, due to cloud cover or image acquisition issues, the di↵erences can be a

year or more. When a period of high data availability occurs large areas are

updated this results in ‘spikes’ of a very large amount of change occurring in one

year or image (Bontemps et al. 2008, Wang et al. 2009, Verbesselt et al. 2010,

Zhu & Woodcock 2014, Olofsson et al. 2014, DeVries et al. 2015, Dutrieux et al.

2015, Zhu et al. 2016, Hamunyela et al. 2016).

8.2 Potential Developments and Future

Research

There are several further uses and theories, which could be extrapolated or

incorporated into the overall approach to increasing accuracy, output usefulness,

and applicability in other situations.

Temporal correlation approaches like Bayesian logic could also be introduced

(Bruzzone et al. 2004, Castellana et al. 2004, Liu & Zhou 2004, Benedek et al.

2015, Cardille & Fortin 2016, Wu et al. 2017, Ayele et al. 2018) to increase

accuracy. When using Bayesian logic changes which are deemed more likely to

occur are given extra weight in classification by using prior probabilities and

classifier output to determine classification likelihood. This could increase
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accuracy when determining change between spectrally similar but unlikely

changes, for example between Coniferous forest and Water. However, how the

prior probability should be calculated and the probability data should be

incorporated into the map-to-image approach requires further study.

Other statistical approaches or adaptations of the approaches presented here

could increase the applicability or accuracy of the map-to-image approach in

some situations. For example, Network X, a python library, could be used to

map and produce metrics from n-dimensional clusters (Hagberg et al. 2008).

Statistics from this approach could be used to find di↵erent types of outliers with

a hard threshold. Fuzzy Rough Nearest Neighbour may perform better with a

more well-defined ‘Other’ class or with the incorporation of an unsupervised

classification of the ‘Other’ class as was used in the repeated RF study

(Congalton 2008, Lillesand et al. 2015). Further research is needed to explore the

applicability of these other approaches.

All changes here were to the statistical analysis section of the approach, outside

of this the processing was unaltered, potential change features were identified and

classified using an RF classifier. However, this may not be the most accurate

way of defining change features for all objects. Repeated RF classifier change

detection loses all the information from the previous classifiers and can produce

a training dataset that is too homogeneous and is unrepresentative of the whole

class. Classifying all objects by the highest mean probability class or using the

di↵erences between these values to threshold and classify change features may

produce more accurate results because it does not rely on the identification of an

accurate yet representative training dataset. It instead relies on RF’s‘ natural’

ability to suppress outliers in training and an iterative sampling technique.
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Currently, data are only gathered at each time step, but more information could be

extracted by studying how each pixel changes land cover through time (Bontemps

et al. 2008, Wang et al. 2009, Verbesselt et al. 2010, Zhu & Woodcock 2014,

Olofsson et al. 2014, DeVries et al. 2015, Dutrieux et al. 2015, Zhu et al. 2016,

Hamunyela et al. 2016). This information could be used to decrease the e↵ect of

mixed pixels. For example, an object which changes between two or three classes

an unusually high number of time is likely the result of confusion. In this case,

change accuracy could be increased by forcibly classifying the object into one class

at all time steps.

This type of pixel history data could also increase the usefulness and applicability

of the output for study and management practices. Currently, a large number of

slightly di↵erent classifications are produced. These can be analysed to produce

annual or sub-annual area change statistics but studying the change process of

a particular object is more complex. If the pixel history could be stored and

accessed for a stack of classifications, as it is for a stack of imagery in dense time

series approaches (Bontemps et al. 2008, Eklundh et al. 2009, Bontemps et al.

2012, Huang & Friedl 2014, DeVries et al. 2015, Dutrieux et al. 2015, Schroeder

et al. 2017), this data could be more accessible. Storing the data in this type of

structure would also make the di↵erent update times of each region of the image

easier to access. One classification of the study area may have last been updated

at several di↵erent points, potentially becoming highly varied.

Accuracy could be further increased by separating classification error and true

change features. Errors in the classification are often identified as likely change

features in later imagery. A reduction in classification error was recorded between

the Bare Ground and Less Productive Vegetation classes in the previous chapter.
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If a method of separating the true change features from the classification error was

developed these errors could be removed from the original classification. The error

regions could be assigned their true land cover class in previous classifications,

resulting in the classification product becoming more accurate over time.

The change detection approaches can accurately and automatically produce large

volumes of labelled spectral data, which could be used to train a deep learning

classifier. For example, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been used to

great e↵ect in image recognition and classification research (e.g. pattern

recognition Krizhevsky & Hinton 2012, Jia et al. 2014, Simonyan & Zisserman

2015, Szegedy et al. 2015, object and face recognition Girshick et al. 2014,

Taigman et al. 2014 and driver-less cars Huval et al. 2015). CNNs have been

trained to classify objects in very high-resolution EO data with success (e.g. Hu

et al. 2015, Längkvist et al. 2016, Sevo & Avramovic 2016, Liang et al. 2016,

Zhang et al. 2016, Cheng et al. 2017, Zhao et al. 2017, Othman et al. 2017,

Nogueira et al. 2017). A CNN classifier trained on the Welsh forest and other

regions from the classifications generated could be used to classify forests in new

imagery.



Chapter 9

Conclusions

Monitoring and collecting data about land cover change is vitally important to

understand and manage the impacts of environmental and anthropogenic

activities (Kerr & Ostrovsky 2003, Gillanders et al. 2008, Van Lier et al. 2011).

Any land cover change can only be quantified by comparing data collected at

di↵erent times (Singh 1989a, Change detection techniques 2009). Automating this

process increases data volume and land cover monitoring potential. EO satellites

provide cost-e↵ective data at a meaningful scale and high temporal resolution.

However, there is no universal approach for detecting land cover change, due to

the variety of data sources, types, and change detection applications.

The study assessed the applicability of the ‘map-to-image’ change detection

technique as a component of a monitoring system for Wales. The study

determined that the approach, developed and applied to mangroves by Thomas

et al. 2018, was able to accurately detect coniferous forest cover change, utilising

and generating a time-series of accurate multi-class land cover classification maps

184
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and change detection statistics. The ‘parametric distribution map-to-image

change detection’ or histogram change detection approach was successfully

applied to a fragmented archive of satellite imagery as part of an automated

change detection system. This approach produced an overall accuracy of 93.6%

and change and coniferous forest cover figures similar to the NFI.

However, the applicability of this approach is limited by the assumption that the

land cover classes have a normal distribution. Three new ways of identifying

likely change features were developed, outlier change detection, repeated RF

classifiers change detection, and fuzzy-rough logic change detection. The outlier

and repeated RF classifier change detection approaches were successfully used to

characterise coniferous forest cover change. The approaches produced similar

overall accuracies to the original histogram change detection approach of 91.6%,

and 89.4% respectfully.

The overall aim of developing these new approaches was to generate a time series of

accurate multi-class land cover classification maps and change detection statistics

for Wales, UK. The outlier and repeated RF classifier change detection approaches

were applied to a full land cover map of 9 classes (change analysed in 7) with

partial success. Map products with passable accuracy were generated using the

outlier change detection approach. However, the change detection accuracy and

class definition requirements of the approaches for the final classification product

limit the applicability and usefulness for land managers. Therefore, although the

approach can be used to generate a ‘living map’, the types and drivers of change

must be considered along with the final use case. The ‘map-to-image’ approach

should be used when a computationally e�cient, robust algorithm is needed to

analyse a time series of data where the time period between capture dates varies
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greatly or data volume is low. Requiring only a base map, the lower number of

operator hours than PV or PCC approaches make it suitable to detect change

features in a large number of images.

The study also aimed to identify situations where the approach was appropriate

to use, and limitations. The approaches all performed best when detecting

large-scale changes in a homogeneous class. As there were no significant

di↵erences in the overall accuracy of these approaches when applied to such a

binary change problem, in situations where the parametric assumption is met the

parametric histogram approach should be used as it requires a reduced compute

time and no parameters. However, if the parametric assumption cannot be met a

di↵erent statistical approach for identifying land cover change objects should be

employed. In situations where the percentage change is not highly dynamic and

can be estimated outlier change detection should be used, as it requires a vastly

reduced compute time compared to repeated RF classifiers. Before being applied

to analyse other types of change the causes of error and class confusion should

first be considered. The results from the full land cover map indicate that a

certain level of class distinctness and changes that do not occur gradually,

produce the highest accuracy figures. Further research is needed to determine the

types of change most suitable, it may be that binary classification products of

these types of changes would perform better.

Further research is needed to improve the accuracies of these approaches, introduce

storing of pixel histories and identity error in the classification separately to change

features.
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